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ABSTRACT
This project creates an original dataset of 1,008 randomly sampled news items that
discussed LGBT political issues posted online between 2011 and 2017 by Huffington Post Queer
Voices, NPR, and Fox News. I use quantitative methods and content analysis to locate the 14
most popular LGBT political issues in media coverage and to confirm there are three competing
media frames of political discussion in coverage of LGBT political issues.
There are three results chapters.
Chapter 5 describes the 14 LGBT political issues that appear most often in political
science research and to what extent media coverage of these 14 issues differs across the political
left, right and center. I find that academia addresses more LGBT issues, more often, than does
media coverage. Also, media coverage and academic literature contain four competing narratives
about LGBT people and issues: a Family Narrative, an Identity Narrative, a Tragedy Narrative,
and a Political Activity Narrative. Moreover, politically left media coverage is more like
academic discussions about LGBT politics than politically right or centrist media coverage.
Chapter 6 describes three competing frames in media coverage. A legal frame contains
language that discusses constitutions, trial and appellate courts, litigation tactics, and appellate
procedure. A religious frame contains language that discusses the Bible, Jesus, religious-based
curative therapy, evangelicals as political participants, and quotes from clergy. An institutional
frame contains language that involves elections, political parties, direct democracy,
constitutional amendments, local state and federal legislatures, and the President. I find that legal
framing of LGBT issues has increased since the 2000s, while religious framing has declined, and
political framing is slowly rising – peaking in federal election years then decreasing in nonelection years.
Chapter 7 describes how the media’s focus on same-sex marriage eclipses coverage of
less-covered, but still important, LGBT political issues. Further, since same-sex marriage was
legalized nation-wide in 2015, the media has been increasingly focused on transgender issues
rather than 13 other LGBT political issues.
So, the issues, narratives, and frames one encounters in news coverage about the LGBT is
noticeably different than in the 2000s, and differs on the political left, right, and center.

KEYWORDS
LGBT Politics; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Politics
Media Coverage; Media Framing
Same-Sex Marriage; Transgender Issues
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
At a conference in New Orleans I once asked a room of eighteen political scientists who
specialized in LGBT1 Politics to write down what they thought were the 10 most commonly
discussed issues in the subfield and in media coverage about the LGBT community. None of the
lists were remotely similar - and this presents a few broad questions worth answering: what sort
of issues do we encounter when we read academic literature and read news online? How does
media frame their coverage about the LGBT community – and has this framing changed over
time? What issue in particular is the most popular in academic literature and in the news we read
online – and does the popularity of LGBT issues in media coverage change dramatically over
time? In the broadest sense: what does news coverage tell us about LGBT people and issues in
politics?
To answer these questions this project examines how the specific LGBT political issues
that appear in media coverage have changed over time, how the media frames these LGBT
political issues for their readers, and how journalists in media coverage of transgender people
and issues have replaced same-sex marriage as the most-frequent LGBT issue in media coverage
since 2015.

LGBT is an acronym for “Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender” used throughout political
science literature to refer to homosexuals (both gay and lesbian), bisexuals, transgender, queer
and a spectrum of gender non-binary and/or non-conforming people all as one collective group.
However, the acronym disregards substantive differences between individual groups within the
acronym. Sociopolitical issues that involve gay men, lesbian women, bisexuals, transgender
and/or queer people are not always the same. In this project, for brevity, LGBT refers to this
group as a whole – and does not indicate the treatment of more specific subgroups.
1

1

It examines seven years of news coverage of LGBT political issues posted online over
seven years (between 2011 and 2017) because these stories are still easily accessible online, and
because I wanted to include a span of time that included presidential election years (2012, 2016),
at least one midterm election year (2014), as well as several non-federal election years (2011,
2013, 2015, 2017). I randomly sample news items from three different news organizations:
representing the political right wing is Fox News (or “Fox”), representing the political center is
National Public Radio (or “NPR”), and representing the political left is The Huffington Post
Queer Voices (or “HuffPo”). I randomly sample news items from these three news organizations
over 84 months (7 years) and use content analysis to create a new unique dataset of 1,008 news
items (336 news items from Fox, 336 news items from NPR, and 336 news items from the
HuffPo). With this dataset I will reach three broad empirical conclusions that contribute to the
literature in the subfield of LGBT politics and media framing.
As to the first contribution, I reviewed the academic literature in the political science
subfield of LGBT politics and created a list of the 14 most frequently discussed LGBT issues in
the subfield. In alphabetical order, these issues are: adoption; bullying; death; hate crimes;
HIV/AIDS; homelessness; marriage; military service; protests and pride marches; sodomy and
same-sex sex; suicide; transgender people and issues; violence; and LGBT youth (i.e. students,
minors, and children). I show later in Chapter 5 that across all 1,008 news items, the frequency
and rank of LGBT issues covered by news organizations does not match the issues we find in
research in our discipline. Further, the frequency and rank of issues is different for each of the
three different news organizations on the political left, right, and center.
As to the second contribution, I surveyed the political science subfield of LGBT politics
and found that there is a consensus in the literature that media coverage of LGBT issues is
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framed in significantly different ways, but there is no agreement as to how many frames of
discussion exist. Most scholars say two; some say three; one says as many as seventeen. In this
project I use three: a legal frame (sometimes called a courts or civil rights frame), a religious
frame (sometimes called a moral frame), and a less often discussed political frame (sometimes
called an institutional, elections, or political action frame). I show later in Chapter 6 that across
all 1,008 news items, the information discussed in each frame changes over time, use of these
frames is not equalized (some frames are more common than others), as well as that coverage of
LGBT issues is less religious and more legal than in the 2010s than it was in the 2000s, and the
political frame is slowly increasing over time – peaking in federal election years and declining in
non-election years. Moreover, the use of these three political frames is different for news
organizations on the political left, right, and center.
As to the third contribution, you would need to have lived under a rock for the past two
decades to miss that same-sex marriage is the seminal issue in LGBT politics and it has been that
way since at least the early 2000s. You also will not have missed that transgender people and
issues are increasingly visible in media coverage since the mid-2010s. A professor might say in
their course “the LGBT community was hyper-focused on marriage equality… but since it was
legalized nation-wide by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2015, the LGBT community has
increasingly focused on transgender people and issues.” That is not news. What this project does
that no other article or book in the LGBT politics subfield does is put empirical evidence behind
that statement to demonstrate that the conventional wisdom is true. I show later in Chapter 7 that
since 2015 media coverage of marriage has fallen dramatically while coverage of transgender
people and issues has risen dramatically. I also show how there is similarities across all three
different news organizations of this trend towards coverage of transgender people and issues.

3

1.1

Arriving at this Project
This project began in January 2014 after a conversation with several political scientists at

the Southern Political Science Association’s 85th Annual Meeting in New Orleans. After a paperpanel discussion on media coverage of same-sex marriage, I remarked to the senior scholars on
the panel that it would be helpful to have some data on how the ranking of LGBT issues covered
by the media each year went up and down. I said that conventional wisdom suggests that samesex marriage dominates media coverage, but I was not sure what the second most-discussed,
third most-discussed, fourth most-discussed (and so one) LGBT issue was in media coverage, or
how much political information was contained in that coverage. I was not sure to what extend the
discipline matched the public interest – or if we had an idea of what news coverage says and
informs us about LGBT issues. One LGBT scholar, now a friend, remarked: “That would require
a dissertation-length examination and be a great dissertation topic.” A second LGBT scholar
said: “No one has that kind of data. But if you got it… that would make a great book, or series of
articles that would train one after the other. You could gather up a list of the most common
issues discussed in all the LGBT books and journal articles in our field and then break the media
coverage down into a few frames and write up your results.” So I went to work.
1.2

The Hole in the LGBT Politics Literature
Between Spring 2013 and Summer 2018, as part of this project, I read 43 books and 157

journal articles about LGBT sociopolitical issues published between 2000 and 2018. Of these
200 sources, only 26 (13%) of them specifically discuss, at least in part, media coverage of
LGBT politics – and almost all this research focuses specifically on same-sex marriage, the
repeal of sodomy laws and decriminalization of same-sex sex, both involving the courts and
specifically the U.S. Supreme Court. So, in the red-hot popular and burgeoning subfield of
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LGBT politics, there is a large hole in the literature: no studies, articles, or books quantify and
rank the issues that appear in media coverage of LGBT political issues. Scholars have gone
looking for media coverage specifically on same-sex marriage and written qualitative studies.
They have also looked specifically at media coverage of adoption policy, or school bullying, or
bathroom access for trans- people, and so on. This hyper-focused research is great – and we can
all enjoy reading it and learning from it. But what I have in mind in this project is casting a wide
net over all the news coverage about LGBT people and issues, reading the news items, and then
finding out which issues are most-often discussed in media coverage.
Another hole in the literature is that the few existing examinations of media coverage of
LGBT issues in political science have used qualitative methods rather than quantitative measures
(Riggle and Tadlock 1999, Pullen 2010, Gross 2011, Gray 2009). Further, what little there is
available on the topic of media coverage of LGBT political issues comes in the form of
qualitative book-length studies that treat LGBT issues in media coverage as monolithic and
stable over time and/or focus on a few important movies, television shows, celebrities, or people
from history (Marsha P. Johnson, Ellen DeGeneres, Caitlyn Jenner, Lady Gaga, et al.) or
influential issue-entrepreneurs (San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk, Justice Anthony
Kennedy, Vice President Biden and President Obama, U.S. Representative Barney Frank [DMA], et al.) that expand visibility for LGBT people and their issues. I posit that the “hot” most
often covered LGBT issues change over time – that there is significant movement of issues in
media coverage coverage – and this is the core of several hypotheses examined in my results
chapters.
There is one empirical study that is similar to this project. A lengthy report released by
the University of Missouri’s Center on Religion and the Professions, titled “Missing Voices: A
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study of religious voices in mainstream media reports about LGBT equality,” examines which
religious denominations are mentioned in media coverage of LGBT issues (Mason and
Rosenholtz 2012). Though their methodology of data collection is similar to mine, their project
focused on televised news coverage rather than print news coverage of LGBT issues that appears
online. Their study sampled several hundred television news video clips, over a three-year
period, that discuss LGBT issues and they counted which religious denominations were quoted
and/or depicted in coverage of LGBT issues. Their results indicate that anti-LGBT positions are
most often provided on television by Fundamentalist and/or Evangelical Christians and/or those
with high degrees of religiosity either personally or within their advocacy group (s). Here they
use the term advocacy group to mean any and all interest groups, charities, non-profit
organizations, and other mobilizers of collective action geared towards LGBT issues that are not
churches. Pro-LGBT positions almost always come from secular individuals and/or advocacy
groups with no religious affiliation. Moreover, Catholics and Catholic-affiliated groups were
cited as moderate or “mixed” on most LGBT issues. Their study concluded that televised media
coverage of LGBT issues in the U.S. excludes members of the public who are both religious and
pro-LGBT equality. According to their study, media discussions of LGBT issues are framed
almost entirely as a competition between religious people and organizations versus secular
people and organizations. According to their study, this creates the perception that one cannot be
both religious and pro-LGBT equality. The “missing voices” in their title refers to heterosexual
Christians who are Pro-LGBT and to LGBT persons who are also religious. Their dataset may
perhaps contain information about the raw frequency of certain issues within media coverage,
but those results were not reported in their study. Whereas their study looked at how LGBT
issues are framed on television, this project looks at news coverage posted online. Whereas they
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had several hundred television news segments, drawn from many different networks, this
project’s dataset contains 1,008 news items drawn from three specific news organizations. They
studied a period of 3 years, whereas my project’s time period is 7 years (2011-2017).
Other qualitative studies of LGBT issues in media coverage attribute LGBT
sociopolitical progress to seminal movies, books, fictional characters, or important milestone
events that mark sizeable substantive shifts in how LGBT individuals and issues are portrayed.
Except for these major shifts, qualitative studies of LGBT media content posit that media
coverage should be either superficially defined as either positive or negative – usually negative.
The little research that does attempt to quantify media coverage of LGBT issues does so using
either a dichotomous variable (where 1 = Coverage of LGBT Issue or Event, 0 = No Coverage)
or as an ordinal variable (where -1 = Negative or Hostile Treatment, 0 = Neutral or No
Treatment, and 1 = Positive or Supportive Treatment) (Haider-Markel and Joslyn 2008,
Stoutenborough, et al. 2006). Moreover, several large volumes of LGBT political literature
contain no discrete measures of media content and instead focus only on a few seminal moments
in art, television, and news coverage using qualitative terms and measures (Rimmerman et al.
2000, Gross 2001, Gray 2009, Riggle and Cooper 2010, Moscowitz 2013). Further, social
scientists frequently posit that media exposure to LGBT political issues, coupled with low levels
of religiosity, higher levels of education, higher socio-economic status, higher levels of social
contact with LGBT persons, and increasingly liberal ideology all correlate (not all studies go as
far as positing causation) to increased support for LGBT equality or support for LGBT issues
(Wald et al. 1996, Brewer 2004a and 2004b; Craig et al. 2005; Haider-Markel and Joslyn 2005;
Miceli 2005). Undoubtedly, these individual-level factors play a role in voting behavior, policy
preferences, and aggregate levels of support for LGBT issues.
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1.3

More People Are Reading News Online
Moreover, we should be especially interested in news that is posted online, on Facebook,

and on social media. Andrew Perrin and Jingjing Jiang, writing for the Pew Research Center
(2018) in a massive study on internet usage and news consumption online, note that as
smartphones and mobile devices have become more widespread, 26% of American adults now
report that they are online “almost constantly,” up from 21% in 2015. Overall, 77% of
Americans go online on every day. That figure includes 26% of Americans who go online almost
constantly; 43% of Americans who say they go online several times a day; and 8% of Americans
who go online about once a day. Just 11% of Americans go online several times a week or less
often, and 11% of Americans say they do not use the internet at all (Pew 2018). All groups
reported access to news as a key factor.
Adults and young people are especially likely to be online a lot. Among mobile internet
users – this is the 83% of Americans who use the internet at least occasionally using a
smartphone, tablet or other mobile device – 89% go online daily and 31% are online almost
constantly. Younger adults are by far the most tethered to the internet: 39% of 18 to 29-year-olds
are online almost constantly and 49% of 18 to 29-year-olds go online multiple times per day
(totaling a staggering 88% of that age group). By comparison, just 8% of Americans 65 and older
are online almost constantly and just 30% go online multiple times per day. Americans ages 30
to 49 are now about as likely as younger adults to use the internet almost constantly (36% [for
30-49] versus 39% [for 18-29]). The share of 30 to 49-year-olds who are online almost
constantly has risen 12 percentage points just since 2015. Meanwhile, the share of Americans
ages 50 to 64 who are online almost constantly has risen to 17% from 12% since 2015. Other
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demographic groups that report going online frequently include college graduates, people of
color, adults who live in higher-income households and urban residents (Pew 2018).
Figure 1.3.1 – Internet Usage Among U.S. Adults in 2018

Education, race, and income also play a role in who consumes news online, as 34% of
adults with at least one college degree go online almost constantly (and 92% of college degree
holders go online daily), compared to only 20% of adults with a high school education or less. At
the same time, roughly four-in-ten black respondents (37%) report using the internet almost
constantly, compared with 30% of Hispanics and 23% of whites. The share of black respondents
who are almost constantly online has risen 14 points since 2015, while the share of Hispanics
who say this has gone up by 11 points since 2015. Among whites, there has been little change
since 2015. While 35% of adults with an annual household income of $75,000 or more use the
internet almost constantly (and 91% use it daily), this is true for just 24% of those making less
than $30,000. Adults who live in urban and suburban areas are more likely to be online almost
constantly compared to adults who live in rural areas: 32% of adults living in urban areas and
27% of adults living in suburban areas say they are almost constantly online, compared with 15%
of rural residents. (Pew 2018)
9

Figure 1.3.2 – Internet Usage Breakdown Among U.S. Adults in 2018

These trends matter because Americans are increasingly abandoning television news as
their primary and most common source of political news, we are increasingly reading news or
social media on small devices while we watch television news, a larger percent of all the news
we read comes from the internet and social media, and we are placing a higher level of
importance on what we read online, on social media, and especially on Facebook and Twitter
than on what we see and hear in television news coverage (Pew 2018, Feezell 2018). Increasing
importance requires increasing attention and further study. Moreover, media coverage about the
LGBT community plays a large and significant role in public opinion about LGBT rights and
this is especially true for people who know few LGBT people or no LGBT people at all in their
own lives (Brewer 2004). Understanding LGBT issues in media coverage at a minimum helps
inform us about how people think about politics, parties, and people.
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1.4

The Plan Going Forward
The plan for this project going forward is as follows. In Chapter 2, I review the LGBT

politics literature and how LGBT people and groups have organized throughout history. This is a
sort of crash course on LGBT politics. Then, I review the literature on media framing of social
movements, media framing specifically about LGBT politics, and how media framing effects
public opinion. Finally, I very briefly review the LGBT issues that appear most often in political
science research. In Chapter 3, I discuss my hypotheses to be addressed in my three results
chapters. In Chapter 4, I discuss the 47 component parts of each news item that goes into my
dataset, my coding scheme, my case selection method, and my methods of research, and I
describe my dataset. In Chapter 5, the first results chapter, I discuss how the frequency and rank
of my 13 LGBT issues changes over time across all 1,008 news items, and for each of my three
news organizations. In Chapter 6, the second results chapter, I discuss the specific information
contained in the legal frame, the religious frame, and the political frame – and I discuss how this
information changes over time and varies between news organizations on the political left, right,
and center. In Chapter 7, the third results chapter, I discuss how discussions about transgender
people and issues quickly replaced same-sex marriage as the most-covered issue in media
coverage of LGBT issues with a discussion of how fast and when this change occurred. Chapter
8 is my conclusion and plans for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review has three broad sections, each broken down into smaller
subsections. First, in Section 2.1, to get a grasp of the LGBT issues involved in media coverage,
I provide an overview of LGBT politics to find our way through history from antiquity to the 21st
century social movement we see today. Next, in Section 2.2, I review the political science
literature on media framing of social movements – especially as it relates to LGBT issues and
same-sex marriage – and how media framing effects public opinion. Then, in Section 2.3, I have
a very brief review of the LGBT issues that have appeared in political science journal articles
and books to help gauge how the LGBT issues studied by political scientists compares to the
media coverage we will see later in the results chapters.
2.1

LGBT Politics
We should be curious about LGBT politics because LGBT people are everywhere – and

LGBT people are coming out younger, more often, more publicly, and in more places than most
people would or could have imagined one, two, and certainly three generations ago (Gray 2009).
LGBT people also participate in politics, especially in developed nations, in public and powerful
ways. Their issues become part of political party platforms, their dollars influence political
campaigns, their priorities and public policies become part of budgets, and LGBT voters play a
role in deciding elections – especially in urban areas. After a lengthy study, The Williams
Institute at UCLA Law School found in a widely cited report that 3.5% of the U.S. population
identifies as out and LGBT; and that is about 8,500,000 U.S. residents [more than the entire
population of Louisiana and Mississippi combined] (Gates 2011). Gallup later pegged the LGBT
population rate at 3.8% of the population around the time that same-sex marriage was legalized
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nation-wide by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2015, while at the same time positing the number
seems to rise depending on the level of social tolerance in a particular region, state, or county –
and suggesting that the true LGBT population rate may be significantly higher than current
surveys indicate (Gallup 2015). Moreover, homosexual, bisexual, queer and transgender
identities are present among almost all social groups in the world. No other minority community
cross-cuts as many nations, races, ethnicities, religions, education and socioeconomic class levels
as the LGBT community. Even though conventional wisdom requires us to assume that LGBT
people make up only a small percentage of the total population, LGBT activists have long
pointed out: “We are everywhere!” (Smith 2002, Walters 2003)
Since the 1960s the LGBT social movement for legal and sociopolitical equality has
increasingly become fodder for elite discourse, media coverage, and political action such as
protests, elections, ballot initiatives, court challenges, and constitutional amendments. Indeed,
since the 1980s, few social movements have consistently appeared in the news and political
debate as often as the LGBT community and their movement for equality; moreover, opinions on
LGBT people and political issues have become how we conceptualize modern Liberalism and
Conservatism, Democrats and Republicans (Gross 2001, Lakoff 2002, Rimmerman 2000). Few,
if any, social movements in the U.S. have experienced as much legal and sociopolitical progress
both in public visibility and political success as the LGBT movement has in the past sixty years
(Miceli 2005, Nownes and Lipinski 2015).
The number and scope of LGBT-affiliated groups in the United States, both formal and
informal, is staggering. Scholars (Russell 2000, Anderson 2006) have estimated that there are
approximately 1,500 sociopolitical organizations working at the local, state, and national level on
behalf of LGBT persons in the U.S. in any given year. Rimmerman (2000) has documented
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nearly 2,000 political organizations in the U.S. that advocate specifically on behalf of LGBT
persons and speculated that nearly ten times that many active political organizations have
publicly stated positions regarding LGBT people and political issues. Consider that all this action
and visibility came about since the late 1960s, and that for the past two millennia LGBT people
have lived their lives in relative obscurity, hidden in the shadows away from the political powers
of the moment. LGBT people have been around for a very long time – but the LGBT social
movement will only celebrate its 50th anniversary in June 2019.
2.1.1 Sexuality in Antiquity and the Common Era
On the one hand, homosexuality has existed in varying forms throughout human history
for thousands of years. Scholars (Huston and Melz 2004) have posited that non-heterosexual
sexuality has existed at least since the time humans dwelled in caves in Europe and Asia. One
historian (Eskridge 1993) has speculated that the first evidence of political regime-level support
for same-sex couples can be found in Egypt, circa 3000 B.C., where the mummified remains of a
female same-sex couple was found in a small but ornate pyramid burial chamber which included
detailed hieroglyphs that depicted the couple’s life together. Evidence from the tomb provided
support for the conclusion that the same-sex couple’s entombment was supported (i.e. paid for)
by the pharaoh. Moreover, homosexuality is present throughout the writings and social
arrangements of many ancient societies like Greek and Roman, as well as various Middle
Eastern, Asian, and North, Central, and South American societies (Aldrich 2006). The
documented presence – and in some places there is clear evidence of social acceptance – of
homosexuality and bisexuality significantly predates the Common Era. It is important to note
that this social acceptance of homosexuality – especially in Europe and the Middle East, and less
so in Asia, Central America, and South America – declines sharply at the beginning of the
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Common Era and remains low from the beginning of the Common Era through the time
westerners call the Dark Ages (Linnemann et al. 2005, Liu and Macedo 2005).
Noted LGBT historian B. R. Brug writes in his book Gay Warriors (2002), that since the
Common Era, for about 1,800 years, there is evidence that LGBT people have suffered
institutionalized persecution under religious and political regimes all around the world.
Incarceration and/or execution, often involving torture, were common punishments for
homosexuality throughout much of Europe, the Middle East, and some parts of Asia, Central
America, and South America (Aldrich 2006).
However, Burg (2002) notes that some societies displayed relatively higher levels of
tolerance for homosexuality than others (the Inca, the Mayans, civilizations in the areas now
known as Peru, Thailand, and Japan, as well as some North American and Native American
tribes are notable exceptions), permitting bisexuality and/or homosexuality in gender-segregated
spaces and institutions (like religious entities and especially in military and war-related spaces),
and/or used homosexuals in rituals or quasi-governmental institutional positions, and/or allowed
for a variety of sexualities in places of commercialized sex (prostitution). He also relates to
readers that homosexuality was far more common than he expected in the historical records and
log-diaries of pirates in the Caribbean and the Americas; though acceptance and penalties appear
to range greatly from ship to ship and from port to port. Still, despite these noteworthy
exceptions, social acceptance of homosexuality was very much the exception to the norm for the
last two millennia.
Because the North American colonies that birthed the United States were of European
descent, I turn my attention there. In Europe in particular, by the Common Era, whatever
tolerance did exist for homosexuals in antiquity had been reversed or eliminated. Following the
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death of Jesus and the rise of monotheistic Christianity (and early Catholicism) as a minorityreligion, then becoming the majority-religion in Europe, and then later in some European nations
the state-sanctioned religion, tolerance of homosexuality waned then disappeared. In European
predominantly-Christian nations there is little evidence of any wide-spread institutional or
societal acceptance of homosexuality following the rise of Christianity for approximately
eighteen hundred years – until the end of the Industrial Revolution. We can also pause to
acknowledge that since the Industrial Revolution many European nations, the United States, and
to a lesser extent Australia and New Zealand, have led the world in social acceptance of
homosexuality. (Eskridge 1993, Russell 2000, Walters 2003, Sullivan-Blum 2006).
2.1.2 The Colonial and Founding Era
Great Britain, which forms the basis of early American colonial culture and its legal
system, has a long history going back as far as William the Conqueror in 1066 of criminalizing
homosexual sex. These “buggery” or anti-sodomy laws were exported to the American colonies
at their founding. These criminal and civil laws punished those who engaged in non-procreative
sexual activity (oral and anal sex), even between consenting adults, and harshly punished those
who engaged in non-procreative sexual activity without consent (sexual assault, battery, rape) or
with minors (pedophilia) or in illegal commerce (prostitution). In the colonies, the crime of
“buggery” or sodomy was punishable by imprisonment for many years, castration, corporal
punishment including whippings and lashings, up to execution when forcible rape was used or
minors were present. The post-revolutionary United States was no better; the crime(s) remained
relatively unchanged in our U.S. criminal codes. In a bit of trivia provided by the historian
Joseph Ellis in his book American Sphinx (1996), Thomas Jefferson wrote about the need for
reform away from execution and corporal punishment towards using only castration and
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imprisonment for consensual buggery or sodomy between adults – and this was considered a
progressive proposal for its time – but Jefferson failed to convince the Virginia legislature to
change the law(s). Criminal laws banning buggery and sodomy remained on the books in the
U.S. from the 1790s until the 1950s, when decriminalization began in a handful of states with the
adoption of the Model Penal Code, and which only recently completely ended with the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision in Lawrence v. Texas (2003) decriminalizing non-procreative sex
between consenting adults of the same sex or gender nationwide.
LGBT visibility in the United States could best be described as missing or extremely rare
from our Founding Era in the late 18th century through the early 20th century; where some
scholars describe the lack of LGBT visibility as a latent social movement, other scholars describe
this as a metaphorical “closet”; still, without any kind of visibility there cannot be any
sociopolitical acceptance or social movement (Boswell 1980). One might be tempted to think
LGBT visibility would rise in a highly correlated way with urbanization. But while the industrial
revolution in the United States in the 19th and early 20th century urbanized a substantial portion
of the rural population in the United States, it did not create the concentrated urban LGBT
communities that exist in urban areas today (Aldrich 2006). Robust LGBT visibility and
concentrated communities are best thought of as consequences of war and conflict abroad.
2.1.3 World War I, the 1920s and 1930s
Two of the most prolific LGBT historians have written at length about the effect of war
(rather than merely industrialization) on creating the early gay ghettos (“gayborhoods”) that we
still see in urban centers today. Robert Aldrich writes in his book, Gay Life and Culture: A
World History (2006), as well as Vicki Eaklor in her book, Queer America: A People's GLBT
History of the United States (2011), about how World War I and World World II gathered up a
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tremendous number of young men into military service. In the military, in population-dense
gender-segregated spaces, gay and bisexual men met each other and formed friendships,
emotional and sexual relationships. After World War I ended, these men would eventually settle
in urbanizing spaces rather than return home to isolated rural communities where the likelihood
of encountering other gay or bisexual people was very low. At the same time, with men going off
to war, women were called into the workforce. In this new vibrant and increasingly female
workforce, lesbian and bisexual women can meet each other, organize politically, socialize, gain
valuable socioeconomic skills, as well as form friendships, emotional and sexual relationships.
As World War I ends, these lesbian and bisexual women would also often choose to relocate to,
or stay in, urban centers rather than return to isolated rural communities where the likelihood of
encountering other lesbian or bisexual people was very low.
Aldrich and Eaklor both point to the Jazz Age, the speakeasys of early urban life, replete
with music, booze, and dancing as an indirect consequence of LGBT activity and community
building. Eaklor (2011) details the life of Ernestine “Tiny” Davis in 1920s Chicago as one
example of a woman in the Jazz Age that sang songs about women, to women, in
overwhelmingly female-dominated spaces. Here Eaklor is alluding to the first popular lesbian
bar in the United States located in Chicago. Aldrich and Eaklor also discuss the role of men in
the Mafia, and in alcohol, bar, and jazz culture during Prohibition and thereafter; and both note
how the Mafia(s) in urban centers were often the most prolific owner and supporters of drinking
establishments that catered to lesbian, gay, bisexual and queer patrons. This slow pattern of
LGBT migration and urbanization after World World I continues steadily until the Great
Depression in 1929 halts LGBT migration. The 1930s period from the start of the Great
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Depression until the end of World War II is a period of relatively low migration and visibility
compared to the 1920s and 1950s and 1960s (Eaklor 2011).
2.1.4 World War II, the 1950s and 1960s
LGBT historians repeatedly call World War II a major turning point in LGBT history that
played a significant role in creating the LGBT communities we see in U.S. cities today –
especially for homosexual and bisexual men (Aldrich 2006, Eaklor 2011). Similar to World War
I, the military draft during World War II gathered an unprecedented number of young men from
rural and suburban areas across the United States into military service – some of whom were
homosexual and bisexual. Several scholars (Van Der Meer 2003, Walther 2004, Streitmatter
2008) join Aldrich and Eaklor in positing that serving in close quarters for extended periods of
time allowed gay and bisexual men who were raised in isolated rural parts of the U.S. to interact
with one another for the first time. Many friendships, emotional and sexual relationships among
gay and bisexual men began during the military campaigns of World War II – and this appears
especially true in close-quarter military facilities and vessels like in the U.S. Navy. Later, when
World War II ended, many gay and bisexual men settled into major urban centers and began
establishing “gay ghettos.”
Historically, New Orleans was one of the first U.S. cities with a visible “out” LGBT
community and this is notable for two reasons: New Orleans had a much larger LGBT
community than cities of comparable size; and southern cities were much slower to LGBTurbanize than East and West coast cities (Cauce 2002). The fact that New Orleans would have
such a large LGBT community in the Deep South was unique – as one might expect Atlanta,
Dallas, or Houston to be a more logical migration foci for LGBT people. But from about 1920 to
1960, if one were LGBT and out, your choices were limited to New York City in the east, San
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Francisco in the west, Chicago in the north, and New Orleans in the south (Cause 2002). At least
one scholar has posited that this was due to New Orleans’ unique brand of social liberalism, its
Bohemian flavor, and the availability of alcohol and robust nightlife culture centered in New
Orleans’ famous French Quarter (Gray 2009). However, this was only true for New Orleans
between about 1920 through the late 1980s; changing patterns of LGBT migration in the 1990s
and 2000s have consistently shown that Dallas and Atlanta, and to a lesser extend Houston and
Miami, have surpassed New Orleans among southern cities as the relocation foci of relocating
LGBT people (Gray 2009).
Even though homosexuality was still taboo (and under state criminal laws at that time
illegal), gay men in the late 1940s, 1950s, and especially 1960s were moving in increasingly
large numbers to cities. Because homosexuality was still an identity hidden from out-group
members, lesbian, gay, and bisexual people typically found companionship, nightlife, and casual
sex, through a number of psychologically, physically, and socially dangerous ways (Russell
2000, Streitmatter 2008, Gray 2009). As more and more LGBT individuals clustered together in
cities, this attracted the attention of the polity. Political regimes throughout the U.S. instituted
policies to “crack down” and prohibit homosexuals from serving in positions of public trust, used
existing sodomy laws designed to prevent rape and pedophilia to target consensual sex between
adult same-sex couples, and arrested LGBT persons without due process for breaking laws –
using obscure or rarely enforced state and local regulations – often publicizing the mug shots of
the individuals who were arrested. Despite the closet culture and institutional discrimination by
the end of the 1960s, New York City, in particular, had one of the largest urbanized LGBT
populations in the world and tension between the LGBT community and New York City police
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became increasingly volatile. The modern gay rights movement has a commonly accepted start
point in the radicalized politics and sexual revolution of the 1960s.
2.1.5 Stonewall in 1969
We move from the early LGBT politics era to the modern LGBT politics era in 1969 with
the Stonewall Riots of 1969 in New York City – memorialized by dozens of scholars and authors
in many academic disciplines over the past half-century, the best book of which is in my opinion
Martin Duberman’s Stonewall published in 1993.
In the 1950s and 60s, police would often raid bars frequented by LGBT men and women;
police would beat, harass, and arrest LGBT patrons who were suspected of being queer, bisexual,
or homosexual. On June 29, 1969, at the Stonewall Inn Bar on Christopher Street in New York
City, as police were arresting an individual presenting as a queer woman during a raid, she
forcefully resisted arrest, and a cop punched her across the face. She screamed out for help:
“Why don’t you all do something!?” A group of gay men, lesbians, queer and non-binary people,
as well as at least one drag queen, all rose up and attacked the small group of raiding New York
City police officers. A violent riot ensued outside the Stonewall Inn, and several groups of
backup police officers were also attacked, ran away, or were sent to the hospital. The riots that
night included several hundred people from the gay ghetto (with all kinds of gay, lesbian, queer,
cis and trans folks) fighting for hours into the late night. The riot was widely covered by the New
York City press. Though they were not the first group of LGBT people to stand up and fight
back against police corruption and brutality, the Stonewall Riots began a series of riots and
public demonstrations which mobilized thousands of people to protest for gay equality in New
York City and elsewhere (Duberman 1993). After the Stonewall Riot, the New York Daily News
covered the story with the headline: "Homo Nest Raided, Queen Bees Are Stinging Mad!"
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Figure 2.1.2 – Headline After Stonewall

Note that the word “riot” is a misnomer for the totality of events that occurred in 1969.
While the first night of clashes between the New York City police and LGBT patrons at and
around the Stonewall Inn were definitely violent, the subsequent political action which lasted
several nights thereafter took the form of non-violent protests (referred to interchangeably in the
literature as a protest, march, or parade) modeled loosely on the non-violent protests of the racebased civil rights movement and second-wave feminism collective political action in the 1960s.
Duberman (1993), Aldrich (2006), and Eaklor (2011), remind us that prior to the
Stronewall Riots, the Mattachine Society was the most-public advocacy group – run out of Los
Angeles by a group of white, cisgender, middle-class urban gay men. Their writing, though
followed by LGBT people and serious, was largely ineffective. Little political change occurred
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as a result of their activity, as it was mostly geared towards discussions of politics and the future,
rather than contemporaneous radical or demonstrative action. But after the Stonewall Riots we
see New York City activists like drag queen and trans-woman Marsha P. Johnson and her friend
Silvia Rivera, also a trans-woman, organize S.T.A.R., Street Transvestite Action
Revolutionaries. Other New York City lesbian and gay activists founded the G.L.F., Gay
Liberation Front, and G.A.A., Gay Activist Alliance. These organizations, all well-followed by
LGBT people, were far more public, confrontational, and radical than the Mattachine Society.
They serve as a model for LGBT collective political activity throughout the 1970s all across the
United States and abroad.
Further, one year after the Stonewall Riots, the protest march and parade held to mark the
one-year anniversary of the night of the Stonewall Riots was frequently referred to as the first
“gay pride parade”. Since 1970, most LGBT (or Gay) Pride events are held in late June on or
around the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots. Modern gay pride celebrations and protest
marches can trace their roots back to the Christopher Street Liberation parades held across the
United States in 1970 to commemorate the Stonewall Riots. LGBT population centers like San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and even New Orleans all mobilized
following Stonewall in a flurry of urban-centered collective political action that was visible and
tense. Young LGBT people, who had been active in other movements such as the civil rights
movement, the anti-war movement, or the women’s rights and liberation movement also came to
realize that discrimination against LGBT people deserved the same kind of mobilization and
attention. These activists were able to draw from the tactical skills they had acquired in other
social movements and apply those methods to buttress existing LGBT organizations and create
new ones that focused on public, loud, and aggressive demands for equality. These organizations
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sprang up all over the developed and urbanized world drawing from the cultural symbolism of
Stonewall, often in response to showings of documentaries about the riots. Media coverage and
documentaries about Stonewall played a significant role in mobilizing gay youth on university
campuses and urban areas in Europe (notably Germany, Great Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Spain) and Australia (Adam 1995).
After the Stonewall Riots of 1969, media at the national level began to report on the
LGBT community. This moment is important for political science, LGBT politics, and
specifically for this project. Though you see occasional mentions of homosexuality and
bisexuality in national news coverage before 1969, the year 1969 is the watershed moment that
marks the beginning of a public and national conversation about LGBT politics in the news that
has not ended (Duberman 1993, Eaklor 2011).
2.1.6 The 1970s
The 1970s were dominated by overwhelming religious, legal, and political opposition to
meaningful LGBT progress and tolerance. Homosexuality and bisexuality were viewed
negatively by the vast majority of the U.S. population, and institutional laws and police practices
kept most homosexual sex and meeting spaces underground (Gray 2009). Homosexuals,
especially men, were portrayed by the media and in entertainment as sexual predators, a threat to
children, harbingers of disease, and as possessing an interest in perverse sexual acts and
fetishisms. Qualitative scholars (Gross 2001, Lakoff 2002, Gray 2009) note that portrayals of
LGBT persons within a religious frame, especially in the 1970s and 1980s, contain an absolute
prohibition against homosexuality citing scripture and church-based opposition. A government
frame was dominated by themes of protection or insulation from homosexuals and media
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coverage at that time focused on political movements designed to slow or prevent progress on
LGBT equality or tolerance (Lichterman 1999, Lakoff 2002).
Still, there was some success for LGBT people in local politics – mostly in urban centers
with concentrated and growing LGBT population. This is the first time in LGBT politics we see
significant political change. In the 1970s we see local governments pass anti-discrimination
ordinances to protect homosexuals, bisexuals, lesbian, gay, and bisexual people from capricious
discrimination in housing, employment, and places of public accommodation (places open for
business providing goods and services for money). And these victories provide a litigation path
against those people, organizations, and corporations discriminating on the basic of sexuality.
Protecting teachers and professors was especially important to the LGBT movement, as they had
been viscerally attacked by conservative and Republican groups as a threat to children and the
family unit, and as mentally ill. As local governments (mostly in cities with visible and active
LGBT communities) passed anti-discrimination ordinances to protect lesbian, gay, and bisexual
people from discrimination, conservative and Republican operatives would encourage state
legislatures to pass laws – or pass initiatives to amend state constitutions – that would invalidate
all the anti-discrimination ordinances passed in that state by local governments. The 1970s saw
the rise of LGBT activists like Harvey Milk in San Francisco, the first openly gay man elected to
major public office in the United States, while homosexuals, bisexuals, trans and non-binary
people were continuing to migrate to major urban centers. And Harvey Milk in particular is
interesting because he fought publicly against the passage of Proposition 6, coordinated by noted
anti-LGBT celebrity-activist Anita Bryant, which sought to invalidate all the anti-discrimination
ordinances passed by local governments in California (Cain 1993, Haubrich et al. 2004, Dubler
2006, Gray 2009).
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As LGBT populations continued to coalesce in urban centers, and homosexual sex
became easier to engage in more frequently, LGBT communities were ravaged by sexually
transmitted disease they did not come to understand for nearly half a decade.
2.1.7 The 1980s
The 1980s were especially difficult for the LGBT community because of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic. On the one hand, LGBT communities were larger, more visible and politically
organized than ever before, and LGBT advocates had some success in instituting antidiscrimination ordinances and policies at the state and local level. But on the other hand,
religious opposition to homosexuality remained the overwhelming consensus in national media
coverage, and political opposition, though decreasing in urban and liberal polities, was still
strongly opposed to meaningful LGBT rights progress at the state and national level. LGBT
historians identify two historical events in the 1980s which led to opposition of LGBT persons
and LGBT equality. First, conservative media groups and/or elites portrayed the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, which peaked in media coverage in the middle to late 1980s and 1990s, as primarily a
homosexual disease; second, the rise of the Moral Majority in American politics and the election
of Republicans Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush to the presidency meant that LGBT
persons would not have an ally in the White House for twelve years (Russell 2000, Gross 2001,
Gelebiowska 2003, Kirkland 2003, Tate et al. 2006, Teunis 2007).
The early HIV/AIDS epidemic, from 1981 to 1986, is marked by confusion and panic in
the LGBT community about what HIV/AIDS was (a virus) and how it spreads (through the
exchange of bodily fluids, mucus, saliva, blood, and semen - especially via unprotected oral,
vaginal, and anal sex). The early 1980s has the Reagan administration (and its Dept. of Health
and Hospitals, National Science Foundation, Centers for Disease Control, and all kinds of
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government bureaucracy) exhibits extreme and malignant neglect of the HIV/AIDS epidemic
and experiences of LGBT people in the United States. The government’s conscious silence,
prohibitions against government-funded research on HIV/AIDS, and preference for abstinenceonly education over safe-sex programs and education, caused the death of tens of thousands of
HIV/AIDS patients. The activism of ACTUP, or AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, was notable
in the 1980s for its visibility, its use of violence, provocation, and outrage-based collective
political activity. In this period in the early to late 1980s we see deeply vicious political protest
activity from the LGBT community outward to its actual and perceived silencers and enemies. In
the late 1980s, after French scientists working with academics in the United States found the
HIV virus, created a test for HIV/AIDS, and then concluded that safe sex was one important
methods for stopping its spread, the LGBT community increasingly adopted policy positions and
activism that stressed a need for HIV/AIDS education, safe sex education and training, and
attention from government (Russell 2000, Gross 2001, Gelebiowska 2003, Kirkland 2003, Tate
et al. 2006, Teunis 2007).
Another, albeit controversial, explanation for anti-LGBT frames in media coverage in the
1970s and especially 1980s can be attributed to the LGBT community itself. I agree that, at least
to some degree, anti-LGBT sentiment among individuals and in media portrayals in the 1970s
and 1980s were a result of the radical and liberated depiction of LGBT individuals in media,
movies, and art. The LGBT community has a long history of in-group fighting over how to
represent the LGBT community politically, socially, and organizationally (Anderson 2006). As
the 1980s gave way to the 1990s, there was a significant split among LGBT activists over how to
frame the LGBT social movement. The argument is the subject of conventional LGBT politics
and a more radicalized “queer politics” in the 1980s and 1990s – and the argument is
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fundamentally over gay liberation versus gay assimilation. LGBT liberation focuses on
emphasizing differences between LGBT persons and their heterosexual counterparts, while
LGBT assimilation focuses on emphasizing similarities between homosexuals and heterosexuals
(Anderson 2006, Rimmerman 2000). The choice for the LGBT community and advocacy groups
is between appearing assimilated and “just like you… in that I deserve equal treatment under
law, etc.” or appearing liberated queer or radicalized and “having a culture and identity that is
totally different from you that deserves respect and special status – like African-Americans,
Latinos, Jews, Native Americans, etc.” LGBT scholars, historians, and activists are strongly
divided politically and philosophically over the necessity and success of one frame or approach
over the other. Legal scholars (Wardenski 2005, Anderson 2006, Sullivan-Blum 2006) who have
done lengthy reviews of how LGBT litigants and groups win in court(s) have noted that each
frame is appropriate when specific legal conditions need to be met. Still, other scholars have
found that liberated queer or radicalized portrayals of LGBT individuals play a role in provoking
anti-LGBT violence and activating homophobia in individuals (Van Der Meer 2003, Walters
2003, Wardenski 2005, Sullivan-Blum 2006). Political opposition becomes increasingly vitriolic
as non-LGBT people, especially those with increasingly conservative political ideology, are
exposed to media portrayals of liberated queer or radicalized LGBT persons (Rimmerman 2000,
Streitmatter 2008). The simplest example of assimilation versus liberation depictions is to
consider a non-LGBT person’s reaction to seeing a relatively boring-looking man in an off-therack business suit riding on the subway reading a newspaper… versus seeing a provocative man
in a scantily-dressed outfit, with bright purple hair, yelling about queer or gay power on a street
corner. Thus, the more aesthetically different homosexual and bisexual people appear from the
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heterosexual majority, the more likely they are to receive a social, political – and in some cases
violent or fatal – backlash.
2.1.8 The 1990s
The 1990s mark a positive turning point for the LGBT community. The election of
Democrat Bill Clinton to the presidency in 1992, as well as an increase in the number of LGBTaffiliated sociopolitical organizations, increased the political opportunities for the LGBT
community, and this led to mixed success on a number of LGBT issues. Media framing of LGBT
issues changed significantly – where LGBT persons were once seen as societal outsiders,
marketing and economic incentives created an atmosphere which led to businesses targeting the
LGBT community and the vast financial resources (i.e. disposable income) of its members
(Becker (2016). Qualitative historical research confirms that as more and more LGBT persons
came out, aggregate level support for LGBT equality, particularly with regard to feelings about
decriminalizing same-sex sex and passing anti-discrimination ordinances, began increasing
(Anderson 2006). Religious framing that discouraged LGBT tolerance and promoted anti-LGBT
policies still remained, but among individual respondents, survey data confirms that individuals
who had modern interpretations of scripture and less than a fundamental and/or evangelical
approach to religion were increasingly likely to support LGBT equality over time (Kirkland
2003, Craig et al. 2005, Brewer 2008). Where media and artistic portrayals of LGBT people in
pop culture had almost always treated LGBT individuals as caricatures of stereotypical
homosexuals in general, in the 1990s television, movies, and musical artists increasingly
celebrated LGBT individuals in ways which explored their nuanced emotional, social, and sexual
lives (Lichterman 1999, Russel 2000). LGBT litigants also had significant success in state and
municipal courts – affecting change in policy areas designed to ban discrimination, prohibit hate
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crimes, and in some cases legitimize same-sex relationships (Cain 1993, Anderson 2006,
Brumbaugh 2008).
Bill Clinton also faced political turmoil over two LGBT issues during his presidency.
First, when Clinton took office, and a perceived opportunity for LGBT political progress opened,
LGBT groups lobbied strongly for allowing openly-LGB people to serve in the military. Clinton,
misjudging the mood of the electorate, at first supported the policy change, but the backlash was
severe. Conservatives, Republicans, and even some Democrats railed against the proposed
change; veterans groups rapidly took sides, with most opposing the change; and religious groups
made various allegations about the evils of homosexuality interfering with national security.
Congress offered Clinton a compromise with the “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” policy: the military
would not go looking for LGB people in its ranks (no asking), and LGB people would agree to
keep their sexuality and personal relationships private (no telling). However, under DADT, if
someone admits or reveals their LGB sexuality, then the military could take prosecutorial action
and expel them with a dishonorable discharge. Clinton embraced the policy, calling it a
compromise in response to the visceral reaction to the original proposed change. As a caveat,
about 12 years later in 2009 the Obama administration ended DADT, thus allowing LGB to serve
openly in the military. Six years later, in 2015, the Obama administration moved to allow
transgender people to serve openly in the military. Recently, the Trump administration took
action in 2017 and again in 2018 to deprive transgender people of their ability to serve openly –
and those efforts seem both politically unpopular and subject to myriad lawsuits.
The second issue Clinton faced was early political opposition to same-sex marriage that
arrived in the form of the Defense of Marriage Act (or “DOMA”). Without going into the whole
history of same-sex marriage, a very basic summary is as follows. In Hawaii in 1992 a same-sex
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couple sued for the right to marry and eventually the Supreme Court of Hawaii granted them a
provisional right to marry that would go into effect after a long review of the legal (state law)
and public policy implications by a special Hawaii state commission. That case is Baehr v. Lewin
(1993). The commission started, stalled, and was disbanded. A second commission began its
work and signs led to the belief that the commission would eventually give the go-ahead for
same-sex marriage to begin in Hawaii. Meanwhile, back on the mainland, conservatives and
Republicans in Congress proposed the Defense of Marriage Act. DOMA holds that if a state (for
example, Hawaii) were to legalize same-sex marriage, the marriage will only exist in that
specific state, will not be recognized by any other state, and will not entitle that married couple
to claim any federal marriage benefits. The alternative to DOMA, given by conservatives and
Republicans in Congress to Clinton, was a federal constitutional amendment to ban same-sex
marriage nationwide. Clinton signed DOMA calling it a compromise in response to the visceral
reaction to the forthcoming same-sex marriages in Hawaii. Back in Hawaii, the commission
recommended that same-sex marriage go forward just as conservatives and Republicans in
Hawaii added a state constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage to the next election
ballot. The original couple sued again to get married. As their case went up the appellate court
system in Hawaii again, the state constitutional amendment was passed by the voters of Hawaii.
When the case reached the Supreme Court of Hawaii again, the justices pointed to the new
constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage in Hawaii and denied the couple the right
to marry. That case is Baehr v. Miike (1999). No same-sex marriages occurred in Hawaii despite
a commission and two state supreme court decisions saying the right to same-sex marriage
existed, prior to it being taken away by a voting majority. As a caveat, two decades after DOMA
was passed, the Obama administration refused to support DOMA in courts, and the U.S.
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Supreme Court shortly thereafter struck down DOMA as unconstitutional in U.S. v. Windsor
(2013).
Here we need to pause to acknowledge that the early LGBT movement in the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s focused on educating the public and providing services and information to
LGBT people (Waaldijk 1999). Early political goals tended to focus first on decriminalization of
anti-sodomy laws and equalization in age of consent laws, and a general focus on civil rights,
fighting police corruption and brutality, and passing anti-discrimination ordinances and civil
rights acts. While the achievements and specific ordering of civil rights goals varied across cities
and states there is also a recognizable consistency in the goals sought by LGBT activists. As the
LGBT movement moved into the 1990s and especially 2000s, across states the number of
political goals expanded. LGBT activists and groups sought the decriminalization of noncommercial same-sex sex between consenting adults, equalization of consent age laws, the
ability to serve in the military, provisions to prevent discrimination in employment, housing, and
public accommodations, legal recognition of relationships, including but not limited to parental
and adoption rights, the creation of hate crimes laws, access to healthcare services and
autonomy, as well as visibility and progress for transgender people. It is easy to see some
parallels in goals and approach between the LGBT social movement in the 1970s to 2000s and
the race-based civil rights movement of the 1950s to 1960s. Where and when a policy goal was
achieved at the local or state level, the strategy employed was disseminated to LGBT
organizations in other cities, states, and countries via LGBT news publications, periodicals,
conferences, activist-based travel, and tourism. So, we have a significant diversification of
political goals after 1992.
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2.1.9 The 2000s
The 2000s saw the election of Republican George W. Bush to the presidency and a
resurgence of social conservatism paired with religiosity, but LGBT individuals continued to
have increased political and legal success in many cities and states. As LGBT individuals
succeeded in securing policy outcomes, increasing LGBT visibility and raiding public opinion
about LGBT rights progress, activists increasingly turned to the issue of same-sex marriage. For
many individuals, including those with low political and/or civic knowledge, same-sex marriage
serves as a proxy for any and all LGBT rights progress. Moreover, several scholars have posited
that support for same-sex marriage is highly correlated with aggregate support for tolerance of
homosexuality, same-sex sex, anti-discrimination, and other more specific legal and political
issues pursued by the LGBT community and LGBT interest groups (Herek 1999, Herek 2002,
Haider-Markel 2008). Religious framing, though, still relied on scripture and quotes of church
leaders portraying LGBT persons as a threat to the American family and calling for less or no
tolerance of LGBT persons politically or socially.
In 2003, two huge victories occurred which mark the end of modern LGBT politics and
take us into 21st century LGBT politics. First, the U.S. Supreme Court decision repealing antisodomy laws in Lawrence v. Texas (2003) marked the end of a 40-year push by LGBT activists,
groups, and advocates of criminal justice reform to decriminalize non-commercial same-sex sex
between consenting adults. Second, marriage rights were finally extended to same-sex couples in
Massachusetts in Goodridge v. Dept. of Public Health (2003). Since the mid-1990s LGBT
litigants and groups had increasingly used courts to influence political, legal, and policy
outcomes at the local, state and national level. By the late 2000s, the U.S. had become a
hodgepodge of local, state, and national policy preferences (Cherlin 2005, Anderson 2006).
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The push to nationalize same-sex marriage runs from the early 1990s in Hawaii, when the
state supreme court cases of Baehr v. Lewin (1993) and Beahr v. Miike (1999) nearly legalized
same-sex marriage in Hawaii until a state constitutional amendment was passed banning samesex marriage there, through the legalization of same-sex marriage in Massachusetts in 2003, up
and through the national legalization of same-sex marriage by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Obergefell v. Hodges (2015). If we mentally envision a bouquet of LGBT political goals, of
which there have been many since 1969, where each flower represents a policy goal LGBT
people want, marriage was perhaps seen as the biggest and therefor the most-difficult to achieve.
I observe that around 2003 when same-sex marriage became possible in a U.S. state supreme
court (Massachusetts), there was a quick – almost laser-focused – consolidation of resources,
activism, news coverage, and all-around concerted push to pursue marriage doggedly around the
United States. It is absolutely true that marriage was a goal strongly pursued by LGBT people
and groups for at least a decade before Massachusetts legalized it in 2003, but the response after
Massachusetts was such a concerted “Let’s go!” that most of the other LGBT issues aside from
marriage became more like sub-goals of the primary movement to get access to marriage quickly
and totally.
Some queer or liberationist scholars, like Mattilda Sycamore (2008) and Mary Gray
(2009), wrote a few years after Massachusetts legalized same-sex marriage that focusing
exclusively on the fight for marriage limits the time, energy, and resources LGBT activists can
allocate to fight for LGBT youth – especially in rural and more conservative areas. They argue
that goals like access to a college education, and a bully-free environment from pre-K to college,
ending homelessness for LGBTQ youth, and getting LGBTQ youth mental and medical care are
just as important as same-sex marriage for the adult LGBT population. They posit that a message
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that focuses on the well-being of children, instead of the desires of same-sex adult couples,
would yield more concrete quality of life changes for LGBT young people. What they argue for
is a message – and political movement - based on improving the lives of LGBT children
primarily, and for LGBT adults secondarily, geared towards eliminating violence and poverty,
and obtaining access to education, healthcare and welfare services. Marriage, they would argue,
only tangentially helps some children, has little relationship with alleviating violence, may affect
poverty indirectly, and would help only some LGBT people obtain health and welfare services.
But after 2003, making that kind of argument to less radical, more assimilated, Washington
D.C.-based LGBT groups would have fallen on deaf ears. The LGBT troops were going to war
over same-sex marriage and you were going, too, whether you liked it or not. This marriage-atthe-center approach led to a right-wing political backlash in the 2000s.
The George W. Bush presidency will most likely be remembered in the LGBT politics
literature as a time of right-wing opposition to the push for marriage equality. LGBT historians
increasingly write retrospectively about this period in LGBT politics as a conservative fight
against the inevitability of LGBT success in making constitutional due process and equal
protection claims in favor of advancing LGBT rights progress – including on the issue of
marriage (Pierceson 2013, Becker 2014). The early 2000s is notable for the proposed federal
constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage offered several times by various
conservative Republicans in Congress between 2003 and 2007, with the support of George W.
Bush. Similarly, many states between 2003 and 2008, including a few surprises like with
Proposition 8 in California in 2008, had voters passing state constitutional amendments to ban
same-sex marriage at the state level; but we will later see these state attempts to prohibit samesex marriage rights struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court in Hollingsworth v. Perry (2013).
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2.1.10 The 2010s
In 2008, the election of Democrat Barack Obama to the presidency meant that LGBT
people and groups had a friend in the White House again – and the results of having President
Obama in office are manifold. Via executive regulatory action, executive orders, bills supported
through Congress, in his role as head of the Justice Department, appointer of the Solicitor
Gender, and in his nominations to the U.S. Supreme Court, President Obama: worked on
preventing bullying in schools; cultivated LGBT teachers and training for counselors; pushed for
hate crimes legislation and criminal justice reform; accomplished a litany of health-related goals
including parts of the Affordable Care Act, including the Dept. of Health and Human Services
handling of HIV/AIDS and transgender issues; legislated Medicare and Medicaid changes sought
by LGBT people who were transgender, elderly, or had special needs; repealed the military’s
Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy; made changes to Housing and Urban Development policies to
combat LGBT discrimination and to help at-risk and homeless LGBT youth and adults;
addressed access to public bathrooms for trans people; directed the federal government to
abandon the legal defense of the Defense of Marriage Act; promoted LGBT-progressive policies
abroad via foreign aid and foreign policy in the State Department; came out in favor of same-sex
marriage in 2012; appointed a record number of LGBT people to positions of authority in the
executive and judicial branches; and created the first national monument for LGBT people at
Stonewall – just to name a few things off his long list of accomplishments (Obama White House
Archives Online 2018).
At the same time as Obama and Democrats were working on LGBT progress at the
national level, LGBT people and groups continued to have increased political and legal success
in many cities and states. Same-sex marriage, in particular, exploded as a sociopolitical issue.
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Between Massachusetts in 2003 and California in 2008 there was little to no progress expanding
marriage equality, but from 2008 to 2013 we see a fantastic amount of political mobilization via
lawsuits in state and federal courts seeking marriage rights for same-sex couples; in state
legislatures we also see political mobilization towards domestic partnership laws, civil union
laws, and in some places same-sex marriage laws for same-sex couples. In 2013 the U.S.
Supreme Court, in two cases (Hollingsworth v. Perry and U.S. v. Windsor), struck down the
California state same-sex marriage ban as unconstitutional in Perry and also struck down the
Defense of Marriage Act (or “DOMA”) in Windsor to ensure that when same-sex couples marry
in a U.S. state they get the same economic, legal, and political benefits of marriage that differentsex couples get when they marry. A cascade of state and federal court challenges in 2013 and
2014 culminated in the total national legalization of same-sex marriage, and the striking down of
each and every state constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage, by the U.S. Supreme
Court in Obergefell v. Hodges (2015). What we have seen since then, and what Chapter 5, 6 and
7 of this project will describe in more detail, is that whereas marriage absolutely dominated
media coverage from 2011 up and through 2015, after marriage was legalized nationally there
has been a shift in coverage from same-sex marriage to transgender issues. Where marriage
occupied a huge percent of all the LGBT issues covered by the media 2011 to 2015, transgender
issues have replaced marriage as the most-covered LGBT issue covered by the media since 2015.
Now that we have gone through a survey of LGBT politics, we now move into the
political science literature on media framing - especially as it relates to LGBT issues.
2.2

Media Framing
The first news item published about LGBT politics predates Stonewall by 16 years. In

1953, when homosexuality was ubiquitously a crime and LGBT people were considered a danger
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to children and a threat to national security, ONE Magazine ran an article: “Homosexual
Marriage?” ONE Magazine was founded earlier in 1953 by members of the Mattachine Society,
a group of gay men in Los Angeles and other urban areas who, as part of the emerging LGBT
social movement, wanted to increase both the visibility and rights of LGBT people. Their
monthly magazine was sold openly in Los Angeles, especially in its gay ghettos, and quickly
attracted the attention of local officials who were determined to shut it down (Savage 2015). The
U.S. Post Office soon banned the publication as obscene, with the marriage-themed issue making
history as the first item censored by the postal service as LGBT-obscene content (Savage 2015).
Between the late 1950s and middle 1960s news organizations began running stories about
homophiles, most notably how their presence in schools, in positions of supervision and/or
public trust, as well as in positions involving sensitive materials and/or national security matters
constituted a threat to public safety (Savage 2015). Gay men in particular were portrayed as
lecherous, vain, effeminate, subversive, and secretive (Savage 2015). Still, LGBT organizations
increasingly mobilized for collective action.
A decade after the first ONE article, ONE again put marriage on its cover, this time with
a call-to-action story headlined “Let’s Push Homophile Marriage”. There was less pushback
from Los Angeles officials in the postal service this time, as homosexuality was being discussed
more openly in newspapers and on television. Still, the topic of LGBT sociopolitical progress
was not taken seriously. Coverage was less about the potential for equality or fair treatment and
far more often about how dangerous, secretive, or just plain weird LGBT people were in the
1950s and 60s. LGBT people were not yet a political force to be reckoned with; they were a
social problem that needed to be handled – and this LGBT community as a social problem frame
lasts for nearly 25 years. In the 1970s and 1980s coverage was overwhelmingly monolithically
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negative, often decrying the LGBT community as threatening, malcontent, dangerous, and/or
radical; since the mid-1990s, however, nuanced media attention to LGBT politics has steadily
increased, with some larger newspapers having specific divisions (or “beats”) dedicated to
LGBT issues (Stewart-Winter 2006). And media coverage, especially since 1992, has become
increasingly visible and common – while also tackling an increasingly complex list of issues.
This short literature review will examine how media has relied on three frames when
covering LGBT politics: a religious frame, a legal frame, and a less often discussed political
frame. It is important to situate this discussion within the theoretical literature on media framing,
a social constructivist approach that acknowledges the fact that journalists do more than simply
recount the details of events. Rather, they frame sociopolitical events in ways designed to help
audiences make sense of them, emphasizing some points over others and in the process, in
providing specific bits of information along the way, shaping public understanding of the issues
involved. This framing process is especially important when news stories focus on social
movements, where research has shown that media coverage can influence public opinion by
casting one side or another as more or less legitimate (Bronstein 2005).
2.2.1 Media Framing of Social Movements
Our current understanding of the news media’s ability to influence public opinion
through media framing can be traced back to the 1922 book Public Opinion by journalist and
social commentator Walter Lippmann. The book’s thesis is that people form opinions about
sociopolitical events based upon the “pictures in their heads,” which arise from the media’s
framing of those events and issues. In a sense, the media paints a picture, with their words and
phrases, of what a particular story is and means; and going one step further, the media is also
painting a picture, with their coverage, of how the world is and perhaps ought to be. Moreover,
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media framing by journalists when they report the news help people organize their knowledge,
opinions, and impressions about topics in the news, be they a controversial event, legal case, or
social issue. These mental images help us simplify real-world complexities, but individuals often
lose sight of the fact that these images are just snapshot interpretations and not a window into
actual reality. Indeed, Lippmann posited that a news item should not be considered a first-hand
report of reality; instead he referred to it as a report of facts and material after it has been
“stylized”. This concept of what he called “stylization” is what we now call media framing – a
theoretical approach to the study of media influence that is popular across many academic
disciplines including political science (Lippmann 1992 in Gibson 2017).
The change of terms from “stylization” to “media framing” occurred in a 1974 book by
sociologist Erving Goffman, who used an analogy of a picture frame that serves as a known
structure to hold together our individual “pictures” of our life experiences, helping us to “locate,
perceive, identify, and label” those experiences again and again over time (Goffman 1974,
quoted verbatim in Gibson 2017). Research on media framing has examined ways that journalists
create frames in their news reporting, as well as how audiences interpret those frames and use
them to form opinions about topics in the news (Entman 1993, Scheufele 1999). For media
framing to take place, news audiences must be active in their discussions and interpretations of
public events, but they also rely on news organizations to produce understandable frames of
reference for important issues (Price et al. 2005).
As a theory, framing has its opponents and has been described as lacking a disciplined
approach to the conceptualization and operationalization of variables (Scheufele 1999).
Journalism and media scholar Robert Entman’s critique of framing as a “fractured paradigm”
notes that despite its popularity in multiple fields, there is “no one statement of framing theory
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that shows exactly how frames become embedded within and make themselves manifest in a
text, or how framing influences thinking” (Entman 1993). Still, Entman acknowledges the value
of examining both the way journalists frame their coverage and how readers receive and/or
interpret these frames and news coverage because of their ability to help us understand the ways
that media influences public opinion. Similarly, other scholars have provided evidence that
media frames can exert substantial influence over the public’s understanding of social
movements and their issues (Iyengar 1991, Entman 1993, Brewer 2002, Bronstein 2005),
especially under circumstances where that understanding is shifting or evolving over time
(Nelson et al. 1997, Warren and Bloch 2014), as has been the case with issues related to
sexuality and gender identity. As such, it is important to examine the ways in which journalists
have framed LGBT issues over time.
2.2.2 Media Framing of LGBT Issues
As noted earlier, the media paid little to no concerted attention to LGBT sociopolitical
issues until after the 1969 Stonewall riots in New York City wherein the media caught a glimpse
of a more organized and visibly assertive LGBT social movement. Political scientist John Zaller,
whose research has sought to explain how people receive and are changed by political
information from the media, analyzed early news media coverage of LGBT issues. Zaller’s
(1992) analysis revealed that news reports in the 1970s characterized homosexuality in one of
two ways: as a psychological disorder to be treated or “cured” with therapy; or as a civil rights
issue similar to those faced by racial minorities and thus subject to government efforts to
promote equality via public policy and/or the courts.
However, another analysis of news coverage of California’s Proposition 6, a 1978
measure that sought (and ultimately failed) to prevent LGBT individuals from working in the
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California state public school system, identified a more uniformly hostile and defamatory
framing pattern (Adams 2013). The fight over Proposition 6, many will recall, is the moment
when openly gay San Francisco supervisor Harvey Milk was at peak fame. Adams’ qualitative
study compared the Los Angeles Times news coverage of Prop 6 with its coverage 30 years later
of California Proposition 8, the now infamous 2008 measure that voters passed banning samesex marriage in California. Adams discovered that a lot was present in the 1978 fight that was
not present or had significantly decreased in the 2008 fight. For example, the use of sexual
“preference” instead of “identity” to describe homosexuality, the implication that homosexuals
and bisexuals often prey on children, the belief that homosexuality can be taught, a lack of
support in public opinion for homosexuality, and a fear of publicly opposing the Proposition
were far more common in 1978 than in 2008. By the time Proposition 8 made headlines before
the election, Adams found that these frames had disappeared from media coverage. Instead, in
2008, Adams found: evidence of religious framing with quotes from atheists, evangelicals,
Catholics, Mormons and others; a legal frame that includes discussions of civil rights, litigation,
law, and courts; and a political frame (which he calls an election frame) about political parties,
the election, turnout, and the ballot proposition process for the California state constitution.
These frames appear in my analysis and coding scheme later in Chapter 4.
Moving into the 1980s and 1990s, media framing of gay rights as comparable to racebased civil rights became more common in news coverage, a trend Haider-Markel and Joslyn
(2013) trace to the rise of deeply partisan politics surrounding the question of sexual orientation
during that time period – exacerbated by the fear, ignorance, and disgust many felt around the
HIV/AIDS epidemic raging in the U.S. from the early 1980s to early 1990s. Democrats and
liberals, who had historically responded more positively to civil rights–based social movements
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compared to Republicans and conservatives, began to increase the number of openly LGBT
delegates at state- and national-level party conventions. Openly LGBT candidates emerged for
local and state political offices and some were elected (Haider-Markel 2001).
By the mid-1990s, LGBT people were considered an important part of the Democratic
electoral coalition. Democrats, liberals, and LGBT activists have since increasingly pushed for
media framing of LGBT sociopolitical issues using the legal frame, relying on an innate, natural,
or born-this-way explanation for homosexuality to support their assertions that individuals
should not be denied rights based on an innate characteristic such as sexual orientation.
Republicans and conservatives, on the other hand, reject the comparison of homosexuality to
racial or gender identity, arguing that being gay, lesbian, and/or bisexual is a conscious personal
choice (going as far to argue for religious-based curative therapy to fix or “cure” homosexuality
and bisexuality) and thus not deserving of civil rights protections. The political right also
characterized LGBT anti-discrimination legislation proposed in cities and states across the
country as “special rights” rather than equal rights and/or civil rights, thus differentiating LGBT
individuals from heterosexuals (Haider-Markel 2001). As you can see, even with such divergent
positions deeply rooted in our two main political parties, regardless of which side of the political
spectrum journalists drew their source(s) from, their news coverage will likely feature some
version of this legal frame, albeit with different conclusions.
Another change in the media framing of LGBT issues that occurred in the mid-1990s
involves our scientific definition of homosexuality and bisexuality. Recall that from the
Victorian Era through the 1960s, homosexuality and bisexuality were considered a form of
illness (physical and mental) by many scientific and academic communities. But as medical and
psychiatric professionals in the 1970s began to rethink earlier diagnoses of homosexuality as a
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form of mental disorder, so too did news coverage. As media coverage about LGBT politics
evolved after the HIV/AIDS epidemic from the 1980s, into the mid-1990s, the psychological
disorder frame largely disappears, with opponents of LGBT sociopolitical progress instead
reframing their arguments towards a religious frame, arguing that homosexuality is a chosen
lifestyle that violates their view of nature and religious scripture. This religious frame appeared
regularly in news coverage, joining the legal frame as the most common two frames employed
by journalists, according to numerous qualitative analyses of news coverage of LGBT politics
(Rimmerman et al. 2000, Brewer 2002, Brewer 2003, Gordon et al. 2007, Liebler et al. 2009,
Moscowitz 2010, Pan et al. 2010; Moscowitz 2013).
Since the late 1990s, there has been a plethora of news coverage that contains these three
religious, legal, and less invoked political frames – where both sides make value-based
arguments over principles within the frame. For example, two competing religious ideas about
LGBT people play out in the religious frame, or two competing legal arguments about same-sex
marriage play out in the legal frame, or two political parties compete in the political frame for
votes in an election by taking sides in the date of LGBT rights progress.
For a concrete example, we can look at news stories following the Lawrence v. Texas
ruling in 2003, decriminalizing non-commercial same-sex sex between consenting adults, to see
an example of how fights in these frames play out in what we read. Recall that when Lawrence
was decided, one of the most newsworthy implications of the Court’s ruling was the implication
it had for the future of same-sex marriage litigation. Lawrence galvanized both proponents and
opponents of marriage equality and attracted a lot of news coverage. One example of a religious
frame news item appeared in The New York Times on July 31, 2003, with this leading sentence:
“Worried about the spread of laws that recognize same-sex couples, the Vatican today urged
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Roman Catholic lawmakers and others to fight back, calling support for such legislation ‘gravely
immoral’.” (Semple 2003) The story continued, “there are absolutely no grounds for considering
homosexual unions to be in any way similar or even remotely analogous to God’s plan for
marriage and family… marriage is holy, while homosexual acts go against the natural moral
law” (Semple 2003). Now consider a news item using the legal frame in another article published
in The New York Times around the time Lawrence was decided, here quoting Evan Wolfson from
the LGBT advocacy group Freedom to Marry about the implications of the Lawrence decision
for marriage equality: “The Supreme Court has said in the strongest possible terms that love and
intimacy and family have deep constitutional protection for all Americans and that gay people
have an equal right to participate… and this gives us a tremendous tool for moving forward to
end discrimination.” (Kershaw 2003).
There have been several qualitative scholarly analyses of media coverage of LGBT
politics – especially regarding coverage of same-sex marriage – and I will briefly review them
here to show how coverage changed over time and varied depending upon the format and news
organization from which the news items were drawn.
One study (Pan et al. 2010) of news coverage about same-sex marriage from 2002–2004
suggests that the type of frame (legal vs. religion) applied to the marriage debate depended upon
the news organization being studied. Pan analyzed framing patterns in The New York Times and
Chicago Tribune in the months just before and after Massachusetts legalized same-sex marriage
in late-2003. Pan wrote that they chose those two newspapers because of their differing
ideological reputations to determine if framing, topic, and sourcing patterns would be dissimilar.
Pan’s results indicated that The New York Times, which has a more left-leaning reputation, more
often emphasized a legal frame, especially after same-sex marriage began in Massachusetts. A
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March 2004 editorial in The New York Times provides an example of its supportive language:
“The [marriage] debate follows the same narrative arc as women’s liberation, racial
desegregation, disability rights, and every other march of marginalized Americans into the
mainstream” (New York Times 2004). The editorial stated that same-sex marriage had evolved
from being considered outlandish and radical to being branded offensive, but that the final
destination would eventually be acceptance. On the other hand, the Chicago Tribune was more
likely to employ a religious frame when its editorial news coverage suggested that the
legalization of same-sex marriage would be detrimental to American traditions, families, and
conflicted with their readers’ closely-held religious convictions.
Another study (Gordon et al. 2007) of major court rulings and LGBT political events
from 2002 to 2003 also indicated that news coverage of LGBT issues – and especially same-sex
marriage – relied heavily on two key frames, equality (the legal frame) and traditional moral
values (the religious frame). However, Gordan points to some unusual patterns in their findings –
noting that traditional values (religious) framing was slightly more prevalent than equality (legal)
framing, with a fight between both of the two frames within one news item representing the most
common story format. Gordan notes that the frequency of this two-frame combination was likely
due to news reporters’ attempts to handle story assignments in an objective or fair and balanced
manner. Interestingly, although the traditional values (religious) framing was more common in
news coverage than equality (legal) framing, Gordon noted that the actual sources of information
and quotes in most news items were more often in favor of legalizing same-sex marriage. In
Gordon’s sample, 35 pro-same-sex marriage and 26 anti-same-sex marriage activists and/or
interest groups were quoted or referenced at least once.
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A few years later, another study (Li and Liu 2010) of sourcing patterns in same-sex
marriage coverage in newspapers examined news items from five large metropolitan daily
newspapers that published stories in 2004 after same-sex marriages started occurring in
Massachusetts. They focused on the issue of “balance”, suggesting that it is something reporters
attempt to do in their news items to help reduce the anxiety of producing stories about
controversial sociopolitical issues. They defined “balance” plainly – as including sources both
for and against an issue (especially same-sex marriage), and results showed it to be quite
common in media coverage. Of the 209 news items they analyzed, 87% contained quoted
sources from political organizations and activists from both sides (pro-same-sex marriage and
anti-same-sex marriage), while just 8% involved only pro-same-sex marriage sources, and only
3% percent involved only anti-same-sex marriage sources.
A few more years later, another study (Warren and Bloch 2014) of news coverage of the
battle over California’s Proposition 8 in 2008 was found to overwhelmingly contain mostly legal
framing. They compared content frames from three newspapers, the San Francisco Chronicle,
The New York Times, and Washington Post from May 2008 to August 2010, a time period that
begins a few months before to the Proposition 8 vote in November 2008 and continues through
two court challenges – later taken up by the U.S. Supreme Court in Hollingsworth v. Perry
(2013). They examined more than 500 news items, including editorial content and letters to the
editor(s), and they discovered that legal framing appeared most often. More specifically, they
opined that in most of the news items they studied, in stark contrast to earlier studies of media
coverage, same-sex couples were portrayed as targets of unequal treatment, and their opponents
were portrayed as discriminatory and/or prejudice. For example, a January 2009 news story
quoting California Attorney General Jerry Brown included a quote illustrating this legal framing:
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“Because the court’s May ruling equated a person’s right to marry with the rights to liberty and
privacy, it should be recognized as an inalienable right that voters can’t generally overturn [via
the ballot box]” (Wildermuth 2009). Their study also found that overall, pro-same-sex marriage
groups and activists were represented in more news items than groups and activists who were
anti-same-sex marriage, concluding that the majority of news items were either balanced in their
coverage or skewed strongly in favor of same-sex marriage. The news items that were anti-samesex marriage were most often framed with the goal of protecting heterosexual marriage and
respecting the voice and votes of the people in California regarding the definition of marriage.
Leigh Moscowitz, well-cited in the LGBT politics subfield literature, studied television
news coverage from 2003–2004 and analyzed the sourcing patterns of sound-bite length news
shows coverage; and she showed this coverage was dominated by conventionally “straight”
heterosexual guests, hosts, and experts (Moscowitz 2010). Although same-sex couples were
often visually shown in news clips in these national network news broadcasts, they were largely
seen and not heard. Moscowitz concluded that LGB (lesbian, gay, and bisexual) couples who
appeared in the news were essentially used just for visual ornamentation – as props – and were
not quoted often nor were they seen to be participating in the elite discussion on television news
coverage. This finding is remarkably different from the conclusions of prior scholarly work on
printed news coverage of LGBT issues and same-sex marriage – where LGBT groups, activists,
experts, laypeople and couples are frequently quoted and given the metaphorical microphone.
Leigh Moscowitz returns again, with her book The Battle Over Marriage (2013), that
provides a thorough qualitative look at media coverage of the same-sex marriage debate, wherein
she closely examined the visual and spoken content that has accompanied news reports about
LGBT sociopolitical issues – most especially same-sex marriage. In her book she compares what
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one sees on television to what one sees in print news online and on social media. She notes that a
large majority of written news items include some type of visual representation of LGBT people.
However, she suggests that many of the early news stories about marriage equality featured nonthreatening images that help to mainstream ideas about LGBT rights progress and same-sex
marriage – and these images are carefully chosen to not challenge traditional notions of
masculinity and femininity. For example, Moscowitz cites a July 2003 news item by Newsweek
after the Lawrence decision. The cover features either an attractive lesbian or gay male couple in
an embrace looking directly at the camera. The cover story has a large headline: “Is Gay
Marriage Next?” – addressing the implications of the Lawrence decision, which legal and
political pundits predicted would pave the way for same-sex marriage rights for same-sex
couples (which, of course, it did in Hollingsworth v. Perry (2013), U.S. v. Windsor (2013) and
Obergefell v. Hodges (2015)). Moscowitz surmises that both cover photos typify a pattern in
mainstream media depiction: a focus on white, middle and upper-class same-sex couples,
nonthreatening in appearance, and usually in a long-term relationship.
In a similar approach to examining media framing practices, scholars (Liebler, Schwartz,
and Harper 2009) analyzed 572 news items focused on same-sex marriage published online and
on social media from 2004 and 2005. They were interested in whether the press, in reporting on
state ballot initiatives banning same-sex marriage, had reinforced the traditional religious and
legal structure of marriage by privileging standards of heteronormativity, or whether coverage
had challenged the traditional boundaries and definitions of marriage and family. They also
examined sourcing patterns and media framing. Their project involved content and framing
analyses of news items from daily newspapers and wire services, in addition to a deeper textual
analysis of a subset of that content. Their results suggest that news coverage of same-sex
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marriage did little to challenge heteronormative definitions of marriage, and that although prosame-sex marriage frames were far more common than anti-same-sex marriage frames, the latter
actually wielded more power over the structure of the marriage debate in terms of clicks and
comments. A similar study (Liebler et al. 2009) concluded that news organizations and
journalists overwhelmingly use framing that privileges heterosexuality without challenging
traditional gender and sexuality norms within the institution of marriage. Liebler’s results
showed that this was achieved through source selection that relied on viewpoints considered
“comfortable” for heterosexual audiences and avoided those with more controversial
perspectives that might upset or confuse heterosexual / non-LGBT audiences and readers.
We can pause to look at one unconventional analysis of media framing (McFarland 2011)
about the various paths that states took to amend their state constitutions to ban same-sex
marriage. Sociologist Katherine McFarland suggests that researchers had been too quick to
position the marriage debate between two polarized sides – which she described as conservatives
who resist change versus liberals who embrace diversity and change. McFarland instead focused
on the use of themes (rather than frames) in news items written by journalists and prominent
contributors to the news and compared them to letters to the editor written by non-elite members
of the public. She sampled news items from print newspapers in all seven states that voted on
state ballot initiatives and amendments banning gay marriage in November 2006. Her results
revealed a variety of themes, 17 in total. Seven themes were supportive of the amendments
banning same-sex marriage, nine opposed (favored same-sex marriage), and one theme was
neutral. Although McFarland found that a version of the traditional religious frame was most
popular in news items that supported the amendments and a legal frame was most popular in
news items that opposed the amendments, many of the remaining themes went beyond
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arguments of legality vs. religion. For example, to justify their support of the marriage ban, letter
writers argued that heterosexuality has always been fundamental to the definition of marriage,
that religious teachings are important to follow for social tranquility, and that it is beneficial to
provide children with both a mother and a father. McFarland found other themes involving: the
appropriate role of government in the expansion and creation of civil rights, calls for increased
tolerance for sexual and familial diversity, expressing concern for the legal ramifications for
existing same-sex couples, support of children in schools and society, competing claims of harm,
the role of direct democracy, and separation of government powers.
Although most of the research on media coverage and framing of LGBT issues is
university-based, the broadest examination was conducted in 2013 by the non-partisan Pew
Research Center (Hitlin et al. 2013). This massive Pew study included a look at non-traditional
media including social media, and sampled news items published between March and May 2013,
when the U.S. Supreme Court was considering two key cases (U.S. v. Windsor and
Hollingsworth v. Perry) regarding access to same-sex marriage. The subsequent report (Hitlin et
al. 2013), titled “News Coverage Conveys Strong Momentum for Same-Sex Marriage”, received
substantial attention in the news and especially on social media, with anti-same-sex marriage
groups and activists interpreting the report as proof of media bias against supporters of
“traditional” marriage. To support its title and conclusion, Pew used content analysis to study
framing patterns from a wide variety of sources: 11 newspapers (including USA Today and The
New York Times); morning and evening news programs from the three main-network news
outlets (ABC, CBS, and NBC) as well as PBS; a mix of news programs from three cablenetwork news outlets (CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC), conservative talk radio, NPR, six
websites that post political coverage (including Politico, BuzzFeed, The Daily Caller and The
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Huffington Post), a mix of 11 niche websites that cater specifically to an LGBT audience, and
Twitter. Pew concluded that across all these sources of news coverage that news items with
statements supporting same-sex marriage outnumbered those opposing same-sex marriage by a
ratio of 5 to 1. Of the 488 news items reviewed by Pew, 47% primarily focused on support for
marriage equality, with 9 percent focused on opposition, and 44% percent contained a diversity
of opinion for and against same-sex marriage. Support for same-sex marriage appeared in news
items and opinion pieces across most of the media outlets examined, including Fox News; the
only significant exceptions were the conservative talk radio programs of Sean Hannity and Rush
Limbaugh. Not surprisingly, the largest percentage of stories supporting same-sex marriage
appeared in the websites catering specifically to an LGBT audience (64%), with The Huffington
Post not far behind (62%). Interestingly, Twitter showed the most balanced public sentiment in
terms of support for or opposition to same-sex marriage, with 31% of tweets sampled supporting
same-sex marriage, 27% of tweets opposing same-sex marriage, and 42% as mixed/neutral.
Pew’s report noted that Twitter aligned far more closely with surveyed public opinion than with
most other types of news media in terms of the support/opposition percentages. Pew also found
that The Huffington Post contained far more news items that covered same-sex-marriage than
any other media outlet studied – and most of this content appeared on The Huffington Post Queer
Voices. The Queer Voices news items also included more LGBT individuals as sources than did
other media outlets – which I suppose gives credence to the site’s name.
Pew’s study (Hitlin et al. 2013) also focused on the framing of the media coverage of
same-sex marriage, finding that the central argument of supporters was that it was a legal issue
(echoing the academic research I have reviewed above), whereas opponents focused on the
argument that same-sex marriage would do harm to society and weaken the institution of
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marriage – though as Pew and other scholars have pointed out, opponents can rarely articulate
what they mean in plain-speak when they allege a weakening of the institution of marriage.
Supporters of same-sex marriage had a more consistent legal message, with half of the stories in
the news media content studied focused on the argument that same-sex couples should be
allowed to marry because of ideals of equality and fundamental fairness - emphasizing that
denying marriage rights to same-sex couples relegates them to a legal and sociopolitical second
class. Media coverage and news items also compared the movement for marriage equality to
previous equality movements, namely for gender- and race-based progress. Pew found other
arguments supporting marriage equality including a focus on shifting public opinion (22%), the
assumption that it would benefit families and especially children of LGBT couples (12%), and
that government (via direct democracy, ballot initiatives, and/or state legislation) should not
determine which pairs of consenting adults can or should marry (10%). Marriage equality
opponents provided a wider variety of arguments, the most common being that it would harm
society and traditional marriage, that homosexuality is immoral based on religious teachings and
their view of nature, and that the government should not force on people a new definition of
marriage that deviates from the traditional notion of one woman and one man. Across all the
news organizations studied by Pew, 17% of news items included the argument that the U.S.
Supreme Court should not have taken on the issue of same-sex marriage and that it should be left
up to individual states to determine marriage status – a kind of states’ rights argument that
echoes back to segregation, Jim Crow, and slavery earlier still.
Given this project’s focus on 14 LGBT issues – not just on same-sex marriage – it is
important to go a bit more detail into Pew’s findings regarding Twitter revealed in another report
(Hitlin and Tan 2012). Pew began monitoring social media trends on Twitter in 2009 (three years
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after it was created in 2006 and after Twitter had become a household name), and Pew’s data
indicate that LGBT rights and sociopolitical progress has consistently been a “hot-button cultural
topic,” sparking large amounts of conversation on Twitter. Pew sees spikes or hills when specific
LGBT-affiliated events or court rulings occur; and when Twitter activates and chatter increases,
for the most part, supporters of LGBT right and progress have far outnumbered opponents. The
March to May 2013 Pew Twitter (Hitlin et al. 2013) data represented a departure from patterns
the organization identified a year before in a May 2012 analysis of Twitter (Hitlin and Tan
2012). In the 2012 study, statements supporting same-sex marriage outnumbered those opposed
by more than 2 to 1. One plausible explanation for the higher level of support in May 2012
compared to March to May 2013 is President Barack Obama’s announcement that he was
publicly supporting marriage equality in May 2012. The president’s public statement supporting
same-sex marriage was the most popular news event on Twitter in all of May 2012 and the third
most-popular news event on Twitter in all of 2012, according to the New Media Index from the
Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism. In May 2012, 41% of the
conversation supported same-sex marriage, compared to 16% opposed, and 43% neutral. Pew
has attributed the high levels of online support for same-sex marriage to the younger
demographics of social media users.
Two years after these major Pew studies, Andrew Perrin (2015) prepared a report for Pew
describing trends in social media usage and how posts and news coverage handled LGBT
political issues from 2005 to 2015. Perrin found that young adults were among the earliest social
media adopters of pro-LGBT frames, dominating social media during some of the key court
rulings and ballot initiatives in the late 2000s (on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other
platforms). In 2008, Perrin found that 63% of adults 18–29 reported using social networking sites
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to post, share, like, or consume pro-LGBT news items and memes, compared to just 2% of those
65 or older who reported similar behavior. Just four years later, in 2012, the year President
Obama publicly announced his support for same-sex marriage, Perrin found that 83% of adults
18–29 reported using social networking sites to post, share, like, or consume pro-LGBT news
items and memes, compared to 19% of those 65 or older who reported similar behavior. Social
media use by older adults to post, share, like, or consume news and meme about LGBT issues
has increased in recent years, but the 18–29 age group is still by far the most active among adults
online, with middle-age adults 30-64 engaged about equally between these two groups.
Millennials, people born between 1981 and 2000, are the generation most likely to support
LGBT progress (71%), compared to 56% of Generation X born between 1965 and 1980, 46% of
Baby Boomers born between 1946 and 1964, and 38% of the Silent Generation born between
1928 and 1945 (Perrin 2015).
Just as I have reviewed several different ways to study how and which news frames are
produced, above, there are also different methods for measuring the effects of media framing on
public opinion.
2.2.3 How Media Framing Affects Public Opinion
Evidence from surveys, experiments, time-series analyses, and qualitative studies show
that under certain circumstances media framing influences attitudes and public opinion across a
wide variety of issues. This subset of framing research, which most often uses experiments to
identify how framing effects public opinion, assumes that as exposure to a value frame within
media reports increases, individuals will increasingly rely on the interpretation of the value as
portrayed within that frame (Brewer 2002, Feezell 2018). At its most basic, the more you read
new items calling same-sex marriage the most important LGBT sociopolitical issue in America
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in the last-half century, the more you will come to see same-sex marriage as an important LGBT
issue.
A classic example cited ubiquitously is a study by Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley (1997)
wherein framing a Ku Klux Klan rally as a free speech event produced significantly more
tolerance of, and even support for, the event compared to when it was framed as a public
disruption. But not all researchers use this approach to measure how media framing effects
public perceptions. Other scholars have studied the influence of news framing by examining the
relationship between framing patterns and shifts in subsequent public opinion polls (Johnson
2012), while others are concerned with ways that news organizations help to set the framing of
our public and political debates, and how these manifests into concrete policy change (Zaller
1992).
Page and Shapiro (1992) provide evidence that media framing of social issues, as well as
the sources they use in news reports, can account for short-term shifts in public opinion. Engel
(2013) further explains that this relationship between framing (cause) and change in public
opinion (effect) may be even more likely for topics such as legal issues and court rulings, where
readers’ direct experience and personal knowledge are limited and most of readers’ exposure to
new information is mediated almost exclusively through news coverage. Further, not only can
differences in knowledge about legal issues and court rulings be attributed to how news items
frame the ruling, but they also create variations in how the public feels about the ruling (Clawson
et al. 2003, Engel 2013). For more than 50 years, political scholars have been interested in these
“opinion ingredients” that shape public opinion about political issues, including those related to
LGBT rights (Brewer 2003). Common sense tells us that one’s own value structure serves as an
important ingredient. For example, individuals who strongly value egalitarianism and equality of
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opportunity are more likely to favor gay rights progress, whereas those who place more
importance on traditional moral standards will likely view gay rights progress as a significant
threat to those standards (Wilcox and Wolpert 2000). News about human sexuality, likely to be
disseminated through the media from its source in scientific and academic spaces, can also
influence the ways that individuals view gay rights progress – including same-sex marriage. For
example, Wilcox and Norrander (2002) suggest that news items about scientific research, in the
field of human sexuality in the 1990s, showing that scientists believe that sexuality is fixed at
birth, may have led to more positive attitudes toward LGBT people – contradicting the opinion
that sexuality is an autonomous choice. It is also possible that increasing visibility, openness, and
exposure to sexual minorities – either through personal contact or through media exposure in
print news, television news, and online – have helped to shift public opinion towards gay rights
progress (Wilcox and Norrander 2002). Openly gay activist and San Francisco politician Harvey
Milk said it best, early on and throughout the 1970s, that “when choosing to support or oppose
gay rights, they [heterosexuals] vote 2 to 1 in favor of supporting us when they know one of us”
(Duberman 1993). He often repeated the refrain, from the movie The Wizard of Oz, “come out,
come out, wherever you are!” Being visible in public spaces as an openly LGBT person is
essential to normalize the simple fact that LGBT people exist.
Framing research from the field of cognitive and social psychology provides two possible
explanations for how media framing in news coverage influences how people connect their
personal values to social and political issues. Scholars have found that exposure to values
language in news items primes those values in readers’ minds, making them much more likely to
be recalled when individuals are in a situation where they can express their views – like a public
opinion poll or even in a voting booth (Zaller 1992, Kinder and Sanders 1996). They reason that
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exposure to a particular value frame in the news can cause an individual to assign greater weight
to that value. Regardless of the specific psychological mechanism behind the effect, the research
suggests that exposure to a value-laden news frame will enhance the role of that value in
individuals’ subsequent thought processes and actions (Feezell 2018).
Paul Brewer (2002), a Professor of Communication and Political Science, has conducted
experiments examining the effects of news framing on how people use valued language in person
and online to explain their views on gay rights progress. As noted above in this chapter, the news
media often cover the issue of same-sex marriage using two conflicting frames: a legal frame and
a religious frame. Here, Brewer’s work does not specifically focus on same-sex marriage; his
study is much broader – focusing on LGBT rights progress in the broadest possible terms. In
Brewer’s experiments, participants were exposed either to a news item framing gay rights
through a legal frame, a religious frame, or both, and then asked about their views of expanding
rights for LGBT people. Results showed that participants who received a legal frame were
particularly likely to explain their views on gay rights in terms of equality and that participants
who received a religious frame were particularly likely to explain their opinions in the terms of
morality when compared to the readers who received both frames in one news item. Brewer
noted, though, that exposure to a specific frame also led participants to use value-related
language in ways that would often challenge that particular value. In other words, readers were
influenced by the value inherent in the news frame, but not necessarily convinced to mimic it –
exposure to the frame sets the terms of the debate / discussion; it does not mean it automatically
converts every reader into someone who favors LGBT rights progress. Furthermore, Brewer
found that exposure to the religious frame interfered with the impact of the legal frame, and he
suggests that the presence of alternative frames can limit framing effects and be less likely to set
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the terms of the debate / discussion. In a follow-up study, Brewer (2003) discovered that a
reader’s existing values can moderate framing effects, specifically that prior attitudes about gay
rights influence the likelihood of allowing the frame to set the terms of the debate and
discussion. Brewer (2002 and 2003) focused on how an individual reader will respond to media
framing of LGBT issues, whereas the next study focuses on how people behave in groups when
debating or discussing LGBT rights progress.
Price, Nir, and Capella (2005) used group conversations as the unit of analysis in
experiments about news framing of LGBT rights progress and same-sex marriage. Their research
focused on the 2000 presidential election campaign – a time right after Vermont passed a law
recognizing civil unions for same-sex couples. Price et al. observed a total of 54 groups
composed of 241 randomly selected participants; some of the groups were designed to be
homogeneously conservative, and some of the groups were designed to be homogeneously
liberal, and some groups were designed with a mix of conservatives and liberals. Groups were
assigned to one of two frames: legalize same-sex marriage for same-sex couples or provide civil
unions separate and distinct for same-sex couples. They found that group discussions differed
both as a result of the ideological leanings of the group as well as the frame the group was
provided. The marriage frame in particular led to polarized group discussions along ideological
lines.
The work discussed so far above has focused on the effects of framing of gay rights
progress, including same-sex marriage, on individual attitudes and small-group discussions. But
what about the influence on larger public opinion?
Johnson (2012) sought to answer that question by comparing news framing and levels of
public opposition to same-sex marriage over eight years (2004 to 2011). This qualitative study
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was designed with the assumption that decreasing opposition to LGBT rights progress and
marriage equality might be because of the way that news coverage framed the issue. Johnson
found that media coverage framing gay rights progress and same-sex marriage using a legal
frame drives opposition down both in short- and long-term measures of public opinion. In other
words, the more that news items on gay rights and marriage used the legal frame, and abandoned
the religious frame, the more opposition declined over time.
Gordon, et al. (2007) used public opinion survey research to determine which variables
could best predict public opinion regarding gay rights progress and same-sex marriage. In a
national survey of 1,000 respondents taken in 2006, 42.5% of respondents said they strongly
opposed same-sex marriage, and 9.5% said they oppose it only somewhat – while same-sex
marriage was strongly or somewhat favored by 25.7 percent of those surveyed – and 20%
indicated they did not know if they opposed or favored same-sex marriage. They found higher
levels of support for civil unions than for marriage, with 35.8% saying they strongly favored or
somewhat favored them, and 43.6% saying they strongly or somewhat oppose them– and 20%
indicated they did not know if they opposed or favored civil unions. Respondents were also
asked specifically if they consider LGBT rights, marriage, and civil unions to be more about
religion and morality or more about the law and equal rights. They found that for the issue of
marriage, 43% of respondents felt marriage was about religion and morality, while 42.4% of
respondents felt marriage was about the law and equal rights. Civil unions were slightly more
likely to be seen as a matter of legal and equal rights (48.7%) compared to 36.1% who said it
was about traditional religion and morality. They identified several key variables that were
helpful to predict the values frame an individual would take in responding to a query about
LGBT rights progress and same-sex marriage. Specifically, the more liberal and educated the
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respondent, the more supportive they are of LGBT rights progress, marriage, and civil unions for
same-sex couples, although somewhat surprisingly income had no significant impact. After
considering multiple other individual-level variables, they found in the end that the very best
predictor of attitudes about LGBT rights progress was whether an individual attaches the value
of religion and morality or law and civil rights to the issue – and those who think in terms of
equality are more likely to favor LGBT rights.
This section has taken a detailed look at how media frames social movements, how media
has framed LGBT issues – especially same-sex marriage – as well as how media framing affects
public opinion. I now move on to survey the field of political science and see which LGBT
issues are the most popular in political science research.
2.3

LGBT Issues in Political Science Research
As I was reading for this project, I reviewed 200 pieces of literature (157 journal articles

and 43 books) published between 2000 and 2018. The way I found these articles is similar to the
way I sample news items later in my analysis for my dataset (discussed in Chapter 4 below). In
the university library search engine, I searched for “LGBT OR Gay OR Lesbian OR Queer” and
reviewed the results appearing in political science journals. As I read them for my literature
review, over several years, I kept track of all the issues discussed in them as I read; if and when
an article or book discussed an LGBT issue I wrote the information down in a Word table. I have
three tables in this section that look at which LGBT issues are covered most often in the political
science literature.
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Table 2.3.1
LGBT Topics in 157 Journal Articles on LGBT Politics
(Published Between 2000 and 2018)
Issue
Rank in # of 157
Articles Articles
Discrimination, Bias, Prejudice, Unfairness
157
Same-Sex Marriage, Civil Unions and Partnerships
#1
126
Transgender People and Issues
#2
81
Adoption, Parenting, and Foster Care
#3
78
Sodomy, Same-Sex Sex, Repealing Bans on Sodomy
#4
70
Hate Crimes
#5
60
Violence (by and against LGBT People)
#6
44
HIV / AIDS; LGBT-Specific Healthcare
#7
39
LGBT Protests, Pride and Marches
#8
22
LGBT Youth (Students, Children, Minors)
#9
20
Death (of an LGBT Person)
#10
18
Suicide (of an LGBTQ Person)
#11
14
Bullying (by and against LGBT People)
#12
13
Military Service / Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
#13
12
LGBT Homelessness / “Kicked Out” / Poverty
#14
11
N = 157

Percent of
Articles
100%
80%
52%
50%
45%
38%
28%
25%
14%
13%
11%
9%
8%
8%
7%

Table 2.3.1 contains the 157 journal article subset of the 200 sources JSTOR and other
academic search engines return when one searches for LGBT research in political science
journals. The table shows the issues discussed in those articles, the number of journal articles in
which each issue is discussed, the rank of these issues across all 157 journal articles, and percent
of the total literature. In this project I focus on the 14 issues in the table, while several issues and
topics were excluded from this project because the journals were primarily comparative, and/or
the number of articles was low, and/or the issue represented a very small percent of the issues
covered in the literature. Some of the issues encountered in my review of the literature but not
included in this project include: measuring LGBT populations; LGBT urbanization; LGBT rights
and activity outside the United States, and LGBT rights in developing nations; LGBT people in
the criminal justice system, including LGBT people in jails and prisons; LGBT substance abuse;
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LGBT-training for people in positions of authority (like education, legal, and healthcare
professionals); as well as LGBT celebrity and gossip culture.
Table 2.3.2
LGBT Topics in 43 Books on LGBT Politics
(Published Between 2000 and 2018)
Issue
Rank in
# of 43
Books
Books
Discrimination, Bias, Prejudice, Unfairness
43
Same-Sex Marriage, Civil Unions and Partnerships
#1
39
Sodomy, Same-Sex Sex, Repealing Bans on Sodomy
#2
38
Transgender People and Issues
#3
36
Adoption, Parenting, and Foster Care
#4
33
Violence (by and against LGBT People)
#5
28
LGBT Protests, Pride and Marches
#6
26
HIV / AIDS; LGBT-Specific Healthcare
#7
25
Hate Crimes
#8
24
LGBT Youth /(Students, Children, Minors)
#9
20
Death (of an LGBT Person)
#10
19
Suicide (of an LGBTQ Person)
#11
15
Bullying (by and against LGBT People)
#12
14
LGBT Homelessness / “Kicked Out” / Poverty
#13
12
Military Service / Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
#14
11
N = 43

Percent of
Books
100%
91%
88%
84%
77%
65%
60%
58%
56%
47%
44%
35%
33%
28%
26%

Table 2.3.2 contains the 43 book subset of the 200 sources JSTOR and other academic
search engines return when one searches for LGBT research in political science. The table shows
the issues discussed in those books, the number of books in which each issue is discussed, the
rank of these issues across all 42 books, and percent of the total literature. Again, in this project I
focus on the 14 issues in the table, while several issues and topics were excluded from this
project because the journals were primarily comparative, and/or the number of articles was low,
and/or the issue represented a very small percent of the issues covered in the literature.
When I compare the articles to the books, I reach a few conclusions. First, same-sex
marriage overwhelmingly dominates political science research and ranks first in both the journal
article and book-length examinations of LGBT issues and is by far the most-covered issue by
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percent of all sources in the literature. The frequency and rank of LGBT issues is quite similar
between journal article and book-length examinations, with some notable exceptions. First,
discussions of transgender issues, adoption, parenting, and foster care, as well as hate crimes are
all more often discussed in journal articles than in books. Second, discussions of sodomy,
decriminalization, same-sex sex, violence, as well as protests, pride celebrations and marches are
all more often discussed in books than in journal articles. Third, discussions of HIV/AIDS and
healthcare, LGBT youth, death, suicide, bullying, homelessness and poverty are similarly
discussed in books and in journal articles.
Table 2.3.3
LGBT Topics in 200 Political Science Articles and Books
(Published Between 2000 and 2018)
Issue
Rank in
# of
Sources Sources
Discrimination, Bias, Prejudice, Unfairness
200
Same-Sex Marriage, Civil Unions and Partnerships
#1
165
Transgender People and Issues
#2
117
Adoption, Parenting, and Foster Care
#3
111
Sodomy, Same-Sex Sex, Repealing Bans on Sodomy
#4
108
Hate Crimes
#5
84
Violence (by and against LGBT People)
#6
72
HIV / AIDS; LGBT-Related Healthcare
#7
64
LGBT Protests, Pride and Marches
#8
48
LGBT Youth /(Students, Children, Minors)
#9
40
Death (of an LGBT Person)
#10
37
Suicide (of an LGBT Person)
#11
29
Bullying (by and against LGBT People)
#12
27
LGBT Homelessness / “Kicked Out” / Poverty
#13
23
Military Service / Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
#14
23
N = 200

Percent of
Sources
100%
83%
59%
56%
54%
42%
36%
32%
24%
20%
19%
15%
14%
12%
12%

All 200 sources are displayed in Table 2.3.3 above. The rank-order diversity of LGBT
issues discussed in political science research is, from most-covered to least-covered: (1st) samesex marriage, civil unions, and domestic partnerships; (2nd) transgender people and issues; (3rd)
adoption, parenting, and foster care; (4th) sodomy laws, decriminalization, and same-sex sex;
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(5th) hate crimes; (6th) violence by and against LGBT people; (7th) HIV/AIDS and LGBTrelated healthcare; (8th) LGBT protests, pride, and marches; (9th) LGBT youth including
students children, and minors; (10th) death; (11th) suicide; (12th) bullying by and against LGBT
people; (13th) LGBT homelessness and poverty; and (14th) military service. These 14 issues are
the subject of my first results chapter (Chapter 5). The media framing variables, discussed in the
literature review and later in Chapter 4, are the subject of my second results chapter (Chapter 6).
Two of these issues (marriage/transgender) are the subject of my third results chapter (Chapter
7).
None of these issues (#1 - #14) should come as a surprise to readers – as these issues
form the core of LGBT politics in the United States since at least the 1990s and for many of
these issues since at least the late 1960s. Now I pause to discuss comments from earlier drafts of
this project that I believe deserve discussion and explanation.
First, one might notice that the issue of “discrimination” tops the list because it is
everywhere. When one reads LGBT political literature, I have found that the word discrimination
is about as often-repeated as the acronym LGBT. I am sure you the reader get bogged down
seeing LGBT this and LGBT that over and over and over again. I feel the same way about the
word discrimination. So I tried to get at the heart of what kind of discrimination was being
discussed without having to write the word discrimination repeatedly ad nauseum.
Some examples will illustrate my point. Let’s say a journal article or news item posits
that denying same-sex couples the right to marry is discrimination based on sexuality, and this is
also a kind of indirect discrimination against same-sex couples as potential adoptive parents. I
read that news items and marked it down for this project as having to do with marriage and
adoption – bypassing the word discrimination. Another example, a book chapter I read deals with
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the experiences of LGBT youth in American schools, how they are discriminated against by
faculty and fellow students who do not quite understand them or their personalities, and this
makes their grades suffer, latent mental health issues get worse including the risk of suicide, and
also makes bullying more likely. I read that chapter and marked it down for this project as having
to do with LGBT youth, suicide, and bullying – bypassing the word discrimination. A final
example: consider a report on different health insurance policies available to LGBT people living
with HIV/AIDS, what happens when they cannot afford insurance and instead need Medicare or
Medicaid because they are poor, and how the Affordable Care Act works to curb discrimination
against people living with HIV/AIDS. I read that report and marked it down in this project as
having to do with HIV/AIDS, healthcare, and poverty – bypassing the word discrimination. It is
true that de facto and de jure discrimination is all over LGBT politics; but in this project I
proceed from a place in my mind that assumes every LGBT issue involves some type of
discrimination based on sexuality or gender identity. Since the word discrimination is so
incredibly common across the literature and news coverage about all my LGBT issues, I do not
include discrimination as an issue on its own [emphasis added]. I would like readers to assume
that all my LGBT issues involve allegations of, or evidence of, discrimination based on sexuality
(LGB) or gender identity (T). Moreover, the words “bias”, “prejudice”, “problematic”, and
“inequality” are often used interchangeably with “discrimination”.
Next, one might be surprised that housing and employment discrimination does not
appear in my list|(s) – since housing discrimination has been an issue for LGBT people since the
1940s and employment discrimination has been a problem going back at least to the 1950s. But
the more I study modern LGBT politics, the more I feel comfortable positing an explanation of
my own without citation for why these issues do not come up often in modern LGBT politics
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literature. Let’s start by recognizing that private and public entities have dismissed LGBT people
from their homes and jobs without other cause(s) since the 1940s – and one might immediately
think of openly (or perceived) LGBT teachers being tossed out of their jobs as a common
example. The way Democrats, leftists, liberals, and LGBT activists dealt with this, beginning in
the 1960s, was by first passing local antidiscrimination ordinances in urban centers with large
LGBT populations – like in San Francisco, Miami, and New York. One might remember Anita
Bryant rising to national fame because of her work in the 1970s opposing these ordinances,
especially in Miami- Dade County in Florida. LGBT activists would start by going for an antidiscrimination ordinance in a large city with a large LGBT population. If it passed, then other
cities in that state and region would attempt their own city and local antidiscrimination
ordinances. Sometime later, once several cities had passed local ordinances, LGBT groups would
lobby at the state level for a state-wide anti-discrimination law (interchangeably referred to in the
literature as a Civil Right Act). The implications at the state level are much larger; when a state
law banning discrimination is passed it covers every political entity in the state – the urban areas
(where LGBT people increasingly congregate), the suburban areas (where antidiscrimination
ordinances are less common and difficult to pass), and the rural areas (where antidiscrimination
ordinances are rare and very difficult to pass). Most of this political activity (local action spilling
over onto the whole state) occurred between the mid-1960s to the late 1980s and then began a
slow tapering off. We have been in a period of stasis in this policy area for a while. It appears
that all or most of the cities that are going to adopt antidiscrimination ordinances have done so,
and it appears that all or most of the states that are going to adopt antidiscrimination laws and
civil rights acts have done so. LGBT activists appear to have moved on. To confirm this, I did a
Lexis-Nexis search and a Google news search looking for results about antidiscrimination
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policies under consideration and found nothing notable in the United States in the last 7 years.
However, I did find quite a bit of international news coverage about similar laws proposed in
Asia as well as Central and South American cities and nations; so there appears to be a case for
policy diffusion via spillover effects from the U.S. out towards other nations. But alas, I am not a
comparativist, nor is this project about international news coverage. To recap, I see employment
and housing discrimination addressed only sporadically in the academic LGBT politics literature,
published since 2000, insofar as writers are detailing LGBT struggles from the 1950s to the
1990s; however, I would not consider anything that I read to be a thorough examination of
political change regarding housing and/or employment discrimination occurring now. It appears
housing and employment discrimination has been relegated to a historical footnote – or as part of
a long list of policy preferences and successes that occurred in 1960s to 1980s, and much less so
in 1990s LGBT politics. So, housing and employment discrimination is not listed in my tables in
this section and is not measured in the media coverage in this project.
Next, I will address the unusual case of military service and the policy of “Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell”. As discussed in the literature above the ability of LGBT people to serve openly in
the military has been an issue since World War II. President Clinton attempted to change long
standing policy disallowing open service in the early 1990s; but Republicans in Congress
retaliated, moved public opinion away from open service, and “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” emerged
as a compromise policy. “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” remained in effect through Clinton’s
presidency, and through all of George W. Bush’s presidency. But in 2009 the Obama
administration reversed the policy with mild opposition from Congress and only nominal
opposition from the military. In the earliest draft of this project, I had military service and “Don’t
Ask Don’t Tell” in my list of LGBT issues; but when I read the first 100 news items from 2011
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to 2017 to see how this project would look when I started reading news items and coding them, I
did not find any discussions of military service in media coverage. Rather than have tables and
results full of zeros for military service, I took it out. But now that I have read and coded 1,008
news items published online between 2011-2017, I found only 5 news items that discussed
military service from 2011-2016, only 0.5% of all coverage. However, in 2017, the Trump
administration moved to revoke the ability of transgender people to serve openly in the military.
Since 2017, the issue has risen in media coverage, with 12 news items out of 144 news items in
2017 (or 8%) acknowledging Trump’s “transgender ban” in the military. It is my sincere belief
that military service should be included in this project, and discussions about military coverage
appear in my results chapters.
So, taking a recap look at the literature, the rank-order diversity of LGBT issues
discussed in political science research is, from most-covered to least-covered: (1st) same-sex
marriage, civil unions, and domestic partnerships; (2nd) transgender people and issues; (3rd)
adoption, parenting, and foster care; (4th) sodomy laws, decriminalization, and same-sex sex;
(5th) hate crimes; (6th) violence by and against LGBT people; (7th) HIV/AIDS and LGBTrelated healthcare; (8th) LGBT protests, pride, and marches; (9th) LGBT youth including
students children, and minors; (10th) death; (11th) suicide; (12th) bullying by and against LGBT
people; (13th) LGBT homelessness and poverty; and (14th) military service.
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CHAPTER 3
HYPOTHESES
In this chapter I have three sections of hypotheses, one for each of my three results
chapters.
3.1

Hypotheses for Chapter 5
My first results chapter is about which LGBT issues appear most often in the academic

literature, in all media coverage (using my dataset of 1,008 news items), and in media coverage
by news organizations on the political left (Huffington Post Queer Voices), political center
(National Public Radio, or “NPR”), and political right (Fox News).
Two things matter most in this section: the frequency of an issue and the rank in which
the issues appear in the academic literature and in media coverage. As a pure hypothetical:
coverage of same-sex marriage might appear frequently, in 80% of media coverage, and be the
highest-ranked (#1) issue in media coverage; and coverage of bullying might appear much less
frequently, in 5% of media coverage, and also be the lowest-ranked (#14) issue in media
coverage. The likelihood of encountering a specific issue (its frequency) and the order in which
they appear is important because the most-covered issues are more likely to be remembered and
be top-of-mind when people think about LGBT politics or evaluate policy, political parties,
politician, vote, or provide their opinions to researchers, etc. (Zaller 1992, Brewer 2002, Feezell
2018).
In hypothesis one, I anticipate that the frequency and rank of LGBT issues in my sampled
media coverage will not match the frequency and rank of LGBT issues found in research in the
subfield of LGBT politics described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, above. I expect this result because
I am moved by the writing of more radical LGBT scholars (Sycamore 2008, Gray 2009) who
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posit that academia and LGBT groups chase same-sex marriage to the detriment of other issues –
while scholars who focus on same-sex marriage (Becker 2014, Perrin 2015, Gibson 2017) posit
that academia and LGBT groups are less focused on marriage than LGBT people and the media.
So, one group says academia is too focused on same-sex marriage while another group says
academia is too focused on issues other than same-sex marriage – and both groups tend to use
qualitative evidence of media coverage of LGBT issues to support their positions. We cannot say
for sure how academia and the media are covering LGBT issues until we examine both sides
quantitatively the way I do in this project. I suspect that the media will be far more focused on
marriage and omit coverage of other LGBT issues, and that academia will be far more diverse in
its coverage of LGBT issues; thus I agree with Becker (2014), Perrin (2015), and Gibson (2017).
I am also interested in addressing this hypothesis because I want to measure to what extent
political scientists are different from journalists in their prioritization of LGBT issues. Having
this information – knowing where we as social scientists are spending our time and resources as
scholars – is a valuable contribution to the LGBT politics literature. If I am wrong, and the
frequency and rank of issues studied by political scientists closely resembles the issues covered
by the media, then scholars can perhaps rest assured knowing that our time and resources match
the media and public’s interest in LGBT issues. Variables V1-V5 and V6-V18 are
operationalized in Chapter 4 to test H1.
H1 = The frequency and rank of LGBT issues discussed in academic research is
different from LGBT issues discussed in media coverage.

In hypothesis two, I anticipate that the frequency and rank of LGBT issues in media
coverage are different between politically left, centrist, and politically right news organizations
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(like HuffPo, NPR, and Fox). I expect this result because common sense tells us that HuffPo,
NPR, and Fox are going to cover the LGBT community differently. We know this because Pew
(Hitlin et al. 2013, Perrin 2015, Hitlin and Tan 2017, Perrin and Jiang 2018), the website and
writers at FiveThirtyEight, as well as www.MediaBiasChart.com have all tracked the slant of
political news since at least 2008. We know that HuffPo leans left, NPR is about center, and Fox
News leans right. These different leanings have implications for the types of news issues they
cover, and how often they cover them. Here I am adding empirical evidence to support their
assumptions and conclusion(s). Nothing in the LGBT politics literature offers a frequency and
ranked list of what LGBT issues news organizations cover – and this project gets at that list. This
contributes to the LGBT politics literature because I am putting empirical evidence behind
common assumptions about media coverage. If I am wrong, and the rank-order of LGBT issues
covered is about the same on the political left, center, and right, then this finding would seriously
challenge conventional thinking in the quantitative media literature and the qualitative LGBT
politics literature. Variables V1-V5 and V6-V18 are operationalized in Chapter 4 to test H2.
H2 = The frequency and rank of LGBT issues in media coverage is not monolithic
and ranges between news organizations on the political left, center, and right.

I am also curious about which news organization’s coverage most closely resembles the
scholarly work on LGBT politics. Sociopolitical research consistently finds that American
professors generally have social and political attitudes to the center-left of the U.S. population
and this has been true since the early 1950s, when a landmark survey showed a general centerleft lean wherein almost half of academic social scientists scored above average to high on an
index of “permissive” attitudes toward liberalism, socialism, and communism (Lazarsfeld and
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Thielens 1958). The next large-scale survey of professors’ political views, in the late 1960s
(Ladd and Lipset 1976), found that just under half identified as “centrist leaning left”, compared
to about a fifth of the U.S. population exhibiting similar identification, and that they voted
slightly more Democratic than the rest of the American electorate. Recent studies echo these
conclusions, confirming that professors are decidedly center-left in their ideologies, and mostly
democratic in their political party affiliation, voting, and have mostly center-left social, political,
and economic attitudes (Gross and Simmons 2007; Rothman et al. 2005; Schuster and
Finkelstein 2006; Zipp and Fenwick 2006). Scholars point out that academics: tend to be less
religious; are likely to be racial, sexual, and religious minorities; and possess an “academic
mind” based on hyper-intellectualism – a rational, scientific, critical, creative mindset linked to
the Western intellectual tradition(s), especially in education spaces — and these traits are
generally at odds with most forms of conservatism in the United States since the 1960s
(Alexander 2006, Zipp and Fenwick 2006).
One might assume, as I do, that centrist NPR would be most like academia. Next, HuffPo
Queer Voices, on the political left, edited and written by and for self-identified LGBT people,
will probably be next most like academia. Third, Fox News, on the political right, is probably
less like academia than news organizations on the political left or center. Variables V1-V5 and
V6-V18 are operationalized in Chapter 4 to test H3.
H3 = Politically centrist news organizations are most-like academia in their coverage
of LGBT issues, compared to politically left news organizations and politically right news
organizations.
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3.2

Hypotheses for Chapter 6
My second results chapter is about how all media coverage frames LGBT issues using

legal, religious, and political framing, as well as how specific news organizations frame their
coverage of LGBT issues. We know from Chapter 2 that legal, religious, and political frames
have been used by news organizations since the early 1970s. Before I offer hypotheses for
Chapter 6, I first need to define a framework to evaluate what sort of information is contained in
each frame.
In the media framing literature, scholars use content analysis to count and gather the
words, phrases, strings, text, and all manner of information contained in written sources
(Wilkerson and Casas 2017). Indeed, reading, counting, and summarizing is as old as history –
and is ubiquitous across all academic fields. The older and simpler method of collecting textual
data is to read literature, news, or written sources manually, the way I do in this project. Newer
and more complex research using software, especially R and Python, is increasingly used to
gather absolutely massive amounts of textual data across time and from many places
electronically and especially online. Later in Chapter 4, in the sections about variables, case
selection, coding, and methods of analysis I detail why I specifically chose the older and simpler
method for this project.
Moreover, the scholarly literature that looks at media framing of social movements, and
framing of LGBT politics in particular, have primarily used the manual method of reading of
news items slowly one at a time – with several Pew studies (supra) being notable exceptions
wherein machine learning and automatic coding was employed to reach empirical conclusions
about projects with text-as-data. As I surveyed all the framing literature, there are approximately
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15 topics that appear as part of the research on framing, with 5 topics in each of the three (legal,
religious, and political) frames.
Figure 3.2.1 below is a conceptual design by me representing the consensus agreement
about legal, religious, and political framing in media coverage of LGBT issues over time (from
the 1970s to 2010s) in the LGBT politics literature. Each of the topics below has been used as a
definitive factor in at least one (in and most cases several) of the many qualitative (and few
quantitative) studies of media frames of social movements and/or LGBT politics that are cited
above in my literature review.
Figure 3.2.1 : Frames in Media Coverage of LGBT Issues
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A news item, post, tweet, or social media comment is considered legally framed: (a)
when it contains language and arguments about constitutionality and legality, like when LGBT
people allege discrimination violates the 14th Amendment or the Bill of Rights; (b) when there is
language about trials and trial court activity, like the filing of a lawsuit or an upcoming hearing
before a judge; (c) when there is language about appeals and appellate court activity, like the
U.S. Supreme Court accepting a case for review; (d) when there is language about the activity
and tactics of lawyers, groups, and individuals in the legal furtherance of a case or appeal; and/or
(e) when there is language about appellate court procedures, like when a news item speculates on
how individual judges or justices will vote on the merits of a legal outcome – or how they
behaved during a hearing or oral argument.
A news item, post, tweet, or social media comment is considered religiously framed: (a)
when there is language discussing or quoting a religious text or scripture, like the Bible; (b)
when there is language invoking and/or name-dropping Jesus; (c) when there is language
discussing religious attempts to “cure” LGBT people via therapy, prayer, and/or various forms of
emotional and physical torture; (d) when there is language discussing or quoting evangelicals,
especially those living in the United States; and/or (e) when there is language discussing or
quoting clergy, of all sects and denominations, in the United States and abroad, about LGBT
issues.
A news item, post, tweet, or social media comment is considered politically framed: (a)
when there is language discussing an election (local, state, federal), like the 2012 presidential
election between President Obama and Mitt Romney; (b) when there is language discussing a
political party, almost always Democrats and Republicans in the United States; (c) when there is
language discussing direct democracy, like a local or state ballot initiative, and/or a state or
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federal constitutional amendment; (d) when there is language discussing a legislative body,
including local governments, state legislatures, Congress, and even Parliament abroad; and/or (e)
when there is language discussing an executive authority, including local mayors, state
governments, the President of the United States, and/or international leaders like Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau.
We know from the literature review above that these frames have been around for
decades. We know these frames become more and less common over time – and they are not
constant from year to year or decade to decade. Now, we move to a short discussion of how the
LGBT politics literature has assessed the momentum of these frames over time.

Approximate Presence of Media Framing

Figure 3.2.2: Overview of LGBT Media Framing: 1970 to 2010

1970s

1980s

1990s
Religious

Legal

2000s

Expected 2010s

Political

Figure 3.2.2 above is a conceptual design by me representing consensus agreement about
media framing over time (from the 1970s to the 2000s) in the LGBT politics literature cited
above in my literature review. For the chart above I assign the presence of each of the three
frames a score from 0 (not at all present in the news framing) to 6 (very present in the news
framing). For example, the 1970s are agreed in the qualitative literature to contain far more
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religious framing (I assign a 5) less legal framing (I assign a 3), and even less political framing
of LGBT politics (I assign a 2). As we move into the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the rise of the
New Right and Reagan Republicans, the 1980s are agreed to contain an the highest and most
vitriolic religious framing (I assign a 6) against LGBT rights progress, while legal framing (I
assign a 2) and political framing (I assign a 1) both decrease. A survey of the literature reveals
that the 1990s, especially the Clinton years (1992 to 2000), still have religious framing as the
most common frame used in news coverage of LGBT politics but it decreases from its high in
the 1980s (I assign a 4); and here we see an increase and equalization of the legal (I assign a 3)
and political (I assign a 3) framing of LGBT politics. The 2000s, especially the George W. Bush
years (2000-2008), are agreed to contain an approximate equal balance of religious, legal, and
political framing of LGBT politics (and I assign each a 3). Again, these scores are my subjective
interpretation of all the qualitative literature on media framing. Since about 2009, moving into
the 2010s, the literature asks us to assume that religious framing is declining and becoming the
least-used frame, with legal framing increasing and becoming the most-used frame, surpassing
political framing as the middle-used frame. In the chart above, I have an “Expected 2010s”
section that assigns religious framing a 2, legal framing a 5, and political framing a 4. This
literature is mostly qualitative; whereas this project seeks to confirm those expectations about
media coverage in the 2010s with empirical quantitative data.
In hypothesis four, I anticipate that media framing of LGBT issues in media coverage has
become less religious and more legal over time since 2010. I expect this result because when
scholars have looked at media framing of LGBT politics, especially the issue of same sex
marriage, they find over and over again that these three frames (legal frame, a religious frame,
and political frame) have been around since at least the early 1970s and they see conflicting
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evidence about the rise and fall of the legal frame over the religious frame (Gordon et al. 2007,
Wildermuth 2009, Liebler et al. 2009, Pan et al. 2010, Moscowitz 2010 and 2013, Warren and
Bloch 2014).
Two things stand out about all these past studies of media coverage between 2000 and
2010. First, they all conclude that legal framing is on its way to eclipse religious framing over
time, though they would all disagree about the exact degree to which it is true. I suspect they are
correct, and I want evidence that legal frames have continued to (or increasingly) eclipse
religious frames since 2010 – and this is why I am sampling news coverage from 2011 to 2017.
Second, none of these studies have offered evidence of how the topics within each frame go up
or down over time or range from news organization to news organization. Consider just the
possible movement inside the religious frame. Is media coverage still quoting the Bible, or has
that tidbit disappeared? Is the religious frame still discussing Jesus, or have those discussions
risen out of the frame? Are we still having discussions about “curing” LGBT people, or has the
religious frame moved on? Are evangelicals discussed as often over time? What about the
pontificating clergy; are they still quoting in media coverage, and are they a smaller or larger part
of the religious discussion about LGBT issues? I am intrigued. I have never been satisfied only
reading that legal framing is going up and moral and religious framing is going down. I want to
know what information in each frame is going up and down over time. My time period (20112017) will reveal to what extent research positing a decline in religious framing is still correct.
Having this information – knowing what specific information and frames people get, where, and
when – is a valuable contribution to the LGBT politics literature. If I am wrong, and the religious
frame is more common now and the legal frame is less common now, then scholars need to
rethink their assumptions about how media frames LGBT issues because this would conflict with
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all the findings of work done on media coverage published between 2000 and 2013. Variables
V1-V5 and V19-V37 are operationalized in Chapter 4 to test hypotheses four to seven.
H4 = Media coverage of LGBT issues is now more legal than religious or political.
H5 = Legal framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is increasing over time.
H6 = Religious framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is decreasing over time.
H7 = Political framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is increasing over time and
peaks in election years.
In hypotheses eight, nine, and ten I anticipate that media framing ranges from news
organization to news organization. Having this information – knowing what kinds of political
information and framing is most often used by politically left, center-left, and politically right
news organizations – is a valuable contribution to the LGBT politics literature and broader media
framing literature. We can be confident in these news organizations’ ideological leaning, but we
cannot yet be sure of how they are uniquely framing their coverage of LGBT issues. Again, this
project is designed to put empirical evidence behind conventional thinking (in this specific case,
that left-leaning HuffPo, center-left NPR, and right-leaning Fox are different news organizations
that cover LGBT issues differently). Before we get snide about the possibly deplorable trends of
Fox News and its audience, we might want to check and be sure Fox News coverage is
significantly different from the coverage at HuffPo and NPR. If we make a point to believe that
HuffPo, NPR, and Fox really do offer their viewers something unique (for better or for worse),
then we should demonstrate that there are real differences between them.
In hypothesis eight, I anticipate that one is more likely to see the legal frame used by
politically left new organizations than by center-left or politically right news organizations. I
believe this because if the legal frame is where one most often encounters arguments supporting
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LGBT rights progress, and HuffPo is a news organization written by and for LGBT people, then
one should expect that HuffPo news would be the news organization that is the most likely to
cover the news and LGBT issues in a way that favors LGBT rights progress. Chapter 4 details
how variables V1-V5 and V19-V37 are operationalized to test hypothesis eight.
H8 = The legal frame is more often used by politically left news organizations than
by center-left or politically right news organizations.

For hypothesis nine, I anticipate that one is more likely to see the religious frame used by
politically right new organizations than by center-left or politically left news organizations. I
believe this because if the religious frame is the home of most of the opposition to LGBT rights
progress, and Fox is the most conservative of my three news organizations, then one should
expect that politically right news organizations would be the most likely to cover LGBT issues in
a way that opposes LGBT rights progress. Chapter 4 details how variables V1-V5 and V19-V37
are operationalized to test hypothesis nine.
H9 = The religious frame is more often used by politically right news organizations
then by politically left and center news organizations.

In hypothesis ten, I anticipate that one is likely to see the political frame used about
equally among politically left, center-left, and politically right news organizations. I believe this
because all partisan-leaning news organizations have an incentive to promote political
discussions and activity to their audience – and/or call attention to the sociopolitical action of
what it perceives to be the allies and enemies of its audience. Politically centrist organizations
also have an incentive to make sense of the positions of both political flanks – perhaps framing
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their political news in a way that bounces from the political left and right drawing contrasts for
their more centrist audience. Chapter 4 details how variables V1-V5 and V19-V37 are
operationalized to test hypotheses ten.
H10 = The political frame is used about equally by politically left, centrist, and
politically right news organizations.

I want to qualify hypotheses four to ten and posit that all three frames will be present in
the coverage of all three news organizations. These hypotheses are about reaching an empirical
conclusion that politically left news organizations skew legal, politically right news
organizations skew religious, and political framing is about equally present across politically left,
centrist, and politically right news organizations.
3.3

Hypotheses for Chapter 7
My third results chapter is the shortest and about a specific trend: I have heard it posited

that after same-sex marriage was legalized by the U.S. Supreme Court in Obergefell v. Hodges
(2015), coverage of marriage sharply declined and was replaced by coverage of transgender
people and issues. Further, I have heard many pundits, experts, scholars, and even students in my
classes make comments alluding to this trend. Several times over the last three years, I have
heard various remarks similar to the following: “Now that the fight for marriage is over we are
moving on to work on trans issues.” Or: “Trans people are next!” A student in my 2019 LGBTQ
Politics course, upon hearing I was working on a project about same-sex marriage and
transgender issues, said “Oh, that makes sense, it’s all about trans people now; they’ve been
waiting forever for us.” But try as I might, I cannot find empirical evidence that it is true that
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transgender people and issues are the most commonly discussed issue in media coverage of
LGBT politics, nor to what extend it is true over time. This project gets at that evidence.
As to why transgender people and issues are so popular, I posit that transgender issues
have replaced same-sex marriage as the most covered LGBT issue because trans people now
represent the strongest source of opposition to the LGBT community by non-LGBT people. In
other words, non-LGBT people are more confused by, more opposed to, and more likely to get
riled up by transgender people asserting themselves socially and politically than they would be to
an assimilated gay man, an assimilated lesbian woman, or an assimilated bisexual person. Trans
people might come across to non-LGBT people as somehow queerer – more queer – than other
LGB people. Fewer non-LGBT people know a trans person than know an LGB person, and that
is because there are fewer trans people living openly than there are LGB people living openly.
So, a trans person might seem especially different from a non-LGBT person. Their rarity, their
queerness, and even their gender-affirming transition makes them a target for non-LGBT people
and especially anti-LGBT hatred. The strong anti-LGBT opposition to their presence, their
dignity, and their sociopolitical efficacy is correlated with the strength of LGB support for their
issues and struggle(s). In other words, if and when transgender people are fiercely attacked for
being most-especially-different, LGB people will counter-attack with similar ferocity.
In a moving piece of scholarship, Daniel Lewis, Andrew Flores, Donald Haider-Markel,
Patrick Miller, Barry Tadlock, and Jami Taylor (2017) study the degrees of acceptance and
variations in public attitudes towards segments of the LGBT community, finding that social
contact effects, variations in cognitive consistency, elite cues, as well as religiosity and
partisanship all predict a significant difference between the way trans people are viewed by nonLGBT from the way LGB people are viewed. Flores, Haider-Markel, Lewis, Miller, Tadlock,
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and Taylor (2018) add that one significant way to lower opposition to trans people is to give
information about trans people to their opponents – and to show opponents visual depictions of
trans people. So, trans opposition is strongest in people who do not know trans people, and when
opponents of trans-equality/inclusivity meet them, see them, or have trans issues explained to
them, opposition often decreases. Although LGBT people may not read academic journal articles
recapping robust experimental results, I think LGBT people know this is true. It could be that an
LGBT activist might look at a typical high school classroom, and see the way a gay teenage boy
is treated, see the way a lesbian teenage girl is treated, see the way a bisexual teenager is treated,
and see the way a young trans teenager is treated – then see the trans teenager having a
particularly rough go of it – and inwardly resolve to fix that social problem first. Coming full
circle to scholars cited far above, this could be the kind of focus-on-the-children approach that
more radical scholars were hoping for instead of a singular focus on marriage equality
(Sycamore 2008, Gray 2009). It might also be that the attention given to trans issues, and
especially the strong backlash trans coverage receives online, is just good business for media
companies who want clicks and viewers for their news items and ads. Either way, trans issues are
popular in media coverage and increasingly discussed in academia. So, in hypothesis eleven, I
anticipate that transgender issues have replaced same-sex marriage as the most-covered LGBT
issue since 2015.
H11 = Transgender issues are now the most-covered LGBT issue in media coverage.

I am also interested in which news organization most often cover transgender issues if
and when transgender issues replaced marriage as the most-covered LGBT issue in media
coverage.
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In hypothesis twelve, I anticipate that the politically left news organizations (like HuffPo)
will be the most likely to cover transgender people and issues because the LGBT community, its
writers, and the HuffPo parent company want to move onto transgender issues while keeping the
other 13 LGB issues relatively less-covered. I also believe that politically right news
organizations (like Fox) are likely to devote significant time and attention to transgender issues
because it might be activating opposition from their audiences more so than would discussions
about other LGB issues. I also concede I might be wrong here; politically right news
organizations (like Fox) may be more likely to cover transgender issues and ignore the 13 other
LGB issues because covering transgender issues may get their audiences engaged (clicking,
commenting, and sharing) far more than discussions of the other 13 LGB issues. It is entirely
possible that HuffPo is covering transgender issues a lot but doing a better job at mixing or
diversifying their coverage of the 13 other LGBT issues compared to Fox. Both are strong but
conflicting expectations. Still, hypothesis twelve posits that politically left news organizations
(like HuffPo) will have the most transgender coverage, with politically right news organizations
(like Fox) second, and politically centrist news organizations (like NPR) having more blended
coverage across all 14 LGBT issues. Chapter 4 details how variables V1-V5 and V6-V18 are
operationalized to test hypotheses eleven and twelve.
H12 = Coverage of transgender issues is highest in politically left news organizations,
and lower in politically right and centrist news organizations.
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CHAPTER 4
VARIABLES, CASE SELECTION, AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
This chapter describes the variables that I will use in my analysis of media framing of
LGBT issues in media coverage, broken down into several different categories of variables, then
describes my case selection method, then describes the methods of analysis I use to test my
hypotheses, before I move on to the results in Chapter 5, 6, and 7.
4.1

Time Variables
My dataset contains 1,008 news items published online over a seven-year period from

2011 to 2017; my time period includes four years without federal elections (2011, 2013, 2015,
and 2017), two presidential election years (2012 and 2016), and one midterm election year
(2014). Past research has concluded that LGBT social issues can become more visible and more
salient during election years with emphasis on mobilizing conservative and Republican voters
(Riggle and Tadlock 1999, Smith and Haider-Markel 2002). So, I coded the year the article was
printed to determine if there is a noticeable difference in LGBT issues in media coverage from
year to year. Plus, seven years is a longer period than any other study of LGBT media coverage –
except one (Perrin 2014), but that study was qualitative and had far fewer news items than this
project. This project has more new items in it than any other study of LGBT media coverage.
Variable 1 is an interval measure of time in years. (2011=1 … 2017 =7)
Next, I coded the month the article was printed for two reasons: first, so that I have a
balance of news items equally distributed across the entire year (rather than, say, a clump of
stories from June when pride celebrations receive media attention or October and November
around elections); second, to determine if there is a noticeable difference in LGBT issues in
media coverage from month to month aside from the expected small peak in media coverage
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during June when pride protests, marches, and celebrations are held. Results indicated there is
not incredible deviations from month to month – but there were noticeable changes in the
frequency, rank, and framing of LGBT issues across years, so years are displayed and discussed
in my results chapters.
Variable 2 is an interval measure of time in months. (Jan.=1, Feb.=2, … Dec.=12)
4.2

Source Variables
Although print newspaper reading has steadily declined over the last three decades,

coinciding with the rise of the internet and then more rapidly declining with the rise of Facebook
and Twitter, data-driven reporting suggests that the use of “smart” personal electronics,
especially phones and tablets, is ushering in a new era and desire for editorial long-form news
coverage, especially among individuals who possess more than a high school education (Pew
Research Center 2016). Pew’s 2016 report also concludes that while television is still the most
popular medium for the transmission of news, individuals are getting an increasingly higher
portion of the news they read via written (as opposed to visual) exchanges like their Facebook
“wall” feeds and other “new media” like Twitter and Reddit (Pew Research Center 2016).
Further, new research (Feezell 2018) indicates that we may have entered a period wherein social
media news coverage is seen as more important than television newscasts. We know that
television long ago replaced newspapers as the most common source of news for most
American; and we now understand that social media has wedged itself between print news and
television news, with readers placing a higher level of importance on the new coverage they
observe on their social media feeds than on television – and this affects the way people think
about politics, politicians, and their agendas (Feezell 2018).
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My dataset of 1,008 news items is sampled from three different news organizations that
cater to a national audience and post news items online as well as on social media (Facebook,
Twitter). Representing the right-wing is 336 news items posted by Fox News on their website
and Facebook page; representing the center-left is 336 news items posted by NPR (National
Public Radio) on their website and Facebook page; and representing the left-wing is 336 news
items posted online and on the Facebook page of Huffington Post Queer Voices (now “HuffPo
Queer Voices” since 2017; also formerly known as Huffington Post Gay Voices). So, we are
looking at an equal number of news items from the political left, center-left, and right.
I chose these specific news organizations for several reasons: first, they have been
ubiquitously cited in qualitative studies that look at LGBT issues and visibility; second, they are
among the news organizations with high consumption in the U.S. (especially Fox News); and
third, because their websites allow for data and news item retrieval in a way that is user-friendly.
Here I pause for a brief note on user-friendly websites and their role in this project. An
earlier draft of this project anticipated sampling news items from many different secular and
mainstream news organizations like The New York Times, The Washington Post, Los Angeles
Times, Chicago Tribune, MSNBC News, ABC News, CNN, et al., but the websites for these
news organizations have search interfaces that do not easily (or absolutely do not) allow for the
retrieval of news items prior to 2013 (and in some cases, like MSNBC and ABC News, prior to
2016). Many news organizations’ websites do not allow readers to search for keywords – and
some new organizations do not allow retrieval of news items by date. Of the 20+ news
organizations I considered for this project, Fox News was by far the best at making news items
easy search and read. NPR and Huffington Post Queer Voices were also user-friendly. I am
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thankful that at least these organizations had search interfaces that can locate new items over
time.
Also, there is often a discussion in academic examinations of media coverage positing an
alleged left wing or liberal bias in some news reporting and an alleged right wing or
conservative bias in other news reporting. We know that volumes and reams have been written
in many fields including political science to gauge the slant and/or bias of various news
organizations, often contingent on time and on the topic(s) covered. I will not examine that
literature in detail here, because I openly concede and assume that between 2011 and 2017 that
Fox News was/is a right-leaning news organization and that NPR was/is a center-left-leaning
news organization. As evidence we can note that Pew Research Center (Hitlin et al. 2013, Perrin
2015, Hitlin and Tan 2017, Perrin and Jiang 2018), the writers at FiveThirtyEight online, and
www.MediaBiasChart.com have all tracked the slant of political news since at least 2008. They
all treat Fox as consistently conservative, NPR as centrist-leaning-liberal, and HuffPo as
consistently liberal. The Huffington Post Queer Voices, insofar as they are an LGBT publication,
edited and written by and for self-identified LGBT people, can best be described as socially leftwing, liberal and/or progressive leaning. This is not to say that all LGBT people are left-wing,
liberal, progressives, or Democrats. Common sense tells us that there is at least some ideological
and partisan diversity in a minority as diverse as the LGBT community. However, LGBT
publications do not and have not demonstrated a diversity of political opinion from left to right
over time. LGBT publications are best described as coalitions of far-left, center-left, and
moderate voices coalescing into a community of political actors to oppose the political actions
of the political right wing. So, again, I am conceding that all these sources have an ideological
bias and slant. The fact that these news organizations are skewed is well-understood and not the
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focus of this project. I am less worried about their bias – or how positive or negative their tone is
about LGBT people and LGBT issues – and I am much more interested in what LGBT issues
get covered by them, how often, and what political information about our political system(s) are
conveyed to readers in their news coverage.
Variable 3 is a dichotomous measure for an NPR news item. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 4 is a dichotomous measure for a HuffPo news item. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 5 is a dichotomous measure for a Fox news item. (No=0, Yes=1)
To recap, we have 1,008 news items sampled over 84 months (7 years), sampled equally
from a left-leaning, center-left, and right-leaning news organization. That works out to 4 stories a
month, for 84 months, from Fox News, NPR, and HuffPo, totaling 336 stories for each news
organization.
4.3

Case Selection
This section describes how I selected the specific new items included in my analysis. As

discussed above, HuffPo, NPR, and Fox News all had an accessible search interface to retrieve
news items by selecting keywords that appear in their news coverage in a specific period of time.
I went to the website for HuffPo, NPR, and Fox News and used their search engines to perform a
keyword search examining results which appeared within the timeframe under review (20112017) that contained “LGBT OR Gay OR Lesbian OR Bisexual OR Transgender OR Queer”.
Note that a few stories returned discussions of news events that included a quoted person with
the last name “Gay” (like Dr. Evelyn Gay or Mayor Malcolm Gay) and those stories were
discarded because they are not news items about LGBT issues.
Because I needed only 4 stories for each month, and there were often 5 or more news
items for every month that I needed, I used a random number generator to retrieve four randomly
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selected news items from that month. Then, I moved on to the next month and repeated this
process. I did this for all 84 months for HuffPo, NPR, and Fox News. After I had a hyperlink to
all 1,008 news items, I read them one at a time with a blank coding sheet in front of me and
coded each story as I read it. As I read each news item, I made notations along the right column
of the coding sheet when I encountered specific information that corresponds to my variables. I
made these marks in blue or black ink; if I made a mistake and had to correct my handwriting I
used red ink. After I finished reading and coding a news items, I input the data from the coding
sheet directly into SPSS. Then, I marked the coding sheet as entered into SPSS by checking a
box at the end of the coding sheet. My coding sheet, as Table 4.3, appears on the following
pages. In total, I have 2,016 pages of completed coding sheets in seven 1” ringed binders (one
binder for each year from 2011 to 2017), and all of them are included in my dataset for this
project.
To provide the reader with a demonstration of what this project entails, I have provided 6
sample news items along with their completed coding sheets as Appendix 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. In
these 6 sample news items there is an example of an easy-to-code item and a difficult-to-code
item from each of the three news organizations.
Further, I will be adding randomly sampled news items from HuffPo, NPR, and Fox
posted online in 2018, 2019, and 2020 into this project’s dataset and expand it to 10 years of
media coverage (2011 - 2021) in the years after graduation. A longer discussion of my future
research agenda appears as part of the conclusion in Chapter 8.
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Visual and Image Variables
V38
img
Does the news item contain one or more images?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V39
imgasm
…image contains assimilated LGBT person?
(Business/Casual Attire, Conventional, NonThreatening, CisHet-Conforming, Conservative)
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V40
imglib
…image contains radical/liberated LGBT person?
(Provocative Hair a/o Clothing, Full or Partial Nudity,
Tattoos, Costumes, M/F Drag, Threatening, Radical)
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V41
imgprot
…image contains Protest/March Behavior? (0/1)
-V42
-V43
-V44
-V45
-V46
-V47
-V48
-V49
-V50

imgelder
imgmid
imgyouth
imgwhite
imgpoc
imgmen
imgwomen
imgcpl
imgfam

Perception: Age: Elder (Perceived 65+) (0/1)
Perception: Age: Middle (Perceived 30-64) (0/1)
Perception: Age: Youth (Perceived <30) (0/1)
Perception: Race: White (0/1)
Perception: Race: Non-White (0/1)
Perception: Gender: Men (0/1)
Perception: Gender: Women (0/1)
Perception: Couple (0/1)
Perception: Couple/Family with Children (0/1)

-V51
-V52
-V53
-V54
-V55

imgkiss
imgembr
imgcry
imgceleb
imgang

Emotions: Kissing (0/1)
Emotions: Embracing/Hugging (0/1)
Emotions: Crying (0/1)
Emotions: Celebrating (0/1)
Emotions: Anger/Angry/Screaming (0/1)

-V56
-V57
-V58
-V59
-V60
-V61
-V62

imgrbow
imgtflag
imgaflag
imgoflag
imgresist
imgequal
imgoppo

Symbolism: Rainbow (0/1)
Symbolism: Trans Flag (0/1)
Symbolism: American Flag (0/1)
Symbolism: Other Flags (0/1)
Symbolism: Resist Hand(s) or Spelled Out (0/1)
Symbolism: HRC “=” Sign Logo/Sticker/Flag (0/1)
Symbolism: Anti-Gay Signage (0/1)

This news item is observation number * in my dataset:
This news item has been added to the dataset in SPSS (Checkmark.)
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4.4

Specific LGBT Issues in Media Coverage
Recall that in the literature review I detailed the specific LGBT issues that appear most

often in political science research. The focus of this project is on specific LGBT issues and how
their ranking changes over time and are different depending on the type of news organization one
reads. Surveying the subfield of LGBT politics in the discipline of political science led me to
construct a list of the top 14 LGBT issues that appear most often in political science research. All
1,008 news items in my dataset includes a discussion of at least one of those 14 LGBT issues –
and most of the news items contain a discussion of two or more LGBT issues.
Here is what I mean by the word “discussion”: I consider a discussion to be significantly
more information than a simple mention [emphasis added]. To code something as a discussion in
my coding sheet, I need to see and read something more than just a word on the page. In fact, it
is a low threshold; because a simple sentence will do fine. For a discussion, I need some context,
elaboration, explanation, nuance, etcetera. Conversely, simply having a word appear in a long list
of issues – without any elaboration or context whatsoever – would be a mention not a discussion.
Admittedly this is subjectively unique to how I read news. Still, though, with such a low
threshold I think the practical effect of requiring just a scant amount of detail for a discussion
gives me more accurate data to work with in the results chapters. The only time I disregard an
issue is when it appears without any detail whatsoever.
I pause here to offer some comments about the statistical program R, R-Studio, and the
processes known as “webscraping”, “auto-coding”, and “machine learning”. Since I started
graduate school I have searched for a fast and easy way to get software to read a webpage and
tell me if a word or words appeared and how often. Because so much of our world is online
(sociopolitical news, comments, discussions, etc.) I often gravitate towards political activity
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happening in online spaces. This is partly why I chose this project for my dissertation. I heard
from several scholars that R can read websites and online comments sections, so I applied for
and won an Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (“ICPSR”)
scholarship for introductory R training. In May 2018, I went to the University of Houston’s
Hobby School of Public Affairs for a weeklong crash course in R. There I learned that R and RStudio can read thousands of websites and look for individual words, phrases, and/or numerical
data. Increasingly dense code allows researchers to auto-code (or “plop”) these words, phrases,
and data into variables and manipulate these datasets in R, then export them to STATA or SPSS.
The process is simple, in theory, but somewhat code-dense to complete: you tell R which
website(s) you want R to read, then highlight the fields you want R to read on that page, then
assign empty variables to collect the data R reads. For example, you could tell R to read 100 long
pieces of writing posted online and look for the acronym “JFK” and the phrase “John F.
Kennedy” and the word “Kennedy” and the phrase “Cuban Missile Crisis” and the word “Cuba”.
Then R would read all that writing and, in about a minute two voila, give you a count of the
words and phrases. As a practice exercise at ICPSR we had R read 1,848 webpages of long-form
movie reviews to figure out that Oscar winners are most often dramas, historical non-fictions, or
documentaries. The coding took about 30 minutes and it took R about 3 minutes to read about
1,500,000 words published online. Fantastic for lots of research? Sure. Of course. Appropriate
for this project? I thought so, at first.
I spent several hours coding and loading into R my 1,008 news item hyperlinks, then told
R to look for my 14 LGBT issues. The numbers it spit out were interesting – and I considered
using them for this project. However, when I randomly selected four NPR new items, four
HuffPo news items, and four Fox news items and read them all myself, I found that R had
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recorded 2 LGBT issues that I would not have recorded myself (because they were mentioned
but not discussed in detail). The words were there on the page, but there was no real discussion
of the two issues it recorded. I mention this to the reader because R has value, and web-scraping
will be useful in other projects I have in mind for the future. However, for a project this size and
this important, I want my results and conclusions to represent the frequency and rank of real
substantive discussions that are happening in media coverage – not just what words appear on
the page.
Specific LGBT issues were coded as follows, while reading each news item, if an item
included a discussion of adoption, bullying, death (including but not limited to murder), hate
crimes, HIV and/or AIDS, homelessness, marriage, military service, protests and/or marches
(including pride celebrations), sodomy and/or same-sex sex, suicide, transgender people and/or
issues, violence, or youth, then the item was coded as a one (1) in each of 14 dichotomous
variables.
Variable 6 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses adoption (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 7 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses bullying (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 8 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses death (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 9 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses hate crime (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 10 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses HIV/AIDS (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 11 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses homelessness (No=0,
Yes=1).
Variable 12 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses marriage (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 63 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses military service (No=1,
Yes=1).
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Variable 13 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses protests (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 14 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses sodomy and/or same-sex sex
(No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 15 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses suicide (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 16 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses and transgender people
and/or issues (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 17 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses violence (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 18 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses youth (No=0, Yes=1).
4.5

Framing Variables
As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, there are three competing frames that run

throughout the literature examining LGBT issues in media coverage: a legal frame, a religious
frame, and a political frame. These frames often overlap and are not mutually exclusive. For
example, a news item about same-sex marriage might include a discussion of a court case (legal),
contain quoted opposition from an evangelical voter (religious), and discuss an upcoming ballot
initiative to ban same-sex marriage (political). A news item about a church’s (religious) charity
towards LGBT homeless youth may not mention anything about courts, law, or political activity.
In all 1,008 news items in my dataset at least one LGBT issue is present. Put another
way, LGBT issues are present in all the news items. Further, legal, religious, and political
framing is present in 647 (64%) of these 1,008 new items. A detailed discussion of these 647
new items and the framing in them appears later in Chapter 6.
These frames contain many parts (that I break down into separate dichotomous
independent variables below) that, when looked at over time, create an evolving portrait of media
framing of LGBT issues in media coverage.
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For variables 19 to 27, I begin the coding by asking a simple question about the news
item. Is the coverage and discussions found in this news item in any way legal [yes or no]
(Variable 19), and/or in any way religious [yes or no](Variable 25), and/or in any way political
[yes or no](Variable 31)? If the answer is yes to any of the three frames, then I proceed deeper
within that particular frame and answer additional questions about the news item.
4.5.1 Legal Frame Variables
The legal frame variables are coded as follows: while reading each news item, if a news
item discussed a court and/or legal system, a state constitution or the U.S. Constitution, a state or
federal trial court, a state supreme court or the U.S. Supreme Court, litigation tactics, or appellate
procedure, then the item was coded according to my coding sheet [see Table 4.3].
Variable 19 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses courts or legal systems
(No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 20 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a state constitution or the
U.S. Constitution (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 21 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a state or federal trial court
(No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 22 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a state supreme court or the
U.S. Supreme Court (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 23 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses litigation tactics and/or
motion practice (No=0, Yes=1).
Variable 24 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses appellate procedure and/or
appellate motion practice (No=0, Yes=1).
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4.5.2 Religious Frame Variables
The religious frame variables are coded as follows, while reading each news item, if a
news item discussed religion, the Bible, the historical figure Jesus, religious-based reparative
and/or curative therapy, evangelicals specifically or as a group, and/or quotes a member of the
clergy, then the item was coded according to my coding sheet [see Table 4.3].
Variable 25 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses religion. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 26 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses the Bible. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 27 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses Jesus. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 28 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses religious-based reparative
and/or curative therapy. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 29 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses evangelicals individually or
as a group. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 30 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a quote from a member of
the clergy. (No=0, Yes=1)
4.5.3 Political Frame Variables
The political frame variables are coded as follows: while reading each news item, if a
news item discussed a political institution and/or political activity, an election, a political party,
direct democracy, a state or federal constitutional amendment, a state legislature or Congress, or
the President, then the item was coded according to my coding sheet [see Table 4.3].
Variable 31 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a political institution and/or
political activity. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 32 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses an election. (No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable 33 is a nominal measure if the item discusses a political party. (Democrats=1,
Republicans=2, Both=3)
Variable 34 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses direct democracy. (No=0,
Yes=1)
Variable 35 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a state or federal
constitutional amendment. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 36 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses a state legislature or
Congress. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 37 is a dichotomous measure if the item discusses the President of the United
States. (No=0, Yes=1)
4.6

Visual and Image Variables
The visual and image variables section of my coding sheet and dataset is being collected

as part of this project, as I was reading news items, but will be analyzed and discussed in work to
come later, post-graduation.
First, it is increasingly common that modern news items contain an image in the header
or near the top of the news item. We know this is true because a near-universal number of news
stories published online and on social media have a square or rectangular image with a short
headline – and we know that clicking on either the image or headline opens the full long-form
news item on your phone, tablet, or computer. Next, we know that most social media users at a
minimum scroll through their social media news feed(s), look at the image they see, and perhaps
read the headline they see, do nothing else, and keep moving on. A sample post is in Figure
4.6.1 below.
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Figure 4.6.1

Next, we know a minority of social media users will interact with the post by choosing
one of several emoji options (Figure 4.6.2) from the following: like, love, laughter, amazement
or wow, sadness, or anger.
Figure 4.6.2

These responses are tallied by the social media platform and then the top three emoji
reactions are displayed from highest to least chosen for other readers to see. For example, in
Figure 4.6.1, the most common reaction among approximately 1,000 reactions, was “like” [first],
then “love” [second] and then “sadness” [third].
Next, we know an even smaller minority of social media users click and read the longform news item. This project gets at what LGBT issues are in that long-form news coverage,
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how this information is framed, and how the issues and frames change over time depending on
what news organization you use to get your news. The visual and image variables in this dataset
are for a later project funded by the Tulane University Center for Excellence in Learning and
Teaching (“CELT”), titled “Visual Depictions of LGBT People and Issues in Media Coverage,
2011-2017” set for presentation at the Midwest Political Science Association Meeting in Chicago
in April 2019.
Common sense dictates that these images and headlines matter to a social media users’
understanding of what they read, how they digest the information they consume, and whether or
not they click on the article to read it. To be foreword-thinking, I decided to gather the visual and
image data now while I am finding, reading, and coding news items for this project. Plus, given
how websites tend to remove content (and because links tend to break over time) it may not be
possible to go back and reexamine some of these news items one or more years from now.
For variables 38 to 62, I coded the news items after asking a simple question about the
news item. Does the news item contain an image (Variable 38) at the top or as a header? If the
answer is yes, then I proceeded deeper within that particular section and answer several
additional questions about the news item.
Variable 38 is a dichotomous measure if the item contains an image. (No=0, Yes=1)
Out of 1,008 total news items, 889 (88.2%) contained an image at the top or header.
Variable 39 measures whether or not the image contains a one or more individuals who
appear to be assimilated (wearing business or casual attire, are conventional looking, nonthreatening, are cis-het conforming, and/or conservative in dress and appearance). Variable 40
measures whether or not the image contains one or more individuals who are radical or liberated
(wearing a provocative hair style or clothing, are fully or partially nude, have visible tattoos, are
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wearing costumes or are in male-drag or female-drag, non-conformist, who appear threatening in
dress and demeanor). Admittedly, these two variables are subjective measures that may be hard
to reproduce; this author is a gay cis-man. Nevertheless, I attempt to capture the ratio and
frequency of these depictions from my own point of view. To double-check my analysis and
coding, I had my undergraduate research assistant review all 1,008 new items, on their own, and
then compare their coding of variables 39 and 40 to my coding of 39 and 40. Out of 889 new
items with images, we disagreed on 11 (or 1.2%) of them regarding variables 39 and 40. When
we disagreed in our coding, those 11 news items were passed to a third reader, who broke the tie.
Variable 39 is a dichotomous measure if the item contains as image of an assimilated
LGBT person. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 40 is a dichotomous measure if the item contains as image of a radical or
liberated LGBT person. (No=0, Yes=1)
Variable 41 measures collective political action, protest, march and celebratory behavior.
Since the 1960s, LGBT people have engaged in public collective political action to move public
opinion and politicians towards LGBT rights progress. The extent to which a news item depicts
this action in the images it attaches to news items is interesting, so it is measured in this dataset.
Variable 41 is a dichotomous measure if the item contains an image of a march, protest,
or parade. (No=0, Yes=1)
The rest of the visual and image variables are divided into three sections of my own
design. First, I have a Perceptions section that looks at visual depictions of age, race, gender,
couples and families. Second, I have an Emotions section that looks at depictions of kissing,
embracing, hugging, crying, celebrating, anger and visceral screaming. Third, I have a Symbols
section that looks at depictions of rainbows, trans-flags, American flags, other miscellaneous
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flags, “resist hands”, the Human Rights Campaigns equal sign as a logo or flag, as well as antigay signage.
The Perceptions section is designed to measure to what extent media coverage of LGBT
people and issues is dominated or slanted towards particular demographics: is coverage
portraying LGBT people and issues especially old versus young, white versus non-white, male or
female, about single people or about couples with or without children? To answer these
questions, variables 42, 43, and 44 measure whether or not the image contains one or more
individuals who appear to be 65+ or older (#42), between the ages of 30-64 (#43), or under 30
years old (#44). Variables 45 and 46 are about race and measure whether or not the image
contains one or more individuals who are white (#45) or non-white persons of color (#46).
Variables 47 and 48 are about gender presentation and measure whether ot not the image
contains one or more individuals who present as men (#47) or women (#48). Variable 49
measures whether or not the image contains one or more LGBT couple. Variable 50 measures
whether or not the image contains one of more LGBT couple with children. Admittedly,
variables 42-50 are also subjective measures that may be hard to reproduce; this author is a gay
cis-man. Nevertheless, I attempt to capture the ratio and frequency of these depictions from my
own point of view. Again, to double-check my analysis and coding, I had my undergraduate
research assistant review all 1,008 new items, on their own, and then compare their coding of
variables 42-50 to my coding of 42-50. There was nominal disagreement, in only 8 of the 889
news items analyzed – less than 1%. Nevertheless, when we disagreed in our coding, those 8
news items were passed to a third reader, who broke the tie.
The Emotions section is designed to measure to what extent media coverage of LGBT
people and issues is dominated or slanted towards particular visual emotional framing narratives:
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is coverage portraying LGBT people and issues especially celebratory (showing lots of kissing,
embracing, hugging, and celebrating) – or is more especially tragic, with tears, crying, anger, and
visceral screaming? To answer these questions, variables 51-55 measure whether or not the
image contains one or more individuals who appear to be kissing (#51), embracing or hugging
(#52), crying (#53), celebrating (#54), angry or viscerally screaming (#55). As we read and
coded articles, we found variables 51 to 55 easier to code objectively – with far less agonizing
over whether or not we should settle on a definitive yes for a particular variable. Across all 889
news items with images there were no disagreements between the author and the research
assistant in the Emotions section.
The Symbols section is designed to measure to what extent media coverage of LGBT
people and issues is dominated or slanted towards particular visual symbolic framing narratives:
is coverage portraying LGBT people and issues depicted as overwhelmingly about rainbows and
other symbols are far less visible – or is media coverage depicting a more even distribution of
symbols for LGBT people and issues? To answer these questions, variables 56-62 measure
whether or not the image contains one or more: rainbow(s) [either as a flag or just as a color
scheme] (#56), transgender movement flag [with top and lower bars of light blue, two inner bars
of light pink, and a center bar of white] (#57), American flag (#58), other miscellaneous flags
[we notably found former-Confederacy, Canadian, Mexican, European Union, Jewish and
Israeli, as well as hybrid rainbow-American flags in news coverage] (#59), “resist hands” [as an
upward knocking closed fist logo, or spelled out] (#60), the Human Rights Campaign’s equal
sign [usually but not always observed as a field of dark blue with a yellow equals sign at center,
observed as a flag or logo] (#61), or anti-gay signage [mostly observed as religious-based
opposition to homosexuality, bisexuality, and/or LGBT rights progress, and to a lesser extent
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portraying marriage as one man and one woman] (#62). Again, we found variables 56 to 62 easy
to code objectively – with no agonizing over whether or not we should settle on a definitive yes
for a particular variable. Again, across all 889 news items with images there were no
disagreements between the author and the research assistant in the Symbols section.
To recap, this is a grand total of 62 independent variables for each of the 1,008 news
items in my data, and this includes a subset of 889 news items with images in the section on
visual depictions of LGBT people and issues in media coverage.
4.7

Methods of Analysis
Addressing the hypotheses in Chapter 3 does not require the use of complicated methods

of research. No linear nor logistic regression is required in this project – and this project is not
about coming up with ethereal extremely laborious or convoluted statistical measures. Here I am
answering relatively simple research questions with relatively simple research methods. I address
the hypotheses and reach empirical and quantitative conclusions using content analysis,
descriptive statistics, t-tests, crosstabs, and by looking at charts, graphs and tables – all of which
are rather simple methods of research. Further, all these relatively simple methods are common
in the books, articles, and reports in the literature on media framing, and especially in the
literature on media framing of LGBT politics. It is noticeably rare to find convoluted regressions
or sophisticated methods in this field of academic research – again, most of the research on
media, news, and LGBT politics is qualitative – and what few regressions I observe are in the
research examining individual-level factors predicting public opinion like for support for samesex marriage, in the subfields of public opinion, political parties, and electoral politics, which is
not the focus of this project. I will stick with the methods used by my predecessors.
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Content analysis is old, well-understood, and found to be near-universal in projects about
media coverage with text as data in the very well-cited article Affective News: The Automated
Coding of Sentiment in Political Texts (Young and Soroka 2011); and projects using content
analysis along with descriptive results chapters, along with frequency lists, charts, and graphs are
common in research studies about online newspapers and social media, Facebook, and Twitter
feeds (Conway, Kenski, Wang 2015). These studies confirm that researchers still use manual
reading when computer-based web-scraping or auto-coding provides less accurate results, causes
skews or errors, or when the researcher seeks to measure tone and substance more precisely than
simple word counts would provide. In this project I have chosen manual reading.
In chapter 5, on LGBT issues in media coverage, I will use descriptive statistics, charts,
and graphs to rank the 14 LGBT issues in the order they appear in the discipline of LGBT
politics in political science, then compare that ranking to the overall ranking for all the 1,008
news items, then to the HuffPo rankings, then to the NPR rankings, and then to the Fox rankings.
Then, I will graph these rankings and their change over time.
In chapter 6, on media framing of media coverage, I will again use descriptive statistics,
charts, and graphs to determine which frames are the most common across all 1,008 news items
and to which new organizations, how the specific content included within each frame changes
over time, and how the specific content within frames changes depending on which news
organization one reads.
In chapter 7, on the decline of same-sex marriage in media coverage and rise of
transgender people and issues in media coverage, I will again use descriptive statistics, charts,
and graphs to demonstrate the extent to which same-sex marriage has been replaced by
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transgender issues as the most-covered issue by the media across all 1,008 news items, and
demonstrate that this is also true for HuffPo, NPR, and Fox news organizations.
In chapter 8, I will close with a discussion of my main findings and plans for future work.
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CHAPTER 5
LGBT ISSUES IN MEDIA COVERAGE 2011 – 2017
This chapter discusses the 14 LGBT issues observed in my dataset of news items in
media coverage, how they compare to discussions in the academic literature, and how the rankorder diversity of LGBT issues ranges between news organizations.
5.1

LGBT Issues: Media Coverage Versus Academia
Regarding H1, evaluating the frequency and rank of LGBT issues in academic research

versus the frequency and rank in media coverage, we can accept H1 as true.
[ACCEPTED] H1 = The frequency and rank of LGBT issues discussed in academic
research is different from LGBT issues discussed in media coverage.
As evidence one should consider the data visualized in Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1 :: LGBT Issues: Media Coverage versus Academia
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In Figure 5.1 the 14 LGBT issues in media coverage are displayed from most-discussed
to least discussed using black bars, with the same 14 LGBT issues in the academic literature
displayed alongside using grey bars; and at the top of each bar is a number displaying the percent
of media coverage and percent of the academic literature where you encounter that specific issue.
For example, the issue of same-sex marriage is by far the most-discussed issue. It is discussed in
756 (75%) of my 1,008 new items randomly sampled from HuffPo, NPR, and Fox between 2011
and 2017; and it is discussed in 166 (83%) of my 200 academic sources.
We can draw several conclusions from Figure 5.1’s visualization of the data that confirm
there is more diversity in the academic literature than in media coverage. First, all 14 LGBT
issues are discussed in at least 10% of the academic literature while only 11 LGBT issues are
found in at least 10% of media coverage. We see that discussions of suicide (9%), homelessness
(4%), and military service (2%) are just barely finding their way into media coverage while those
issues are slightly more present in academic discussions about LGBT politics at 15%, 12%, and
12% respectively. Second, while more than half of all new coverage discusses the two issues of
same-sex marriage (75%) and transgender people and issues (62%), more than half of the
academic literature discusses four issues: same-sex marriage (83%), transgender people and
issues (59%), parenting and adoption (56%), as well as same-sex sex and decriminalization
(54%). Third, the academic literature is more likely to discuss 11 out of the 14 LGBT issues,
with three notable exceptions; (a) transgender people and issues are more-often discussed in
media coverage (62%) compared to the academic literature (59%); (b) protests, marches, and
pride celebrations are more-often discussed in media coverage (25%) compared to the academic
literature (24%); and (c) LGBT youth, minors, and students are more often discussed in media
coverage (24%) compared to the academic literature (20%). Where the academic literature
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percentage is higher than the media percentage, the difference between the media coverage and
literature is anywhere from 5% higher (bullying) to 33% higher (for same-sex sex) in the
literature. Moreover, there is less than a 10% difference between media coverage and the
literature on the issues of same-sex marriage, parenting and adoption, death, bullying, suicide,
and homelessness. There is a 10% or more difference between media coverage and the literature
on the issues of healthcare, same-sex sex and decriminalization, hate crimes, and violence. In
those three cases where media coverage contains more discussions of an LGBT issue, the
media’s lead over the literature is quite small (on transgender people and issues 3%; on
protesting, marching, and pride celebrations 1%; and on LGBT youth, minors, and students 4%).
Put simply, a randomly selected piece of academic literature gives you a higher
probability of encountering one of these 14 LGBT issues overall, and this is especially true for
11 of the 14 LGBT issues in this dataset. There is more diversity and more coverage of LGBT
issues in the academic literature than in news coverage. Put another way, media coverage is not
as robust and diverse in its issues as it could be given the issues studied and addressed in the
literature on LGBT politics. Journalists might find it useful to study the LGBT politics literature
for story sources – and LGBT scholars would do well in encouraging journalist towards more
diverse coverage.
5.2

LGBT Issues: Left, Right, and Center
Regarding H2, evaluating the frequency and rank of LGBT issues between politically left,

center, and right news organizations, we can accept H2 as true.
[ACCEPTED] H2 = The frequency and rank of LGBT issues in media coverage is
not monolithic and ranges between news organizations on the political left, center,
and right.
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As evidence one can consider the data visualized in Figure 5.2 below.

•83% Marriage
•59% Transgender
•56% Parenting
•54% Same-Sex Sex
•42% Hate Crimes
•36% Violence
•32% Healthcare
•24% Protests/Marches
•20% Youth
•19% Death
•15% Suicide
•14% Bullying
•12% Homelessness
•12% Military Service

•70% Marriage
•51% Transgender
•47% Parenting
•25% Youth
•24% Healthcare
•20% Protest/Marches
•18% Hate Crimes
•18% Violence
•15% Same-Sex Sex
•13% Bullying
•12% Suicide
•10% Death
•3% Homelessness
•2% Military Service
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Fox News

•75% Marriage
•65% Transgender
•52% Parenting
•35% Youth
•33% Healthcare
•30% Hate Crimes
•25% Protest/Marches
•25% Same-Sex Sex
•22% Violence
•20% Death
•15% Bullying
•13% Suicide
•9% Homelessness
•2% Military Service

Academic Literature

•75% Marriage
•62% Transgender
•48% Parenting
•25% Protests/Marches
•24% Youth
•22% Healthcare
•21% Same-Sex Sex
•20% Hate Crimes
•15% Violence
•11% Death
•10% Bullying
•9% Suicide
•4% Homelessness
•2% Military Service

National Public Radio

HuffPo Queer Voices

All News Items

Figure 5.2 :: LGBT Issues: Media Coverage versus Academia, By Source
Frequencies (%) and Ranked

•80% Marriage
•70% Transgender
•45% Parenting
•30% Protest/Marches
• 23% Same-Sex Sex
• 12% Hate Crimes

•10% Healthcare
•9% Youth
•5% Violence
•3% Death
•2% Bullying
•2% Suicide
•2% Military Service
•0% Homelessness

In Figure 5.2 all 14 LGBT issues in media coverage are displayed as a list along with
their observed percentage, from most-discussed to least discussed, in five boxes. The top two
boxes contain a breakdown of LGBT issues across all 1,008 news items and across the sampled
LGBT politics literature. The bottom three boxes contain a breakdown of LGBT issues across all
of the sampled news items (N=336) from HuffPo, NPR, and Fox. For example, same-sex
marriage is the most-discussed issue, discussed in 756 (75%) of all 1,008 new items randomly
sampled from HuffPo, NPR, and Fox between 2011 and 2017 – and discussed in 166 (83%) of
all 200 academic sources. Same-sex marriage is discussed 252 (75%) of 336 new items on
HuffPo, in 235 (70%) of 336 news items on NPR, and in 269 (80%) of 336 news items on Fox.
We can draw several conclusions from Figure 5.2’s visualization of the data that confirm
there are differences between the issues covered on politically left, right, and center news
organizations. First, notice there is close agreement in the three lists on the first three issues in
the list from the political left, center, and right (same-sex marriage: 75%, 70%, 80%; transgender
people and issues: 65%, 51%, 70%; and parenting and adoption: 52%, 47%, 45%) but the
difference(s) in coverage range from 7% (on parenting and adoption) to 19% (on transgender
people and issues). Even when the issues are ranked in the same order there are differences
between the percent of coverage depending on which news organization one reads. Second,
when we look for issues that are covered in at least 10% or more of news items, we find that
HuffPo and NPR both fail to cover two issues at that level (military service and homelessness).
One will notice that Fox’s coverage is clumped or skewed towards coverage of a smaller subset
of seven (marriage; transgender people and issues; parenting and adoption; protests, marches,
and pride celebrations; same-sex sex and decriminalization; hate crimes; and healthcare) of the
14 LGBT issues found in the academic literature and covered by the other news organizations.
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Moreover, homelessness, a particularly sad and dangerous reality for many LGBT people –
especially LGBT youth – is totally absent from Fox news coverage.
5.2.1 Facts, Emotions, Judgments, Calls-To-Action, and Comment Sections
Withdrawing towards a qualitative assessment for a moment, I should acknowledge that
the overwhelming majority of Fox’s news items were not hostile towards LGBT rights progress.
This was surprising. I began this work expecting that Fox news items would be viscerally
opposed to LGBT rights progress – full of emotional and morally tinged language designed to
provoke, frighten, or enrage its audience – but that is not at all what I found. First, for
comparison, HuffPo’s coverage of most LGBT issues is a blend of facts, emotional reaction,
normative judgment, and activist calls-to-action. NPR’s coverage of most LGBT issues is
overwhelmingly fact-based, to such an extent that I would describe NPR as mostly lacking
strong emotional reaction – almost cold – in a way I have come to describe as “academically
detached” like when professional academic writing handles complex and controversial issues.
Instead, Fox’s news coverage is fact-based and rather straight-forward (no pun intended). It is
definitely not filled with emotional language and rarely includes normative judgement or activist
calls-to-action. Fox news items about LGBT issues are much shorter than most HuffPo and NPR
new items. Fox’s language is simpler – perhaps written a lower reading level, though I did not
measure this – and the information is less nuanced. It gets right to the point, offers a bit of
context, perhaps some history, and then ends. HuffPo coverage is fact-based, but emotionally
and semantically complex; NPR’s coverage is full of facts, stories, and nuance; and Fox’s
coverage is fact-based and rather plain.
Another consistent observation worth mentioning is the extent to which the comment
sections attached to news items are different between news organizations. HuffPo’s comment
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sections are noticeably similar in tone to the news coverage: a blend of facts, emotions,
normative judgments and virtue signaling, with calls-to-action. NPR’s comment sections are
noticeably similar in tone to its coverage: fact-based, deep historical analysis, contextual, and
nuanced. But Fox’s comment sections are noticeably different from its coverage in that they are
filled with visceral opposition to LGBT rights progress. Across years of news reading for this
project, I conclude that Fox commenters are furious, highly emotional, offer normative
judgements, and frequently encourage calls-to-action against LGBT rights progress. To be fair,
Fox is the other side of a proverbial coin with HuffPo commenters on the other side. I found
HuffPo to be similarly angry about the lack of LGBT rights progress, while the NPR audience
tends to offer commentary for commentary sake – more as an information exchange than a shrill
scream into the online-void. What surprised me was the extent to which Fox news coverage is so
different from the comment section and participation by its audience. The mere presence of a
story, perhaps marking the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots against the New York City Police,
or perhaps an article discussing a proposed change on college campuses regarding bathroom
access for trans students (even without any emotional, moral, normatively judgmental language
or calls-to-action in the news item) is enough to activate Fox’s audience towards strong
opposition to LGBT rights progress. It is as if Fox coverage says: “Look. Here. A trans person
walked across a college campus today.” And Fox’s audience does the rest, heaping on the rage,
opposition, normative critiques, and calls-to-action even though Fox’s coverage contains very
little of that kind of language. I did not see a disconnection like this between media coverage and
audience commentary for the HuffPo or NPR new items. I did not begin this project with a
hypothesis about the content or tone of the news item comment section(s), but my ancillary
qualitative conclusion is that the HuffPo coverage and comment section and the NPR coverage
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and comment section are both similar in tone, while the Fox coverage (clear, fact-based, nonemotive) is qualitatively different from the comment section (furious, emotional, normative,
calls-to-action) where the audience responds to Fox news items.
As I worked through an explanation for why this occurs, I wondered if the clumped or
skewed composition of Fox news coverage is partly responsible for its audience’s reaction. The
issues that are rarely or not discussed in Fox news coverage (LGBT youth, violence, death,
bullying, suicide, military service, and homelessness), but are covered more often by HuffPo and
NPR, are issues that might make an audience more sympathetic towards LGBT people. Or, at the
very least, they might offer more information from which to base an emotional reaction,
judgement, or call-to-action. Certainly, knowing about the struggles and tragedies that L,G,B,
and T people endure as part of their individual and collective identity would move public opinion
– possibly towards support for some sociopolitical change. I got to thinking about readers’
exposure to this collection of LGBT issues (bullying, death, hate crimes, homelessness, suicide,
and violence), boxing them up as something I eventually labeled a tragedy narrative that runs
through the news coverage and in academic literature about LGBT politics.
5.2.2 LGBT Narratives in Media Coverage (Family, Identity, Tragedy, and Activity)
As this project came together, I distributed my 14 LGBT issues into four narratives of my
own design – visualized in Figure 5.2.2.A below. First, there is a Family Narrative that contains
discussions and issues involving same-sex marriage (civil unions and domestic partnerships),
parenting (adoption and custody), or same-sex sex and relationships (dating, hookup culture,
flirting, cohabitating, etc.). Next, there is an Identity Narrative that contains discussions and
issues involving transgender people and issues (and identities like cisgender, transgender, nonbinary, intersex, genderfluid, gender-queer, queer, androgynous, and/or all manner and
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considerations of gender identity) as well as LGBT youth, minors, and students. Next, there is a
Tragedy Narrative that contains discussions and issues involving bullying, the death of LGBT
people (from a variety of causes, natural, medical, and homicidal), hate crimes (based on
sexuality and gender identity), homelessness (due to many factors including running away from
home, being kicked out, or substance abuse), suicide (due to many factors), and violence (by and
against LGBT people). Fourth, there is an Activity Narrative that contains discussions and issues
involving protests, marches, pride celebrations (and all manner of public collective political
action), as well as military service by LGBT people (openly and hidden).
Figure 5.2.2.A :: LGBT Narratives in Media Coverage
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These LGBT narratives are present in media coverage across all news items in my dataset
– and to what extent they are present in news items by HuffPo, NPR, and Fox is visualized in
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Figure 5.2.2.B below. The results indicate that the family and identity narratives are far more
common than the tragedy and activity narratives. This is true across all news items as well as for
each of the three news organizations in my sample. For example, if one randomly samples one of
my 1,008 new items, you are most likely to encounter a news item with one or more issues from
the family narrative. The family narrative is present in 827 (82%) of my 1,008 new items
randomly sampled from HuffPo, NPR, and Fox between 2011 and 2017. You would encounter
the Family narrative in 286 (85%) of 336 HuffPo new items, and in 239 (71%) of 336 NPR news
items, and in 276 (82%) of 336 Fox news items.
Figure 5.2.2.B :: LGBT Narratives in Media Coverage
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With these results, we can circle back and offer more support for H2. We see from Figure
5.2.2B that: (a) none of the three news organizations are a perfect match with the set of all news
items, and (b) none of the three news organizations perfectly match each other – and there is a
general similarity but small significant differences between them. Across all news items, the
family (82%) and identity (72%) narratives dominate over the tragedy (32%) and activity (27%)
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narratives. One might be surprised at the lack of coverage of the tragedy narrative, given that it
contains more individual issues than any other narrative, however these issues on their own are
almost always towards the bottom of my lists of 14 LGBT issues in media coverage. Moreover,
the data indicates that these issues very often overlap; for example, if you were to pull a news
item from the tragedy narrative, then you might find a discussion about a young person who was
bullied (bullying), attacked (violence), and eventually committed (suicide) and died (death).
Among the narratives in my analysis, the tragedy narrative had by far the most overlap, and none
of those individual issues are especially well covered by news organizations.
Eyeing these four narratives across the three news organizations, we see that the family
frame is the most common narrative used by all three news organizations and is highest on
HuffPo (85%) and Fox (82%), then slightly less common on NPR (72%). The next most
common narrative is the identity frame, again highest on HuffPo (80%) and Fox (78%) then far
less common on NPR (58%). The tragedy narrative is third most common and used much less
than the family and identity narratives; plus the tragedy narrative is unique in that it skews
heavily towards HuffPo (45%), then down to NPR (28%), and down again to Fox (12%). Though
the activity frame is the least common of the four narratives, it manifests as highest on Fox
(32%), then on HuffPo (27%) and lowest on NPR (22%). Overall, Fox coverage is the least
similar to the overall news coverage – especially since the tragedy narrative is underused and the
activity frame is overused. NPR and HuffPo are both somewhat close to the overall news
coverage – with HuffPo coming close to the family and identity narratives in all news items
while NPR does a better job at coming close to the tragedy and activity narratives in all new
items.
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To recap, we can tell in this section that new organizations from the political left, right,
and center do not cover LGBT issues in the same way, nor does any news organization come
perfectly close to the set of all news items in the dataset. The LGBT issues you encounter in
news coverage changes depending on where you get your news. Thus, H2 should be accepted.
5.3

LGBT Issues: Centrist News versus Academia
Regarding H3, comparing the rank-order diversity of LGBT issues in centrist news

coverage to the academic literature, we should reject H3 as false using Table 5.3 below.
[REJECTED] H3 = Politically centrist news organizations are most-like academia
in their coverage of LGBT issues, compared to politically left news organizations and
politically right news organizations.

Table 5.3 : LGBT Issues : Academia versus Left, Right, and Center
Issue

% in
Academia

Marriage
Transgender
Parenting
Same-Sex Sex
Hate Crimes
Violence
Healthcare
Protest/Marches
Youth
Death
Suicide
Bullying
Homelessness
Military Service

83%
59%
56%
54%
42%
36%
32%
24%
20%
19%
15%
14%
12%
12%

% in Media
1st

80%
65%
52%
25%
30%
22%
33%
25%
25%
20%
13%
15%
9%
2%

Fox
Huff
Huff
Huff
Huff
Huff
Huff
Huff
NPR
Huff
Huff
Huff
Huff
Tied

↓3
↑6
↓4
↓ 29
↓ 12
↓ 14
↑1
↑1
↑5
↑1
↓2
↑1
↓3
↓ 10

% in Media
2nd

75%
51%
47%
23%
18%
18%
24%
20%
9%
10%
12%
13%
3%
2%

Huff
NPR
NPR
Fox
NPR
NPR
NPR
NPR
Fox
NPR
NPR
NPR
NPR
Tied

↓8
↓8
↓9
↓ 31
↓ 24
↓ 18
↓8
↓4
↓ 11
↓9
↓3
↓2
↓9
↓ 10

% in Media
3rd

70%
70%
45%
15%
12%
5%
10%
30%
35%
3%
2%
2%
0%
2%

NPR
Fox
Fox
NPR
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Huff
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Tied

↓ 13
↑ 11
↓ 11
↓ 39
↓ 30
↓ 31
↓ 22
↑6
↑ 15
↓ 16
↓ 13
↓ 12
↓ 12
↓ 10

Table 5.3 contains the rank-order list of LGBT issues found in the academic literature,
along with the percent of new items where you encounter those specific issues. Here, the first121

place winner is the news organization that best matches the level of coverage in the academic
literature. The arrow and number indicate how above or below (and how far away) the level of
media coverage is from the academic literature. For example, discussions of transgender people
and issues are found in 59% of the academic literature and in 65% of HuffPo news items, and
this is 6% higher than the level of coverage found in the academic literature. Discussions of
transgender people and issues are found in 51% of NPR news coverage, and this is 8% lower
than the level of coverage found in the academic literature. Discussions of transgender people
and issues are found in 70% of Fox news coverage, and this is 11% higher than the level of
coverage found in the academic literature. So, regarding transgender people and issues, HuffPo is
closest to the academic literature, then NPR, and then Fox.
Note that coverage of military service, at 12% of the academic literature, is three-way
tied at 2% for HuffPo, NPR, and Fox. This leaves 13 issues to peruse towards a conclusion.
HuffPo is the closest to the literature. It places first in closeness to the literature on 11 of
13 LGBT issues, with notable exceptions being coverage of marriage (where Fox is closest to the
academic literature) and coverage of LGBT youth, minors, and students (where NPR is closest to
the academic literature). This is interesting because coverage of marriage, which is highly
covered in the literature, is most often found in Fox news coverage – perhaps because Fox
perceives the slow legalization of same-sex marriage in the 2010s as a significant sociopolitical
and legal shift in the status quo. Still, one might expect HuffPo’s coverage of the issue to be the
highest, given that it directly affects the LGBT community and was a widely sought and mightily
fought victory for LGBT people and interest groups. Perhaps both things are true at once: HuffPo
is constantly covering the issues towards progress to excite its audience and Fox is constantly
covering the issues towards opposition to rile up its audience but Fox has a bit of an edge.
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Centrist NPR falls a bit below the level of coverage of marriage compared to the literature and
the political left (HuffPo) and right (Fox). Moreover, for 9 of 13 LGBT issues, HuffPo coverage
is less than 10% off from the academic literature, while on four issues (same-sex sex, hate
crimes, violence, and youth) HuffPo coverage is 10% or more off from the literature.
NPR is next-closest to the academic literature. It places second in closeness to the
literature on 10 of 13 issues, with notable exceptions being coverage of marriage (where HuffPo
is closer to the academic literature) and coverage of same-sex sex and LGBT youth, minors, and
students (where Fox is closer to the academic literature). Similar to HuffPo, for 9 of 13 LGBT
issues, NPR coverage is less than 10% off from the literature, while on 4 issues (marriage, samesex sex, hate crimes, and violence) NPR coverage is 10% or more off from the literature. Across
all issues, the average distance between NPR and the academic literature (11.62%) was higher
than the average distance between HuffPo and the literature (7.46%).
Fox is farthest from the academic literature. It places third and last for 10 of 13 issues,
with notable exceptions being same-sex marriage (where Fox is the closest to the literature) and
same-sex sex and on LGBT youth, minors, and students (where Fox is second from the academic
literature). For only 2 of 13 LGBT issues (marriage and protests, marches and pride
celebrations), Fox coverage is less than 10% off from the literature, while on the 11 remaining
issues Fox coverage is 10% or more off from the literature. Across all issues, the average
distance between Fox and the literature is the highest of all three news organizations (16.08%).
Hypotheses 3 posits that centrist news organizations like NPR will be most like
academia, and that cannot be confirmed given these results, so H3 should be rejected. Rather,
news organizations on the political left are most like the literature on LGBT politics.
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CHAPTER 6
MEDIA FRAMING OF LGBT ISSUES IN MEDIA COVERAGE
This chapter discusses the three (legal, religious, and political) frames observed in my
dataset of new items, how the presence of these frames has changed over time, and how the
presence of these frames is different on politically left, center, and right news organizations.
As I move from Chapter 5 to Chapter 6, I pause to discuss sample size. In all 1,008 news
items at least one LGBT issue is present. Put another way, LGBT issues are present in all the
news items, and those issues were discussed above in Chapter 5. Here in Chapter 6 the results
discussed below include discussions about a smaller subset of news items that specifically
include legal, religious, or political framing. There are 1,008 news items that contain one or more
LGBT issue(s); and framing is present in 647 (64%) of these 1,008 new items.
To understand why some news items have framing, and some do not, requires some
explanation. In gathering my 1,008 news items for this project, I was looking for news items that
contain at least one of my 14 issues; and that is exactly what I have: 1,008 news items with
LGBT issues in them. A majority (647, 64%) of these news items present to readers a legal
frame, a religious frame, and/or a political frame; and sometimes they present two or three
frames at the same time which is discussed in Section 6.1.2 below. A minority (361, 36%) of
these news items do not present to readers any of my three frames.
Note that the lack of my three frames does not mean there are no frames in that news
coverage. For example, some scholars have looked at news coverage about LGBT politics and
asked if the item was framed positively [1], negatively [-1] or neutrally [0] (Haider-Markel and
Joslyn 2008, Stoutenborough, et al. 2006). Another scholar looked at news coverage of LGBT
politics and identified 17 themes used by journalists as storytelling (McFarland 2011). Someone
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might come along and say there is a family frame, or an economic frame, or an ageist frame. The
possibilities are endless. But a bulky majority of the literature on media framing of LGBT
politics, especially about same-sex marriage, goes looking for legal, religious, and sometimes
political framing. That is what I am doing here; using those three frames.
Appendices 1 through 6 are news items from the 2011-2017 media coverage that discuss
LGBT issues and use legal, religious, and/or political framing. Each news item is followed by
its coding sheet. like these are discussed in Chapter 6 below.
Appendix 6 and 7 are two news items from the 2011-2017 media coverage that discuss
LGBT issues but do not present any legal, religious, or political framing. You will see Appendix
6 is news item about transgender activist Lavergne Cox responding to the rising celebrity of
Caitlyn Jenner on social media. That story is about transgender people and issues (and about
minority visibility online, feminism, the need to beautiful or be seen as beautiful, and also race).
It is a great thought-provoking piece of news, but it is not legal, or religious, or political.
Appendix 7 is a news item about a young transgender teenager who takes a picture every year on
their birthday, and the pictures change a lot because this teenager is transitioning between
genders. It is brave, tugs at the heart-strings, and involves a discussion of transgender people,
LGBT youth, suicide, and death, but it is not legal, or religious, or political. Stories like these are
not discussed in Chapter 6 below.
Here in Chapter 6 I am looking specifically at legal, religious, and political framing that I
encounter in 1,008 news items. Again, 647 new items present one or more of these three frames.
Many scholars, over decades, have looked specifically at the presence of legal, religious, and
political framing in media coverage of LGBT issues, and below is my look at that framing in the
2011-2017 media coverage.
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6.1.1 Media Framing of LGBT Issues
Recall from Figure 3.2.2 and Section 3.2 above that the literature posits that religious
framing is the most common of the three frames in media coverage of LGBT politics beginning
in the 1970s, peaking in the 1980s, declined slowly over time, and should be the least-present
frame in the 2010s; legal framing was less common in the 1970s, dipping to a low in the 1980s,
has increased slowly over time, and should be the most-present frame in the 2010s; and political
framing was the least common of my three frames in the 1970s, dipping to a low in the 1980s,
and it has also increased slowly over time. In simplest terms: the literature leads us to expect that
in the 2010s media coverage will contain more legal framing, then political framing, and less
religious framing; and I hypothesized this specific expectation in Chapter 3 above.
As I was reading a news item, I asked if I saw a discussion that included any legal
framing (yes or no), any religious framing (yes or no), or any political framing (yes or no). If the
answer was yes, then it was marked on the coding sheet.
Let’s start by looking at the results regarding the simple presence of any of these frames.
Legal framing is the most common frame across all 1,008 news items. A legal frame is present in
575 (57%) of all 1,008 news items; a political frame is present in 423 (42%) of all 1,008 news
items, and a religious frame is present in only 212 (21%) of all 1,008 news items. In Figure 6.1
below, you should interpret the “ALL ITEMS” section to convey that a religious frame is present
in 21% of the 1,008 news items, a legal frame is present in 57% of the 1,008 news items, and a
political frame is present in 42% of the 1,008 news items.
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Figure 6.1.1 :: Media Framing of LGBT Issues: 2011-2017
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So, in terms of simple presence, legal framing is the most-present, followed by political
framing, and religious framing is the least-present. This is important because the literature
repeatedly tells us that the more often LGBT rights progress is framed as a question of freedom,
fairness, equality, and/or constitutional rights fought out in courts, the more LGBT activists
appear to gain support in public opinion regarding LGBT rights progress.
Looking at these results regarding simple presence, LGBT scholars and activists will
appreciate the fact that media coverage is less about religion and more about rights, because this
kind of framing correlates with (and may be one of the causes of) LGBT rights progress.
Regarding H4, addressing the extent to which media coverage of LGBT issues is now more legal
than religious or political, we should accept H4 as true using Figure 6.1.1 above and also Figure
6.1.2 below.
(ACCEPTED) H4 = Media coverage of LGBT issues is now more legal than religious
or political.
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6.1.2 Multiple and Overlapping Frames in Media Coverage
The next step in analyzing the presence of these frames is to examine if and when they
overlap in specific news items. We know from Section 6.1.1 above that the total number of all
the presented frames is 1,210. In Figure 6.1.2 below I describe where each of those specific
frames reside.
Here, N = 647, as this section is about the news items that include my three frames.
Figure 6.1.2 Multiple and Overlapping Frames in Media Coverage

1 FRAME
(83 + 72 = 155)

Legal Alone
83 News Items

Political Alone
72 News Items

Religion Alone
0 News Items

2 FRAMES
(141 + 280 = 421)

Legal & Religious
141 New Items

Legal & Political
280 News Items

Religious & Political
0 News Items

3 FRAMES
(71)

Legal & Religious & Political
71 News Items

At least one frame is present in 647 (64%) of my 1,008 new items [from Figure 6.1.2
above: 155 + 421 + 71 = 647].
Let’s discuss these 647 news items in more detail: 155 of 647 (24%) present only a single
frame; 421 of 647 (65%) present two frames; and 71 of 647 (11%) present all three frames. This
is about right and expected given the research described in the literature review above that has
repeatedly found a two-frame dichotomy in news coverage about the LGBT community – often a
legal-versus-religious dichotomy in the research that looks at coverage from the 1970s to 2000s.
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There are 155 news items that present a single frame. Of this single-frame subset, 82
news items present only a legal frame, and 72 news items present only a political frame; and no
news items contain a religious frame alone. There is one (emphasis added) news item that I reread more than once because I thought it might be a news items presenting only a religious
frame; and it is attached in Appendix 6. It is a short item about LGBT people leaving their
churches and faiths because of the incompatibility between church stances on LGBT issues and
their own identity. At the end of the item, it briefly mentions feelings about same-sex marriage in
such a way that I coded it as also legal. Still, even though the presence of religious framing is allaround low in this project, the utter lack of religious single-frame news items offers us a clue
about how the religious frame is declining in the 2010s. Coverage of LGBT politics now has a
decidedly legal or political flavor when authors and journalists settle on presenting readers with
only one frame. Religious framing is not presented on its own.
There are 421 news items that present two frames. Of this two-frame subset, 141 news
items frame coverage as both legal-and-religious, and 280 news items frame coverage as both
legal-and-political. This is important for two reasons. First, new items that might frame coverage
as both religious-and-political are totally absent; and this is more evidence supporting the
conclusion that religious framing is declining in the 2010s. Second, the literature says media
coverage is sometimes legal-and-religious. Here, that dichotomous frame is present less often
than a legal-and-political frame. So perhaps we need to rethink LGBT politics as a struggle
between religion and the law and instead think of LGBT politics now as a movement about law
and political action with religious opposition on a declining and/or second tier.
There are 71 news items that present all three frames at once, and this is the smallest
subset. Here, the literature is confirmed in that LGBT politics is a movement about courts, the
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law, religion, and political action. The fact that these items exist is not surprising, but perhaps we
might find the paucity of these stories to be interesting. This type of triple-faceted coverage
appears now to be the least-encountered kind of news item about the LGBT community. I
wonder aloud if this is a good or bad thing. I am not sure if this helps or hurts the LGBT
community, nor am I sure if these results indicate that nuanced coverage is declining. We know
that two-framed coverage of LGBT issues can be nuanced, well-written, and good. More framing
does not automatically mean better writing or more nuance. Still, we can be sure that threeframed coverage is uncommon now, with the bulk of news coverage using two frames or one
frame. We can also be sure that religious framing is declining since the 2000s. All of these
results point to strong support for H4.
Finally, I am going to recap the framing results in another way and discuss how the
information displayed in Figure 6.1.1 and Figure 6.1.2 go together.
If one goes looking for the 575 new items that appear in the legal column of Figure 6.1.1,
then you would find them in the 83 single-frame, 141 and 280 two-frame, and 71 three-frame
news items in Figure 6.1.2 (83 + 141 + 280 + 71 = 575). The 423 news items that appear in the
political column of Figure 6.1.1 are found in the 72 single-frame, 280 two-frame, and 71 threeframe news items in Figure 6.1.2 (72 + 280 + 71 = 423). The 212 news items that appear in the
religious column of Figure 6.1.1 are found in the 141 two-frame and 71 three-frame news items
in Figure 6.1.2 (141 + 71 = 212).
Now I will return to Figure 6.1.1 to address several hypotheses about the simple presence
of certain frames across different types of news organizations.
(ACCEPTED) H8 = The legal frame is more often used by politically left news
organizations than by center-left or politically right news organizations.
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Legal framing is most often present in media coverage by politically left news
organizations. Here, legal framing is present in 207 (62%) of 336 HuffPo news items, in 194
(58%) of 336 NPR news items, and 174 (52%) of 336 Fox news items. These are the 575 news
item that appear in the legal column in Figure 6.1.1 above. NPR’s use of legal framing in its
news coverage looks a lot like media coverage overall (58% versus 57%) with HuffPo higher
and Fox news lower than media coverage overall. Here we confirm H8 as true.
(ACCEPTED) H9 = The religious frame is more often used by politically right news
organizations then by politically left and center news organizations.
Religious framing is most often present in media coverage by politically right news
organizations. Here, religious framing is present in 50 (15%) of 336 HuffPo news items, in 54
(16%) of 336 NPR news items, and 108 (32%) of 336 Fox news items. These are the 212 news
item that appear in the religious column in Figure 6.1.1 above. None of the three news
organizations was close to the news coverage overall, and while HuffPo and NPR are close in
their use of religious framing (15% versus 16%), religious framing is twice as common in Fox
news items (32%). Here we confirm H9 as true.
(REJECTED) H10 = The political frame is used about equally by politically left,
centrist, and politically right news organizations.
Political framing is most often present in media coverage by politically left news
organizations – not equally across the political left, right, and center. Here, political framing is
present in 161 (48%) of 336 HuffPo news items, in 121 (36%) of 336 NPR news items, and 141
(42%) of 336 Fox news items. These are the 423 news item that appear in the political column in
Figure 6.1.1 above. Fox’s use of political framing in its news coverage is the same as media
coverage overall (42%) with HuffPo higher and NPR news lower than media coverage overall.
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H10 expected political discussions and information to be about equal across news organizations,
but the data does not support that conclusion. Here we should reject H10 as false.
Overall, we see that coverage is mostly legal, then political, and then religious. Next, the
legal frame is tilted towards the political left, then center, and then political right. The religious
frame is tilted towards to the political right, then center, and then political left. The political
frame is bifurcated leaning towards the politically left and right and is less commonly used by
new organizations in the political center. This probably confirms readers’ common preconceived
notions and assumptions about the intersection of ideology and media coverage; but what is new
here is the percentages that I offer as data-driven evidence to confirm common assumptions.
6.2

Media Framing of LGBT Issues Over Time
In Figure 6.2 below, a line graph shows the percent of media coverage that is legal,

religious, and political over time across all news items. Figure 6.2.1 contains those three lines
for HuffPo’s coverage, Figure 6.2.2 contains those three lines for NPR’s coverage, and Figure
6.2.3 contains those three lines for Fox’s //coverage.
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(ACCEPTED) H5 = Legal framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is increasing
over time.
Legal framing is not only the most popular frame in media coverage of LGBT issues, it is
also increasing over time. Across all news items, in Figure 6.2, legal framing rises over time
from 49% of coverage to 62% of coverage from 2011 to 2017. Here, notice how there is a small
bump in use of the legal frame in 2013 (when the U.S. Supreme Court issued its two rulings in
U.S. v. Windsor [striking down the Defense of Marriage Act] and Hollingsworth v. Perry
[legalizing same-sex marriage in California]) and in 2015 (when the U.S. Supreme court issued
its sweeping ruling in Obergefell v. Hodges [legalizing same-sex marriage nationwide]). It
appears that these legal wins for LGBT individuals and couples nudge the already-rising percent
of legal framing in media coverage – a trend that occurs through all the Obama years. Also
interesting is that legal framing is rising from 2016 to 2017 (into the Trump years), which will be
examined in later work on media coverage through 2021. So, H5 should be accepted as true.
Legal framing is the most common frame across news organizations on the political left,
right, and center. This is especially true for HuffPo and NPR coverage, where the lines for legal,
religious, and political coverage never intersect. Fox news coverage, over time, is the most
muddled of the three news organizations – wherein the lines for legal framing and political
framing intersect five times. The legal frame rises from 53% to 68% in HuffPost coverage, from
52% to 62% in NPR coverage, and from 42% to 51% of Fox coverage from 2011 to 2017. As
with the line for all news items, all three news organizations have small peaks in legal framing in
2013 and 2015 coinciding with court decisions regarding same-sex marriage. The 2013 and 2015
legal peaks for Fox new items are especially large when compared to HuffPo and NPR.
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(ACCEPTED) H6 = Religious framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is
decreasing over time.
Religious framing is not only the least popular frame in media coverage of LGBT issues,
it is also decreasing over time. Across all news items, in Figure 6.2, religious framing falls over
time from 32% of coverage to 11% of coverage from 2011 to 2017. Here, just as with the legal
frame, notice how there is a small bump in use of the religious frame in 2013 and in 2015. It
appears that these legal wins slightly increase the use of religious framing, but these one-year
increases do not transfer to long term rebounds – and religious framing continues to fall over
time overall. One might assume that with the political rise and success of Donald Trump and
Mike Pence, given their success in the Electoral College, there would be an increase or revival of
religious framing. For now, the data suggests that religious framing is still declining in the
Trump years, and this will be examined in later work on media coverage through 2021. So, H5
should be accepted as true.
Religious framing is the least common frame across news organizations on the political
left, right, and center. The religious frame falls from 19% to 11% in HuffPost coverage, from
19% to 12% in NPR coverage, and from 33% to 28% of Fox coverage from 2011 to 2017. As
with the line for all news items, and like the lines for legal framing, all three news organizations
have small peaks in religious framing in 2013 and 2015 coinciding with U.S. Supreme Court
decisions regarding same-sex marriage; and none of these peaks are especially larger than the
others. In fact, the declining lines representing religious framing are the smoothest lines in all
four figures.
(ACCEPTED) H7 = Political framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is
increasing over time and peaks in election years.
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Political framing is increasingly popular in media coverage of LGBT issues, but its rise in
popularity is punctuated by small ups and downs over time, peaking in federal election years.
Across all news items, in Figure 6.2, political framing inches up just slightly over time from 39%
of coverage to 42% of coverage from 2011 to 2017. Here, note how the political line peaks in
2012 (presidential election year), again in 2014 (midterm election year), and by quite a bit again
in 2016 (presidential election year). One should not conclude that the political frame is rising
steadily, but rather that media coverage during federal election years have in them about 5-8%
more political discussions and information over than in non-election years. So, H7 should be
accepted as true.
Political framing is the second-most common frame across news organizations on the
political left, right, and center. The political frame increases just slightly from 38% to 42% in
HuffPost coverage, from 34% to 35% in NPR coverage, and from 41% to 43% of Fox coverage
from 2011 to 2017. These increases are small, but the peaks during election years are much
larger, with three consistent spikes in 2012, three small spikes in 2014, and three larger spikes
2016. Political framing is especially peaked for HuffPo and Fox in 2016.
To recap, we see that coverage is increasingly legal and this is true on the political left,
right, and center. We can wonder where the ceiling is for this increasing legal frame. Surely,
LGBT activists and scholars throughout the literature posit that legal framing benefits public
opinion on LGBT rights progress – so seeing coverage become increasingly about courts, law,
trials, appeals, and constitutional arguments should please LGBT people and their allies.
However, there is not yet an apparent ceiling for the extent to which legal discussions and
information come to dominate coverage of LGBT issues over religious and/or political framing.
Scholars of judicial politics should find these results interesting – as more evidence for the fact
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that concerns about, and coverage of, the judiciary are important parts of political life in the
United States.
Religious framing is steadily declining, and this is true on the political left, right, and
center. We can wonder where the floor is for this declining religious frame. It seems quixotic to
predict that the religious frame will disappear completely – as religion is for many a fundamental
part of their human lived experience. One might conclude that religious framing is unpopular –
and perhaps ineffective – for slowing the roll of LGBT rights progress; but it has not disappeared
completely. Scholars of religion and politics should find these results interesting, as should
journalists who are increasingly forgoing coverage of religious discussions and information
when they write about LGBT issues.
Political framing is less common than legal framing, but more common than religious
framing, and this is true on the political left, right, and center. One wonders why political
framings seems to regress towards a mean in non-election years, and scholars of elections,
political parties, and public opinion should find these results interesting. Activists at the political
left, right, and center might take notice that political discussions and information are too low in
non-election years, and work towards coverage of politics in discussions about LGBT issues all
year long and across decades. I qualitatively found a lot of complaining and agonizing over
politics in media coverage, but nowhere near enough voter registering, fundraising, calls to
participation or volunteerism in media coverage; and this was true across the political left, right,
and center. The media coverage here qualitatively suggests that journalists and editors spend a
good bit of time talking about politics in the United States but not very much time doing things
about politics in the United States. Again, these findings probably confirm readers’ common
preconceived notions and assumptions about the intersection of ideology and media coverage;
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but what is new here is the percentages and movement over time I offer as data-driven evidence
to confirm conventional wisdom.
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CHAPTER 7
SAME-SEX MARRIAGE AND TRANSGENDER ISSUES IN MEDIA COVERAGE
This chapter discusses how media coverage of transgender people and issues rapidly
replaced same-sex marriage as the most discussed issue in media coverage, and how this is true
for news organizations on the political left, right and center.
7.1

Transgender Issues #1 in Media Coverage
We should accept H11 as true based on Figure 7.1 below.
(ACCEPTED) H11 = Transgender issues are now the most-covered LGBT issue in
media coverage.
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Figure 7.1 displays coverage of same-sex marriage in blue, coverage of transgender
people and issues in red, and the other 12 LGBT issues appear in fine lines in light grey as a
reference to see the extent to which marriage and transgender people and issues dominate media
coverage. From 2011 to 2015, marriage is the undisputed leader among all issues in media
coverage – as it was found in more media coverage than any other issue for each of those five
years. Also note that the line for parenting (adoption, child custody, etc.) is similar in shape to
the marriage line but lags lower than marriage from 2011 to 2015. Further, coverage of
transgender people and issues ranks consistently second until 2015. In 2016, marriage plummets
from 81% of coverage down to 19% of coverage and continues to slide down to 9% of all media
coverage in 2017.
Since 2015, coverage of transgender issues has risen dramatically to replace marriage as
the most-covered LGBT issue in the data. For 2016 and 2017, it vastly exceeds all of the other 13
LGBT issues in the data (in 75% of news coverage in 2017) compared to the second-most
discussed issue, hate crimes (in 29% of news coverage in 2017). Given these trends, media
coverage going forward is far more likely to discuss the lived experiences of trans people and
contain far less on the relationships and marriages of LGBT couples. With these findings, H11 is
accepted.
These results matter to political scientists because marriage has long been a proxy for
how Americans, especially non-LGBT people, feel about LGBT rights progress. Political
scientists have long used support for same-sex marriage in survey research to gauge feelings
about a range of LGBT issues. Part of the reason marriage made a great proxy is because it was
the LGBT issue that Americans see most often in media coverage and in activism in the 1990s,
2000s, and 2010s. But this is no longer true. In fact, transgender issues are more common now.
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The implication is that scholars of public opinion research and voting behavior may need to ask
about American voters’ feelings about transgender people and issues to gauge the public’s mood
– and this is a major shift in how we think and conduct research about politics and particularly
LGBT politics.
Aside from the noticeable changes in coverage of marriage and transgender issues, the
data also reveal three noticeable changes in media coverage among the 12 less often covered
LGBT issues. First, coverage of hate crimes is consistent between 2011 and 2015, but in 2016
and 2017 coverage of hate crimes has more than doubled – and a qualitative conclusion is that
this coincides with the rise of the Trump-Pence Administration, and a generally acknowledged
rise in malice against the “other” or sociopolitical out-groups including but not limited to racial
and sexual minorities in the United States since 2015. The Southern Poverty Law Center details
these significant increases in social animus, hate speech, hate crimes, and especially white
nationalism and white supremacy in its semi-annual Intelligence Report series in Issue 166: Rage
Against Change (Southern Poverty Law Center 2019). Second, like coverage of hate crimes,
coverage of LGBT protests, marches, and pride celebrations is consistent between 2011 and
2015, but in 2016 and 2017 coverage of protests, marches, and pride celebrations has nearly
doubled. Both of these issues and their sudden rise since 2016 lend support to the conclusion that
LGBT people may be increasingly targeted by anti-LGBT hatred at the same time that LGBT
people are also angrier at the status quo (Southern Poverty Law Center 2019). Interestingly, the
increase is only observed in the data for hate crimes, but not for media coverage of death,
violence, bullying, or suicide. I offer this might be because LGBT youth, minors, students, etc.
are finding themselves less bullied than in previous decades as young people in the millennial
generation and generation Z are generally considered to be the most tolerant and progressive
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generations regarding public opinion about LGBT issues and especially on trans issues. It may
be that society and media coverage is seeing less bullying, suicide, and death among the younger
LGBT population – while LGBT adults are being increasingly subjected to hate crimes by antiLGBT adults. This would explain a rise in coverage of hate crimes (which are primarily
perpetrated by adults on adult victims) while media coverage does not increase around bullying
and suicide (which is mostly affecting LGBT youth) and violence and death (which affect both
LGBT adults and LGBT youth). Perhaps the social change the data indirectly captures is that life
is unchanged or getting better for LGBT youth while getting harder and more malicious for
LGBT adults.
Finally, media coverage of military service by LGBT people (openly and hidden), shows
an unusual pattern. Media coverage of military service is barely present in 2011 (2% of
coverage), rises a tiny bit in 2012 (4% of coverage), almost always when a story about President
Obama’s reelection mentioned his work ending the policy of “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” in 2010.
This coverage was about LGB people’s ability to serve openly. Military service is in none (0%)
of the media coverage from 2013 to 2016. Then, in 2017, media coverage of military service
screeches up to 10% of media coverage. Here, news items focus on President Trump’s plan to
ban transgender people from serving openly in the military. This coverage is not about lesbian,
gay, or bisexual people; this coverage is about trans people and gender identity. The data
indicates this once lost LGBT issue is back. Whether or not discussions about transgender people
in the military will be a momentary blip in media coverage (snuffed out in 2019 or 2020 by a
U.S. Supreme Court decision, or because of elections in 2020) or if this issue is back for a long
while, is unknown.
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7.2

Transgender Issues #1 on the Political Left, Right and Center
This results section addresses my findings regarding Hypothesis 12.
(REJECTED) H12 = Coverage of transgender issues is highest in politically left news
organizations, and lower in politically right and centrist news organizations.
Recall from Figure 5.2 in Chapter 5 that results indicate that media coverage of

transgender people and issues is present in 62% of all new items; and in 65% of the HuffPo news
items, 51% of the NPR news items, and in 70% of the Fox news items. Immediately, we can
reject H12 as false; coverage of transgender issues is highest in politically right news
organizations, lower in politically left news organizations, and lowest in politically centrist news
organizations.
In Figure 7.2 media coverage of transgender issues is plotted as a line graph over time.
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Here, the extent to which the marriage lines and trends are similar across all three news
organizations is surprising. One might assume that Fox would be different from HuffPo and NPR
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in their coverage of LGBT issues broadly and for marriage and transgender issues specifically,
but here the data suggests the news organizations are all quite similar. For all three news
organizations, the line trend for marriage peaks in 2013 and 2015 coinciding with the same-sex
marriage decisions in the Supreme Court, and all three lines decline dramatically from 2015 to
2016 and then all three decline again in 2017. On transgender issues, all three lines show a slow
buildup from 2011 to 2015, and then all jump up in 2016 and then decline (each by 1%) just
slightly in 2017. To expect a difference in the rate of coverage of LGBT issues between
politically left, right, and center issues – especially on the issues of marriage and transgender
issues – is folly. Here, the data shows the three news organizations are remarkably similar in the
way they cover these issues.
These results matter to political scientists because we have long considered political left,
center, and right new organizations as both stylishly and substantively different – and these
results challenge that assumption. It may be true that HuffPo, NPR, and Fox differ on many other
issues (for example, the way they cover race, gender, crime, economics, taxes, and foreign
policy, etc.) but there is no indication that on marriage and transgender issues there is a
difference in the level of coverage. Qualitatively, as mentioned in Chapters 5 and 6, it is true that
the tone is somewhat different between news organizations, and this especially true for Fox
because its news items are so radically different from its comment sections where Fox’s audience
participates. We conventionally know that Fox readers and viewers are different from NPR
readers and listens, and they are certainly different than HuffPo readers; but, on the frequency of
the issue in coverage they are strikingly similar.
It is easy to assume that since the political leanings, voting patterns, and public opinion(s)
of HuffPo, NPR, and Fox news consumers are so different in so many political science studies
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that they must be getting completely different issues in different frequencies and ranks. Here the
data suggests that, no, they are getting about the same ratio of coverage and this is especially true
for marriage and transgender issues. The extent to which coverage rises and falls over time is
also not unique to any news organization. Their lines are all similar. In a world where news
organizations cover specific issues like marriage or transgender issues in roughly the same rates,
it is increasingly clear given this data that the audience matters far more than past studies have
concluded. Where rates of coverage are very similar, one wonders if perhaps journalists have
more in common across news organizations than we assume or expect – and it is the audience
reaction that leads to our perceived differences between left, right and centrist news
organizations – not necessarily large differences in the rates in which they cover news and LGBT
issues in particular.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
In this short and final chapter, I recap what was done and offer my plan for future postgraduation research.
8.1

Trends in Media Framing of LGBT Issues
I began this project pointing out that the LGBT politics literature fails to identify which

issues are most often discussed in research and in media coverage about the LGBT community.
The political science and communications framing literature repeatedly says two or three frames
(legal, religious, and sometimes political) are used in media coverage of social movements and
especially in media coverage of LGBT politics; but the literature does not offer evidence of what
media framing looks like in media coverage in the 2010s, nor does it discuss how the frames
have increased and decreased over time since the 2000s. Also, conventional wisdom holds that
since same-sex marriage was legalized nationwide in 2015 that transgender people and issues are
more frequently discussed in media coverage. To test twelve hypotheses regarding the statements
above, I looked at 1,008 new items published online between 2011 and 2017 by news
organizations on the political left (HuffPo), right (Fox), and center (NPR). I operationalized 63
independent variables that quantified the year and month of publication along with the LGBT
issues, framing information, and visual information found and discussed in news items.
In this project I demonstrated that there are many issues covered by media and focused
on 14 of the most frequently discussed issues in academia and in media coverage, then provided
evidence that the frequency and rank of LGBT issues in media coverage is different from
discussions in the academic literature. These results lead one to conclude that if you consume
only LGBT political news, or only reads LGBT academic literature, that your exposure to issues
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is demonstrably different – and the issues you encounter most frequently changes depending on
your consumption of academic versus media materials, and also changes depending on where
you get your news. We know that what you read affects your political beliefs and behavior – and
it is important that we understand what LGBT issues are set above others – and prioritized by
journalists, editors, academics, et al. This is especially important if one feels called towards
research, teaching, activism, or data-driven journalism that encourages people towards goodness
instead of lethargy or hatred.
We know that 14 LGBT issues appear in at least 10% of this project’s sample of wellcited, often-reviewed, and most-prestigiously published work in the LGBT politics subfield.
Discussions and research are not equally distributed across all these issues – with academia
leaning towards research on marriage, sex and relationships, transgender people and issues,
parenting and the family. This occurs while academia leans away from issues that are tragic –
like death, violence, suicide, bullying, hate crimes, and homelessness.
Media coverage of LGBT issues does not match up perfectly with the academic literature.
So, there is a difference between what academics and journalists find important and interesting to
write about and analyze. Although media coverage is similarly occupied with coverage of
marriage, sex and relationships, transgender people and issues, as well as parenting and the
family, new items spend even less time discussing issues that are tragic than does the academic
literature. Journalists might consider shifting focus – away from the mundane, gossip, and
celebrity culture coverage – towards issues that excite audiences towards compassion, activism,
empowerment, equity, safety, and social change. Issues that affect LGBT youth are especially
low in all rank-orders of LGBT issues in media coverage and this warrants greater deliberation
and study. A wide variety of scholars have pointed out that LGBT politics focuses too often on
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the needs and issues of white, cisgender, and adult LGB people and that we should collectively
move the LGBT political agenda in both the academic literature and via media coverage towards
solutions that help all ages, all races, cisgender and transgender people. The data and results here
indicate we still have quite a way to go if these goals are to be achieved.
Framing in media coverage of LGBT issues is changing, overall, such that legal framing
is now by far the most used frame in media coverage, with political framing coming in second
(peaking in federal election years and decreasing in non-election years), and religious framing is
declining – and all of these trends are increasingly true over time. Legal framing is most
common on politically left new organizations, religious framing is most common on politically
right new organizations, and the political frame is most common on the political left and right
and less common in coverage at the political center. Coming out of the 2000s, when coverage
was about equally legal, religious, and political, it is increasingly clear that in the 2010s
discussions invoking courts, trials, appeals, law, constitutional and civil rights arguments now
dominate in news online.
Since 2015, media coverage has definitely moved away from covering same-sex
marriage, relationships, and families; and coverage increasingly contains discussions about
transgender people and issues. Marriage for a long time occupied the vast majority and number
one spot in media coverage – and was used as a proxy in survey instruments and in a variety of
political subfields to address feelings about LGBT rights progress. These results lend support
towards a major reconsideration of what scholars and political scientists use to proxy feelings
about LGBT people and issues going forward. The conclusion here that transgender people and
issues now have the number one spot in media coverage of LGBT politics will require significant
discussion, thought, and study.
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8.2

Future Research
As mentioned far above, the reason many other sources of news were not included in this

project is because many sources (CNN, MSNBC, The Washington Post, The New York Times, et
al.) are nearly impossible to search electronically back beyond 2013 and for some news
organizations back beyond 2015. HuffPo, NPR, and Fox are three news organizations that allow
users to search by keyword(s), over specific time periods, in a way that I could get at, read, and
code. Of course, I wanted many more new organizations that occupied the political left, right,
and center.
My 2019 - 2020 research agenda now in-progress includes reading, coding, and adding
news items to a second dataset in real time, as I teach and write over the coming years, for a
much larger project on LGBT issues in media coverage to come later.
As you have read, the dataset in this project includes 1,008 news items from HuffPo,
NPR, and Fox from 2011 to 2017. My second dataset, currently in-progress, started in 2015
(when I started coding news items from several different news organizations in real time) and
will close in 2021. My second dataset has news items from nine different news sources spanning
the political left, right, and center; and it contains more nuanced measures of transgender
identity, issues, and sociopolitical progress; and it samples more news items per month and per
year. It contains HuffPo, NPR, and Fox just as this project does – but it also contains news items
from CNN, MSNBC, The Washington Post, The New York Times, the wildly popular “Buzzfeed
LGBTQ” and the far-right website Breitbart. Unfortunately, my second dataset (2015 - 2021) is
not done. So, here in this project I have presented the best and complete data that I had available
from 2011-2017 from which I could only sample HuffPo, NPR, and Fox as the political left,
center, and right. The conclusions in this project are based on an admittedly small subset of the
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total universe of available new items published online in the United States – but this project does
contain more news items, drawn from a wider period of time, than any study, article, or book
currently published.
Relatedly, my first post-dissertation project involves analyzing the visual variables
discussed above in my data collection and coding section of Chapter 4. The paper involves the
presence of visual-demographic, emotional depictions, and the symbols used in images attached
to news items in media coverage about LGBT political issues. A first draft of that paper is set for
presentation at the Midwest Political Science Association’s annual meeting in Chicago in April
2019 – and a polished draft based on conference feedback is going out for review in summer
2019. The analysis, writing, edits, etc. of my first post-dissertation project involves collaboration
with an undergraduate research assistant funded by a grant from the Tulane University Center for
Excellent in Learning and Teaching (“CELT”).
Further, my second post-dissertation project grew organically out of my reading about
LGBT politics in this project. I am especially interested in the intersection of law, courts, and
LGBT sexuality and gender identity. While reading over the past few years, I found media
coverage about LGBT divorces, child custody, and alimony to be especially interesting – and
perhaps most importantly virtually non-existent in the legal, political, and social science
literature. Because same-sex marriages are so new under law, there are not many LGBT
divorces. Further, because LGBT couples divorce at slightly lower rates than do non-LGBT
couples, there are not a lot of LGBT couples divorces to study empirically quantitatively nor
qualitatively. LGBT relationship dissolution (i.e. “breaking up”) has been studied for decades
especially in sociology and gender studies literature, but the literature on the legal and political
implications of same-sex couple divorce is absolutely tiny. To quickly jump into a niche, my
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second post-dissertation project involves interviewing lawyers in Houston, Dallas, New Orleans,
Mississippi, Alabama, Orlando and Miami who have taken on LGBT couples as clients in
divorce proceedings. The interviews are used to distill what these lawyers consider to be the
nuanced differences involved with LGBT same-sex couple divorces compared to non-LGBT
opposite-sex couple divorces – and to develop a publishable report of findings and best practices
for those lawyers engaged in family law disputes involving same-sex couples. Interviews are set
for fall 2019, and a first draft of the report is planned for presentation at the Western Political
Science Association’s annual meeting fall 2019 – and a polished draft based on conference
feedback is going out for review in summer 2019. The analysis, writing, edits, etc. of this second
post-dissertation project involves collaboration with an undergraduate research assistant funded
by a Community-Engaged Research Grant from the Tulane University Center for Public Service
(“CPS”).
A third post-dissertation project is planned for fall 2019 and spring 2020 that involves
public opinion, knowledge, and media coverage of same-sex couple divorce – but this project is
only in scattered notes now in spring 2019. One can assume going forward my path, lanes of
research and plans for publication involve the nexus of courts, law, media coverage, framing, and
LGBT sexuality and gender identity.
This project closes now with a brief pause to discuss the difference between news with a
national versus local audience. None of the news organizations in this project, or in my second
dataset, are specifically local in that they all seek a national or international audience. And this
may have an effect on what issues are covered and in what frequency and rank. Perhaps local
Fox news affiliates have a lot of diversity in the frequency and rank of LGBT issues they cover,
ranging from region to region, state to state, or city to city. Media coverage by Fox affiliates in
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Boston might be radically different from affiliates in other places like New Orleans or Salt Lake
City. This project offers conclusions about three news organizations with a national and
international audience – not conclusions about local news outlets and affiliates; so we should
assume national news organizations and local news affiliates are at least slightly different until
proven otherwise by data.
An early comment on this project posited that I should also focus on what kinds of nonpolitical information is found in media coverage of LGBT art, music, gossip, porn, and celebrity
culture. I decided against that early on – as I was both pressed for time and not especially
interested in media coverage of Hollywood, humanities, or the creative arts unless I can make
some reasonable connection back to politics. I can qualitatively confirm a significant amount of
what one encounters online about the LGBT community is about art, music, gossip, porn, and
celebrity culture; and these news items contain no political information, no legal, religious, or
political framing. Other scholars in other fields certainly prize these parts of LGBT life and
culture, and would do well to look at what apolitical information and issues are contained in the
things we read about the LGBT community.
Finally, we recognize that people can consume news items from several sources all at
once. My mother follows Fox News, CNN, three New Orleans local affiliates, and of course also
indirectly consumes news shared, liked, and commented on by friends and family on social
media. I follow exactly 25 different international, national, local, and LGBT-specific news
organizations spanning the political left, right, and center – and I consume news from all nine of
the organizations in my second dataset every data online and on social media. My partner
follows 12 new organizations. Every person’s interaction with news is unique; and it would be
silly to assume that individuals get all or even most of their news from a single news source.
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Consider that although discussions about homelessness are in 9% of HuffPo coverage, 3% of
NPR coverage, and 0% of Fox coverage, what one might encounter in their own news reading is
much lower or higher than those numbers depending on where you get your news. If a
hypothetical news reader follows and reads only HuffPo, NPR, and Fox and nothing else, then
they would see homelessness discussed in about 4% of all the news they read. Because every
news reader consumes the news in their own way, everyone’s unique exposure to media
coverage of LGBT issues ranges depending on what news organizations they follow on social
media, and how much of that news they open and read. What I offer in this project with data is
evidence that the issues do in fact range between news organizations – and news organizations
frame these issues in different ways and over time – so this means the news you consume matters
in how you think about and participate in American politics.
In a universe populated by many LGBT issues worth our research time, intellectual
meddle, and activist outreach, the extent to which a certain issue or issues dominate our news
coverage (and how we frame them over time using legal, religious, and political frames and
information) is an important part of understanding LGBT politics specifically and politics in the
United States.
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APPENDIX 1:
SAMPLE FOX NEWS ITEM # 2
FOX NEWS: SUPREME COURT CLEARS WAY FOR CALIFORNIA BAN ON GAY
CONVERSION THERAPY
PUBLISHED JUNE 30, 2014
SAN FRANCISCO – The U.S. Supreme Court cleared the way Monday for enforcement of a
first-of-its-kind California law that bars psychological counseling aimed at turning gay minors
straight.
The justices turned aside a legal challenge brought by supporters of so-called conversion or
reparative therapy. Without comment, they let stand an August 2013 appeals court ruling that
said the ban covered professional activities that are within the state's authority to regulate and
doesn't violate the free speech rights of licensed counselors and patients seeking treatment.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled last year that California lawmakers properly showed
that therapies designed to change sexual orientation for those under the age of 18 were outside
the scientific mainstream and have been disavowed by most major medical groups as unproven
and potentially dangerous.
"The Supreme Court has cement shut any possible opening to allow further psychological child
abuse in California," state Sen. Ted Lieu, the law's sponsor, said Monday. "The Court's refusal to
accept the appeal of extreme ideological therapists who practice the quackery of gay conversion
therapy is a victory for child welfare, science and basic humane principles."
The law says professional therapists and counselors who use treatments designed to eliminate or
reduce same-sex attractions in their patients would be engaging in unprofessional conduct and
subject to discipline by state licensing boards. It does not cover the actions of pastors and lay
counselors who are unlicensed but provide such therapy through church programs.
Liberty Counsel, a Christian legal aid group, had challenged the law, as did other supporters of
the therapy. They argue that lawmakers have no scientific proof the therapy does harm.
"I am deeply saddened for the families we represent and for the thousands of children that our
professional clients counsel," Liberty Counsel Chairman Mat Staver said in a statement. "The
minors we represent do not want to act on same-sex attractions, nor do they want to engage in
such behavior."
New Jersey last year became the second U.S. state to ban gay conversion therapy with children
and teenagers, and Liberty Counsel also has been fighting that law, which took effect after it was
signed by Gov. Chris Christie. The group's litigation counsel, Daniel Schmid, said Monday that
the Supreme Court's refusal to consider a challenge to California's law, as opposed to issuing a
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ruling on the merits, has no bearing on Liberty Counsel's case in New Jersey, which is scheduled
to be heard by the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on July 9.
"We hope to get a good ruling out of the 3rd, which will hopefully get us back up to the
Supremes," he said.
California's law was supposed to take effect last year, but it has been on hold while a pair of
lawsuits seeking to overturn it made their way to the Supreme Court.
Now that the high court has declined to take the case, the state will be able to start enforcing the
law after the 9th Circuit lifts an injunction it put into place during the litigation, an action that is
expected to come within days, according to Christopher Stoll, a senior staff attorney at the
National Center for Lesbian Rights.
Another eight states and the District of Columbia have pending legislation modeled after the
California and New Jersey laws, while lawmakers in five other states have refused to pass similar
bans. Meanwhile, the Texas Republican Party this month endorsed reparative therapy, adopting
policy language recognizing "the legitimacy and efficacy of counseling, which offers reparative
therapy and treatment for those patients seeking healing and wholeness from their homosexual
lifestyle."
Link: https://www.foxnews.com/politics/supreme-court-clears-way-for-california-ban-on-gayconversion-therapy
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APPENDIX 2:
SAMPLE FOX NEWS ITEM # 2
FOX NEWS: TRANSGENDER MOVEMENT MAKES STRIDES TOWARD EQUALITY
PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 6, 2012
A series of recent court rulings is making life easier for the transgender population.
Years ago, in a darkened parking lot in the middle of the night, Kathy Padilla would meet with
fellow transgender people who sought support from one another in a society that treated them
like outcasts.
How things have changed since then for transgender men and women in America, who have
made great strides in recent years toward reaching their ultimate goal: to be treated like ordinary
people. On Tuesday, they won another victory when a Massachusetts judge became the first to
order prison officials to provide sex-reassignment surgery for a murder convict, saying it was the
only way to treat her gender-identity disorder.
The ruling marked the latest milestone in the increasing visibility of a class of people once
roundly derided as freaks or used as a punch line.
"Now there are transgender delegates at the Democratic National Convention," said Padilla, a 55year-old transgender woman from Philadelphia who has been an advocate since 1984. "And a
number of transgender people have been invited to the White House."
In recent years, more than a dozen states have revised anti-discrimination laws to include
transgender people, giving them hate-crime protection and providing rights as basic as restroom
access. Transgender officials have helped raise the movement's profile by winning elective office
in city halls, landing coveted appointments in the White House and, yes, sending delegates to
political conventions.
The Massachusetts court ruling, though, shines a light on what many advocates view as the worst
form of discrimination still faced by transgender people: lack of access to medical care.
"Transgender people are still denied health care access all the time," said Mara Keisling,
executive director of the National Center for Transgender Equality. "There's insufficient training,
insufficient cultural competency, and insufficient humanity sometimes."
Transitioning from one sex to another can involve a variety of treatments, including hormone
therapy, but the most expensive one is a sex-change operation, which can cost up to $20,000.
Even though the American Medical Association and other medical experts recommend coverage
of services for transgender people, a small but growing number of companies that actually
provide it — including Apple, Accenture and American Express — are still the exception.
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The availability of federal health care that covers treatment for gender-identity disorders — for
such classes as federal employees, veterans or Medicare recipients — is muddled.
U.S. Sen. Scott Brown of Massachusetts, who as a state senator filed unsuccessful legislation in
the late 2000s to ban the use of tax money to pay for the surgery for prison inmates, said surgery
for the inmate at the center of Tuesday's ruling would be "an outrageous abuse of taxpayer
dollars."
"We have many big challenges facing us as a nation, but nowhere among those issues would I
include providing sex change surgery to convicted murderers," he said in a written statement. "I
look forward to common sense prevailing and the ruling being overturned."
In July, Leon Rodriguez, director of the federal Department of Health and Human Services'
office for civil rights, sent a letter to an advocate reaffirming that federal health care funding
extends to medical needs of transgender people. But the agency also said insurers are not
required to cover "transition related surgery."
The nation as a whole has not yet embraced the idea that a gender reassignment surgery is a
medically necessary procedure that could have dramatic health benefits, advocates say.
"If somebody doesn't receive treatment, it can lead to very serious incidents of self-harm," said
Jennifer Levi, a professor of law at the Center for Gender and Sexuality Studies at Western New
England University in Springfield, Mass. "One of the things that the judge recognized is that
there's a lot of public misunderstanding about the experience of transsexualism. And there's a lot
of bias and prejudice."
In the Massachusetts case, the judge noted that inmate Michelle Kosilek's gender-identity
disorder has caused her such anguish that she has tried to castrate herself and twice tried to
commit suicide. Kosilek was named Robert when married to Cheryl Kosilek and convicted of
murdering her in 1990.
While courts around the country have found that prisons must evaluate transgender inmates to
determine their health care needs, most have ordered hormone treatments and psychotherapy.
Wolf is the first judge to order sex-reassignment surgery as a remedy to gender-identity disorder.
"There are still people who believe that being a transgender person is a choice, or exotic or bad,"
Keisling said. "And you know, those people are becoming fewer and fewer all the time."
Turning the tide of public opinion has also been aided by famous transgender people like Keelin
Godsey, a shotputter who this summer fell just short of becoming the first transgender athlete to
make the U.S. Olympic team. And there's Stu Rasmussen, of Silverton, Ore., who became the
country's first openly transgender mayor in 2008 when he defeated the incumbent following a
campaign that focused on policy — not the fact that Rasmussen was wearing dresses and 3-inch
heels.
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Soon after Rasmussen's victory, President Barack Obama appointed three transgender people to
posts in the Commerce Department, Labor Department and Presidential Advisory Council on
HIV/AIDS . Obama later signed a landmark bill to expand the definition of hate crime violence,
making it the first federal law to include legal protections for transgender people.
This year, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ruled that sex discrimination laws
cover transgender people, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development ruled that
transgender and gay people are protected from discrimination in federally funded housing, which
includes Section 8 housing and homeless shelters.
"More and more people in the public are recognizing that transgender people are people,"
Keisling said. "And that being a transsexual or having gender identity is an actual, real, core
component of a person's identity."
Link: https://www.foxnews.com/health/transgender-movement-makes-strides-toward-equality
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V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
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Is this a HuffPo news item?
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V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
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V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
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homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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military
News item discusses military service?
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protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
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-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
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Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
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religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
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religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
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-V30
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Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
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-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
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…discusses direct democracy?
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polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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1
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
1

APPENDIX 3:
SAMPLE NPR NEWS ITEM # 1
NPR NEWS: YOUNG, GAY AND HOMELESS: FIGHTING FOR RESOURCES
PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 20, 2011
A number of studies of homeless youth in big cities put forth a startling statistic: Depending on
the study, somewhere between 30 and 40 percent of homeless youths identify as lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transgender.
It's largely because gay youths are more often kicked out of their homes than straight youths.
And even if they are not kicked out, they may feel so uncomfortable that they leave.
In New York City, nearly 4,000 young people are homeless every night — many of them gay.
Reaching Out To Homeless Youths
On the Christopher Street pier in Greenwich Village, where dozens of gay and transgender
youths hang out, Carter Seabron and Elena Wood of Safe Horizon's Streetwork Project hand out
snacks, condoms and information. The organization sends out several nightly teams to find
homeless youths.
"Would you like a snack?" Seabron and Wood ask. Oreos, Rice Krispies treats and chewy bars
are the favorites. They also give out information about Streetwork's drop-in centers, where young
people can get showers, clothing and housing referrals.
Seabron, the outreach coordinator for the Streetwork Project, says that "for the most part, the
majority of youth we see who identify as being homeless also identify as being LGBT."
Wood says not all of them are thrown out of their homes, although many are.
"The parent might not say, 'You have to get out now,' like, 'I am kicking you out,' especially
since that is illegal if they are under 18," she says. "It's a fine line between what is their choice
and what is not."
Each homeless young person has a different story.
Jeremiah Beaverly grew up in Wisconsin and Illinois.
"The day after my 18th birthday this year, my adopted parent kicked me out," he says. "At the
time, I was really infatuated with this guy, and she was listening to my phone calls. She started
telling my family, 'He is this, he is that, he is gay,' and talking about me as if I wasn't part of the
family."
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Beaverly was lucky — he had friends whose parents were more accepting. He stayed with them
until he finished high school. Now, in New York City, he is in emergency housing — only
available for 90 days.
"I went from shelters and couch-surfing to my own bed," he says. "I haven't slept in my own bed
for almost a year, so it is really nice."
'Living In A Societal Moment'
There are three organizations that cater to homeless gay kids in New York City.
Carl Siciliano is the founder and executive director of the Ali Forney Center, which he describes
as the nation's largest organization dedicated to homeless LGBT youth. When he started the
center almost 10 years ago, he says, "kids were dying in the streets; there was no shelter for gay
youth; every couple of months, I would know someone who was murdered in the streets."
In the beginning, Siciliano's goal was just keeping kids safe. But as the years have gone on, he
says, "it has become clear to me that we are living in a societal moment, where kids are coming
out at younger and younger ages, and there are so many parents who can't be parents to their gay
kids. They can't cope, they can't deal with it, their religion is in conflict with the reality of their
kids' lives, and these kids are getting thrown away."
It makes sense if you think about it. Kids growing up today see gay people on television. They
read about gay marriage in several states. If they think they are gay, they think they can come out
of the closet at a younger age.
Tiffany Cocco grew up in East Harlem. She dropped out of school, did some drugs, was kicked
out by her parents. She is now 23 and on a waiting list for housing. She's been homeless since
she was in her teens. She says she has slept at friends' houses, couch-surfing, among other
places.
"I lived on the streets," she says. "Literally, the A Train was my best ride: Waking up to the
sunrise, gorgeous. I slept on stoops, park benches — then, finally, shelters."
Siciliano says the gay rights movement has not been good about dealing with the issue of
homeless gay youth.
"The movement was articulated and thought out at a time when it was almost all adults coming
out," he says. "We have framed our fight for equality in adult terms, and almost all the victories
we have won only really benefit the adults in our community."
He also says the gay community hasn't really dealt with poverty and destitution.
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A Fight For Resources
Siciliano attended a recent rally in Union Square for gay homeless youths. A crowd of several
hundred people chanted, "They're our kids; they're our kids."
At the microphone, Siciliano says it's a different kind of struggle to protect gay kids than the
battles the movement has fought in the past.
"With adults, it's a fight for laws like marriage equality," he says. "It is not so much laws with
the kids; it is economics. It's a fight for resources. That's what our community hasn't quite gotten
yet; we have to fight for resources to protect our kids. How dare we say 'it gets better' to the kids
if we are not willing to fight to make sure they have what they need."
There are only 250 beds for 3,800 homeless kids in New York City; waiting lists are huge.
Facing a $10 billion deficit, Gov. Andrew Cuomo made compromises with the New York state
Legislature. Budget cuts would have taken 100 of those beds away. The city council restored
monies cut from both the city and state budgets, so no beds have been cut. A spokesperson said
Cuomo asked all local governments to take more responsibility for their budgets by eliminating
waste and prioritizing vital programs.
But Siciliano is still angry that homeless kids are not a priority. Of the governor, whom Siciliano
describes as heroic in regard to gay marriage, he says, "It's tearing my heart in two. Here you
have a political leader who is doing so much to help the adults of our community and is taking
actions that harm and imperil the most vulnerable youth of our community. What do we do?
What is our response to that?"
Siciliano hopes the rally in late October is the beginning of a real campaign for youth shelter.
They're calling for 100 more beds for homeless youth each year until the need is met. But
homeless kids don't have power, money or votes. It's hard to believe they will be at the top of
many politicians' list in future city and state budgets.
Link: https://www.npr.org/2011/11/20/142364493/young-gay-and-homeless-fighting-forresources
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
1

11

1
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

1

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
1
0

APPENDIX 4:
SAMPLE NPR NEWS ITEM # 2
NPR NEWS: TRUMP SAYS TRANSGENDER PEOPLE CAN'T SERVE IN MILITARY
PUBLISHED JULY 26, 2017
President Trump has announced that the government will not allow transgender people to serve
in the U.S. military, a year after the Pentagon lifted its ban on transgender service members.
In a series of tweets on Wednesday morning, he wrote:
"After consultation with my Generals and military experts, please be advised that the United
States Government will not accept or allow ... Transgender individuals to serve in any capacity in
the U.S. Military. Our military must be focused on decisive and overwhelming ... victory and
cannot be burdened with the tremendous medical costs and disruption that transgender in the
military would entail. Thank you."
Transgender people already serve in the military. It's not immediately clear how Trump intends
to implement the ban, but the Pentagon announced Wednesday that it will defer enlistments by
transgender applicants.
"Secretary [James] Mattis today approved a recommendation by the services to defer accessing
transgender applicants into the military until Jan. 1, 2018," chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana
White said in a statement. "The services will review their accession plans and provide input on
the impact to the readiness and lethality of our forces."
In a briefing on Wednesday afternoon, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said Trump
made this decision "after extensive discussions with his national security team to end this Obama
policy," which she called "expensive and disruptive."
The Pentagon had lifted the ban on transgender service members in June 2016.
The president "came to the conclusion that it erodes military readiness and unit cohesion and
made his decision based on that," said Sanders, adding that the White House and the Pentagon
will work together to implement the new policy "lawfully," including what it will mean for
current transgender service members.
"It's obviously a very difficult decision, not a simple one, but the president thinks it's the best one
for the military," she said.
"When the president made the decision yesterday, the secretary of defense was immediately
informed, as was the rest of the national security team," said Sanders, responding to reports that
the Pentagon had been caught off-guard by the announcement. "Once he made the decision, he
didn't think it was necessary to hold that decision."
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Republican Sen. John McCain, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, said in a
statement that the president's tweets are "yet another example of why major policy
announcements should not be made via Twitter."
"The Department of Defense has already decided to allow currently-serving transgender
individuals to stay in the military, and many are serving honorably today," McCain said. "Any
American who meets current medical and readiness standards should be allowed to continue
serving. There is no reason to force service members who are able to fight, train, and deploy to
leave the military —regardless of their gender identity."
McCain added that Pentagon is conducting a study on "the medical obligations it would incur,
the impact on military readiness and related questions" associated with the enlistment of
transgender people not yet in the military. "I do not believe that any new policy decision is
appropriate until that study is complete and thoroughly reviewed by the Secretary of Defense,
our military leadership, and the Congress," he said.
Trump's announcement comes exactly 69 years after President Harry Truman issued an executive
order desegregating the military.
As NPR's Merrit Kennedy reported last year when the ban was lifted, then-Secretary of Defense
Ash Carter said the key reason for the change was "that the Defense Department and the military
need to avail ourselves of all talent possible in order to remain what we are now — the finest
fighting force the world has ever known."
The move was an acknowledgement of the transgender people already in the military. Carter said
Rand Corp. researchers estimated that "about 2,500 people out of approximately 825,000 reserve
service members are transgender, with the upper end of their range of estimates of around 7,000
in the active component and 4,000 in the reserves."
Trump's announcement will likely be seen as running counter to a tweet he posted in 2016, in
which Trump thanked the LGBT community. "I will fight for you while Hillary brings in more
people that will threaten your freedoms and beliefs," he pledged.
Much of the early reaction to Trump's announcement was critical.
The Human Rights Campaign immediately tweeted its disapproval. "Threatening 15K currently
serving troops who put their lives at risk is unpatriotic and dangerous," the LGBTQ rights
organization said.
The American Civil Liberties Union put out a call to transgender service members affected by
the announcement. "This is an outrageous and desperate action," the civil liberties group said in a
statement. "This has been studied extensively, and the consensus is clear: There are no cost or
military readiness drawbacks associated with allowing trans people to fight for their country. The
president is trying to score cheap political points on the backs of military personnel who have put
their lives on the line for their country."
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"Every patriotic American who is qualified to serve in our military should be able to serve. Full
stop," tweeted former Vice President Joe Biden.
"Quality people in uniform are what make our military the finest fighting force the world has
ever seen," said Carter in a statement. "I continue to maintain that what matters in choosing those
who serve is that they are best qualified. To choose service members on other grounds than
military qualifications is social policy and has no place in our military. There are already
transgender individuals who are serving capably and honorably. This action would also send the
wrong signal to a younger generation thinking about military service."
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, a Republican congresswoman from Florida, tweeted her disapproval: "No
American, no matter their sexual orientation or gender identity, should be prohibited from honor
+ privilege of serving our nation #LGBT."
Congressman Ted Lieu, a Democrat from California, released a statement critical of the
announcement. "The President's exclusion of Americans who happen to be transgender from
serving in the military is not based on facts, it is based on naked bigotry. I know because I served
on active duty. The military doesn't care what your sexual orientation or identity is, or who you
love. It cares about whether you can shoot straight and complete the mission. The President's
discriminatory decision harms our military readiness for our volunteer-based military."
Link: https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/07/26/539470211/trump-saystransgender-people-cant-serve-in-military
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
7

7

1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

0

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
3
0
0
1
1

APPENDIX 5:
SAMPLE HUFFPOST NEWS ITEM # 1
HUFFPOST NEWS: HOW BEING GAY ‘DECIMATED’ THIS MAN’S LIFE SAVINGS
PUBLISHED 10/03/2014
“Paul,” a retail product developer whose story is included in a new report on the “financial
penalty for being LGBT in America,” says that being gay “decimated” his life savings.
In February 2012, Paul, who is 59 years old and asked that his real name be withheld out of fear
that using it would further damage his career, got an attractive and lucrative offer from an
outdoor sporting-goods company for a job in product development and sourcing, a field he has
been in for about 30 years. Paul is an avid hiker and kayaker, and the move would allow him to
focus on a part of the retail industry that he enjoyed and excelled at.
There was just one hitch. The job meant that he, his husband Peter and their teenage son James,
who also asked that their real names be withheld, would have to leave Massachusetts and move
to a small town in Nebraska, a state that does not recognize same-sex marriage and has no laws
that restrict employers from firing an employee just because he is gay.
Paul did not hide his sexual orientation in the interviewing process. “The first thing they said
was, they wanted to meet my wife because we’d be living in a very small community,” Paul
recalled. “I said, ‘Well, I don’t think that living in a small community is a problem. In fact, our
family would like to live in a small community. And by the way, I don’t have a wife, I have a
husband.’”
The recruiter was not troubled by this revelation, Paul said. He told Paul that “we are a very
affirming company.”
Paul, Peter and James visited the town and all three liked it. They bought a house in the country
on 32 acres of land, where they grew a large garden and raised chickens. “We thought it was
going to be a beautiful life,” Paul said.
The problems began soon after they moved in. First, the company denied health insurance to
Peter after initially promising to take care of him. Then there were the homophobic jokes in
meetings — and the company’s indifference to Paul’s complaints. Someone began sending Paul
anonymous emails at his company address, daring him to step out into the parking lot. Finally,
the company decided to do something about it. His boss called Paul into his office and fired him.
“Within 10 days, people started to contact me from within the company, telling me that I was let
go because of being gay, and that once they knew that I had come out in the building, it was all
over for me,” Paul said. “We haven’t recovered.”
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Paul’s story is not unique. According to the report — released this week by the Movement
Advancement Project, a Denver think tank with a focus on LGBT issues — LGBT families in
states without supportive laws face greater financial hardships and have less money than
comparable families in more supportive states.
As the report acknowledges, gays everywhere earn less than their straight counterparts, but the
gap is far greater in states like Nebraska than in places like Massachusetts. Specifically, the
report found that in states where same-sex marriage is banned, same-sex couples with children
have $8,912 less in household income than married opposite-sex couples. In states that allow
same-sex marriage, that difference in household income is only $689.
The report outlines three major ways that LGBT people can suffer financial blows in states that
don’t support gay rights. Without marriage equality, couples often pay more for health insurance,
taxes and legal assistance, and yet they may still find themselves without adequate protection
should a crisis occur. Without protection from discrimination on the job, or when seeking
housing or medical help, LGBT people can struggle to find work, and may earn less money and
have higher housing and medical costs than their non-LGBT peers. And in the absence of antibullying laws or a broad culture of support, LGBT students may struggle in school and fail to
achieve their full potential in the workplace.
Paul and his family say they had trouble on all three fronts. Before they moved to the Midwest,
they spent about $1,400 ensuring that their legal papers, which they kept in a safe in the living
room, were in order. But that turned out to be a minor expense compared to what the family
would incur in Nebraska. All told, they estimate they lost about $124,000, or about 70 percent of
their liquid savings, on their investment in the move. They had to sell their farmhouse quickly, at
a steep loss. They had abandoned Peter’s antique and art shop in town. After months of searching
for a new job and living off his life savings, Paul finally found work again — but he had to
accept a 50 percent pay cut.
In some ways, the social losses were even tougher to bear. The church rejected the family’s
attempts to join. Colleagues at the sporting goods company made snide jokes about what gays
did on camping trips. Paul mentioned an incident where one of his son’s football teammates
announced in front of the other players that James had two dads. Paul recalled what his son said
then: “Yeah, I have two dads, that’s common in Massachusetts.” “Well, it’s not common here,”
the teammate replied.
One day, after losing his job, Paul heard from the company’s lawyer, who asked him the same
question that his boss had already raised. “‘What did you think was going to happen in this
community?’” Paul recalls the lawyer saying. “‘We’re a Republican town, we’re a conservative
town and we’re a Christian town.’”
“I told them I will never forgive them for this,” said Paul.
Unable to sell their house, Paul moved on to Pennsylvania while his husband and son stayed
behind. Nine months later, they were finally able to sell the house and Peter’s business, and
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today the family is living together in Pennsylvania, where same-sex marriage was legalized this
May.
Paul is working at another retail company now, and his husband is settling their new house and
beginning to apply to jobs. Although they haven’t recovered from their losses, Paul said, “we are
determined to figure out a way to save our way back.”
Link: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-being-gay-decimated-t_n_5922644
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
4

10

0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
0
0
0
0

APPENDIX 6:
SAMPLE HUFFPOST NEWS ITEM # 2
HUFFPOST NEWS: ONE-THIRD OF MILLENNIALS WHO LEFT THEIR RELIGION
DID IT BECAUSE OF ANTI-GAY POLICIES: SURVEY
PUBLISHED 02/26/2014
It’s widely accepted that young people tend to be less religious than their elders. While recent
surveys have revealed that one-in-five adults in America claim no religious affiliation, the
number reaches around one-in-three for Millennials under 34.
Now, a new study has uncovered the reason why some of those Americans have dropped out of
the fold.
In a survey released Wednesday, nearly one-third of Millennials who left the faith they grow up
with told Public Religion Research Institute that it was “negative teachings” or “negative
treatment” related to gays and lesbians that played an significant role in them leaving organized
religion.
Embedded Image:
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Specifically, 17 percent of Millennials, or adults between 18 and 33-years-old, said negativity
around LGBT issues in religion was “somewhat important” to their departure, while 14 percent
said it was a “very important” factor.
A majority of Americans, 58 percent, also said that religious groups are “alienating young adults
by being too judgmental on gay and lesbian issues.” Among Millennials, that percentage jumped
to 70.
“While many churches and people in the pews have been moving away from their opposition to
LGBT rights over the last decade, this new research provides further evidence that negative
teachings on this issue have hurt churches’ ability to attract and retain young people,” PRRI CEO
Robert P. Jones said in a statement.
Comparing surveys from several polling groups since 2003, PRRI found increasing support of
LGBT rights and same-sex marriage across most religious, political and generational lines.
The survey, which polled 4,500 people, was taken between November 12 and December 18,
2013, asked about a range of LGBT-related topics, including federal and state laws on same-sex
marriage, views on policies related to HIV/AIDS and religion’s role in gay rights.
Link: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/millennials-gay-unaffiliated-churchreligion_n_4856094
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
4

2

0
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APPENDIX 7:
SAMPLE HUFFPOST NEWS ITEM # 3
HUFFPOST NEWS: LAVERNE COX’S REACTION TO CAITLYN JENNER REVEALS
THE IMPOSSIBLE EXPECTATIONS TRANS WOMEN FACE
PUBLISHED 06/02/2015
There has been a din of voices — many of them cisgender — weighing in on Caitlyn Jenner’s
Vanity Fair reveal. The majority of commentary has been support and praise. Aside from the
usual string of transphobic comments from Internet trolls, most reactions have been positive,
revolving around Jenner’s bravery, beauty and “realness” — concepts that the cis mainstream
often clings to when embracing trans women. So when Laverne Cox posted a Tumblr blog
yesterday celebrating Jenner, but also unpacking the politics of beauty surrounding Jenner’s
warm reception, it was an interesting moment to gain real perspective from a trans woman.
“Yes, Caitlyn looks amazing and is beautiful,” Cox wrote, “But what I think is most beautiful
about her is her heart and soul.”
Cox argued that the emphasis on trans women’s beauty can be dangerous, writing, “There are
many trans folks because of genetics and/or lack of material access who will never be able to
embody [cisnormative beauty standards]… we should be seen as ourselves and respected as
ourselves.”
Too often, mainstream acceptance is based on how traditionally feminine a trans woman can
look, and often, a lack of material access, or a lack of desire to appear traditionally feminine
makes it harder to achieve that acceptance. There’s no denying that wealth and whiteness inform
Jenner’s positive and groundbreaking public reception.
What is perhaps most interesting about Cox’s commentary, is how just beneath the surface it
seems to address (and maybe even critique) the parallels and differences between her own
journey and Jenner’s.
“I have always been aware that I can never represent all trans people,” Cox writes, a sentiment
she’s expressed before to address the criticism she’s received surrounding her celebrity.
Cox has an enthusiastic following, but she’s been called out in the past for being a “bad” feminist
or a “bad” trans activist. In 2010, She got flack for allegedly perpetuating patriarchal ideals of
womanhood on the reality series “TRANSform Me,” where she and two other trans women
instilled cis women with confidence via feminizing makeovers that included getting rid of “boy
clothes that women should not wear.”
In April, she appeared nude in Allure magazine, and the photo shoot was both praised as an
empowering moment for trans women of color, and drew ire from feminist critics, most notably
the blog feministcurrent. Blogger Meghan Murphy wrote: “So we are to believe that...achieving
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a ‘perfect’ body, as defined by a patriarchal/porn culture, through plastic surgery, then presenting
it as a sexualized object for public consumption equates to ‘radical self-acceptance?”
At her talk at The New School last October with bell hooks, the feminist author praised Cox as a
“goddess for justice,” but in the same breath accused her of conforming to Eurocentric and
patriarchal ideals of beauty with her high heels, designer dresses and signature blonde wigs.
Jenner, on the other hand, has not received nearly as much criticism about her traditionally
feminine appearance. Some have suggested that there’s a double standard in the way Jenner has
been accepted vs. how Cox has been, that as a white woman Jenner has been afforded less
scrutiny and more accolades, and that her cover photo (as Marc Lamont Hill put it on Twitter)
has “smuggled in the same old cis/Eurocentric narratives about womanhood.”
Of course, the overwhelmingly positive reaction to Jenner’s transition is ultimately a good thing,
and it makes sense. She’s older, she was once a beloved Olympian who represented the epitome
of hypermasculinity, and has been a reality TV star connected to one of the most talked-about
families in America for the last nine years.
But whether intentional or not, the image of Cox’s Time magazine cover beside Jenner’s Vanity
Fair cover, speaks volumes. The timing of Cox’s blog post, and its simultaneously celebratory
and critical tone, sparks questions about how the narratives of visible trans women are
constructed. The Jenner buzz has a lot to do with celebrity culture and the current conversation
around trans people, but it also brings up questions about race and privilege that have yet to be
addressed in a meaningful way.
And yet, it’s difficult to know where and when it’s right to leverage these kinds of critiques. Did
Cox’s essay detract from Jenner’s history-making moment? As it critiqued the beauty-conscious
culture that informed support for Jenner, was it also critiquing her glamorous look? It’s hard to
say.
Defending herself last year against bell hooks’ accusations that her feminism is compromised by
her highly feminine presentation, Cox said: “This is where I feel empowered, ironically, and
comfortable. I think it’s important to note that not all trans women are embracing this, but this
trans woman does. And this trans woman feels empowered by this.”
Jenner’s Vanity Fair cover, similarly, is an empowering moment — even as we complicate its
implications. That, perhaps, is the biggest takeaway from Cox’s essay. The expectations put on
the current group of visible and successful trans women, both white and WOC, are becoming
increasingly unrealistic.
Why is it the responsibility of trans women, as they knock down doors, to also subvert gender
norms, to smash the patriarchy, and to defy deep-seated standards of beauty? It isn’t, and it
shouldn’t be. Cox, Jenner, and all trans women should have the freedom and the agency to make
their own decisions, and to walk in their own truths. There’s a larger conversation to be had, of
course, about what Jenner’s Vanity Fair spread means going forward: how it will trickle down to
less privileged and visible trans people, and if it will in fact effect political change. Caitlyn
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Jenner has cited Laverne Cox as an inspiration to her, and in spite of everything, there’s a power
in that. Today, Jenner has not only graced the cover of a respected mainstream magazine and
garnered the support of millions of people. Finally, she is being seen, and heard, on her own
terms.
Link: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/laverne-cox-caitlyn-jenner_n_7495364
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
5

6

0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APPENDIX 8:
SAMPLE HUFFPOST NEWS ITEM # 4
HUFFPOST NEWS: MILO, TRANSGENDER TEEN, SHARES TRANSITION
THROUGH BIRTHDAY PANCAKE PHOTOS
PUBLISHED 01/10/2015
MULTIPLE PHOTOS OMITTED. SEE LINK BELOW.
One family’s yearly birthday tradition has suddenly taken on a whole new meaning.
Milo is a 15-year-old transgender teen whose family makes him a special pancake every birthday
to mark the occasion of turning one year older.
Milo recently shared these photos on his Tumblr, showcasing not only how he’s grown but his
journey to living openly as his authentic self. He posted the photos along with a caption, a
portion of which read: “Some little girls aren’t little girls, it just takes us a while to realize it.”
At a time when transgender individuals are receiving more mainstream visibility than ever
before, but many members of our community are still losing their lives, a story like this takes on
a unique form of significance. The Huffington Post chatted with Milo this week about his
decision to share these photos and what he hopes parents of other transgender children will take
away from his story.
The Huffington Post: Why did you decide to share your story through Tumblr?
Milo: Well, I spend way too much time on Tumblr anyways so I’ve been waiting for my 15th
birthday so the photo set could have a happy ending. There was so much bad stuff going on in
the trans community because of the awful things that happened to Leelah [Alcorn, the
transgender teen who recently committed suicide], and I thought trans kids my age needed a
boost of positivity.
How does it feel to live openly as your authentic self on such a high-visibility platform?
It’s absolutely amazing. I started presenting as openly trans when I started high school, and I just
feel so much more in place than I did in middle school. There’s still struggles, as any trans
person would tell you, but it’s so worth it to be who I am.
What is your advice to other trans kids who may be reading this?
I would tell them what I tell all the kids who come to me on my blog: don’t feel pressured to
come out if you don’t want to — do it on your own time. And if you’re certain there’s no way it
could ever get better, don’t do something that could stop you from ever finding out if you were
wrong.
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What is your advice to parents of trans kids?
Support them with your whole heart, don’t tell them they’re too young, buy them new clothes,
respect what they want, don’t make them second guess themselves. Just be a huge source of
positivity and make them feel safe around you.

Link: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/milo-transgender-pancakes_n_6432364
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Table 4.3 – Coding Sheet
Variable
Variable
Variable Label and/or Question
Number
Name
& Coding Scheme
Time and Source Variables
V1
year
What year was the news item published?
(2011=1, 2012=2, 2013=3, 2014=4, 2015=5,
2016=6, or 2017=7)
V2
month
What month was the news item published?
(Jan=1, Feb=2, Mar=3, Apr=4, May=5, June=6,
Jul=7, Aug=8, Sep=9, Oct=10, Nov=11, or Dec=12)
V3
npr
Is this an NPR news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V4
huff
Is this a HuffPo news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V5
fox
Is this a Fox news item?
(No=0, Yes=1)
LGBT Issue Variables
V6
adopt
News item discusses adoption?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V7
bully
News item discusses bullying?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V8
death
News item discusses LGBT person’s death?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V9
hatecrm
News item discusses hate crimes/law?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V10
hivaids
News item discusses HIV/AIDS?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V11
homeless
News item discusses homelessness?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V12
marriage
News item discusses same-sex marriage?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V63
military
News item discusses military service?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V13
protests
News item discusses protesting/marches?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V14
sodomy
News item discusses same-sex/sodomy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V15
suicide
News item discusses suicide?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V16
trans
News item discusses transgender people/issues?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V17
violence
News item discusses violence against or by LGBT
individuals or groups?
(No=0, Yes=1)
V18
youth
News item discusses LGBT youth?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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Variable
Value
5

1

0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

1

Legal Framing Variables
V19
crtframe
Does the news item mention courts/law/litigation?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V20
crtconst
…discusses a state or the federal constitution?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V21
crttrial
…discusses a state or federal trial court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V22
crtsup
…discusses a state or the federal supreme court?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V23
crtlit
…discusses specific litigation tactics?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V24
crtapp
…discusses specific appellate procedures?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Religious Frame Variables
V25
religframe Does the news item mention religion? (No=0,
Yes=1)
-V26
religbible …discusses the bible?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V27
religjesus …discusses Jesus?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V28
religcure
…discusses religious reparative/curative therapy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V29
religevang …discusses evangelicals individually or as a group?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V30
religclerg …contains a quote from a clergy member?
(No=0, Yes=1)
Political Frame Variables
V31
polframe Does the news item mention political institutions
and/or political activity?(No=0, Yes=1)
-V32
polelect
…discusses an election?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V33
polparty
…discusses a political party?
(Democrats=1, Republicans=2, Both=3)
-V34
poldirect
…discusses direct democracy?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V35
polamend …discusses a constitutional amendment?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V36
pollegis
…discusses a state or federal legislature?
(No=0, Yes=1)
-V37
polprez
…discusses the President of the United States?
(No=0, Yes=1)
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0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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